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ABSTRACT

An exploratory development program was undertaken to formulate and
develop a computerized, theoretical model to predict emissions characteristics
of gas turbine engine combustors. In support of the model development, a number
of experimental studies were conducted to provide information for structuring the
formulation and for guiding its refinement. Direct support was provided by three
laboratory test programs and a burner survey test program. The laboratory pro-
grams were incorporated to provide data, unavailable in the combustion literature,
on reaction rates under realistic burner operating conditions. The survey program
was incorporated to provide baseline emissions characteristics for a number of
existing gas turbine engine burners against which the generality of the model could
be assessed. 'Indirect support of.the model was provided by a comprehensive test
program in which component design techniques for reducing low-power emissions
by controlling the primary-zone equivalence ratio were evaluated using a research
combustor. Control means included air-staging, fuel-staging, and premixing of
fuel and air prior to their being introduced into the combustor. Low values of
unburned hydrocarbon (UHC) concentrations were obtained when air staging was
used; carbon monoxide (CO) concentrations, however, remained relatively high.
When fuel staging was used both UHC and CO concentrations remained high. How-
ever, very low concentrations of UHC and CO were achieved when fuel and air

-. were premixed prior to their being injected into the combustor.
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SECTION I

GENERAL SUMMARY

The first two phases of work specified under Air Force Contract
F33615-71-C-1870 have been completed. In the first phase, a generalized,
theoretical comnbustor model was developed for predicting concent#.rations and dis-
tributions of objectinnable exhauitt emissions from anid within gas turbine engine
combustors. The basic model has been formulated and Is currently applicable
for predicting emissions generated during low-power operation. The model was
developed using a building block philosophy wherein three portions of the overall
analysis were developed separately and were then combined into a singlo model
structure adaptable to the spectrum of current &nd advanced burners. The
modules composing the general anaytical system are a two-dimenslonal strea-m-
tube~ flowfleld calculation procedure. a hydroearbon, combustion. kineticst treat-
ment, and a physical combustion formulation.

To facilitate development of the general mode), thrve categorIes of labors-
toXrt tests wort conducted as a part of the. first phase of the program. Th~eset
tests provided information concerning fundmental~vl~ hydrocarbon combustion
mec-han isma directly- ipplicalil to the main burnoer iroamtmot. Th~efirst lest
program tnvolvot!dvakta~lld probing in tho primary xone of a awirl- stabilized J1-8D)
burner can to obt~in axial and radial distributioos of unburned hyrocarbons,
ca-rbon nwaoxnd~e. and loco) fuel-air ratios to assist 1A detertnining the' va~lidity of
tOw overall mncdl imigement and in guiding mode) rofine'ne'mis who're' require'd.
The s-c~ond e"Hae'inntai program involvevd turbulont nlow reidor tosts to provkid
realistic reaction rote data for hydrocarbons and carbon nwnoxdWe under conditions
of wappraturv, concentration, and turbulenov levol comparable to thoso fotmd in
corn astor# turiP4 lq~kpowcr operation. The thrd e~periwnntAl Invostigtion
invoho.d low-ta"Oprature hydrocarbon kimitles uist*, coadueed- in a flow- roeactor.
to provide informalio about hydorbnvlitoWdr er1mlrr'codin
WiWe re strong vxoth.~mc dntioefltu. r '~v xclutW.

Vrder Ohe #vc-vad phwe. eoprwnh riprne tlompowent Invce-ti-
cello" war. towuteae to define' -Ad Assess uosnbussr dv'ign techniuett for in-
ervasing cmrutsstion t-Mciracy- during lowe-power opiratfin I conseiuently, rr-
dueing the concein rations of Vbrtoal mki*wion. The first and seccti phasxs

of wore wereeonduted onutrently, continuou* interchange of informationt hetWeen
the, tvo vthwi~oM the ac innpliohnvent of each. Th' obicv of l thetre ai e
sipn techniques ciamhswd during the *evad phase was to tvatroi the primary-timw
equivalroce ratio otf O1w conm~stor over a %idl raWg of avcrf tal uol-air ratios.
VikrlAblv airflow fair sta~gint, variable fuel nlow (axial awl vdrvunierential fuel
satging), aMd fuel-air premixing conoopts vere exAmncdn. experimientally to assess
their capabilittos ~or rofductng the poAntity of undesirable exhaost ewnissbonis. LoW-

conenralon o wbemne hydrocarbons vrere obtaine with voibutaor configurar-
tions Incotpoattkn tOw air stavgtng citxumfe'rtntial fuel staging, amd Premuixing
oonevoxs 1!o*evvr. low concewtrations of carbou monoxide were achieved only



with those in which the air-staging and premixiug concepts were used. Of the
burners employing these two concepts, the premixing configuration was superior,
producing but a fraction of the carbon monoxide generated by the best of the air
staging arrangements.



SECTION II

INTRODUCTION AND PROBLEM DEFINITION

During the past several years, significant technological advances have been
realized in gas turbine engine combustion system design and performance. Ad-
vanced and future primary combustors should have the operational flexibility to
accept wide variations in compressor discharge pressure, temperature, and air-
flow with minimum pressure loss and good design-point combustion efficiency
while providing an acceptable exhaust gas temperature profile into the turbine.
More recently, however, an additional requirement has been imposed: to reduce
objectionable exhaust emissions.

Increased citizen awareness of environmental issues, coupled with the
visible smoke emissions from aircraft powerplants, has brought substantial
public attention to aircraft-contributed pollution. Although smoke by itself may
not be harmful, its r "sence focused attention on the gas tu rbine eng-ine as a
potential source of additionnt pollutants: the undesirable gaseous emissions
carbon monoxidc -0; unburned hydrocarbons, UHC; and oxides of nitrogen,
NOx. Even thoug, turbine engine-powered aircraft contribute but a small amount
to the overo.; air pollution problem, these -rcraft can become significant con-
tributors iri and around high-traffic airports and military air installations.

Of particular concern are the relatively high levels of invisible emissions
produce," daur 4 g part-power or low-power (idle/taxi) engine operation. These
invisible ernissions are principally UHC and CO. Both are nonequilibrium by-
products of tie combustion process between engine fuel and air. Under ideal
ttormodynamic conditions, neither should be present as combustion products;
however, under low-power operating conditions, the efficiency of current gas
turbine engine combtstors tends to be low. Consequently, thermodynamic equi-
librium if Aot attained during the combustion process and objectionable exhaust
emissions are produced, Minimizl.ng ft :zinc engine exhaust pollution requires
th.?%t emission control and abatemeni techniques become a major consideration in
the c(,Isgn and development of future combustion systems.

STo provide effective emission control without compromising required aero-
thermodyeamic performance of the combustor, two hasic approaches may be con-
sidered. One approach is to conduct an extensive experimental combustor develop-
ment program involving the evaluation of many design changes and variations
addressed to reducing pollulant o'oncentratlons without Incurring. system perform-
ance ,,egradation. Unfortunately, dfLs approach is ,often very costly and time-
consuming add generally requirc, ultimately, some system performance com-
promise,. and penaltie,. Another approach is to develop a generalized, analytical
comabstor raodel that realistically describes the coupled physical and chemical
processes occurring within the combustor and predicts the exhaust product con-
"centration and distribution produced by the combustion system as a function of
comoutor design, aerothcrmodynam'0s, and general operating conditions. Such
a model could then become a vital engineering tool, permitting the designer to
assess the impnct of design changes for ex' iust emission control of component
peiformance prior to initiating ,,ostly development testing.

3L _ _ _ _



An explorator, dpvelopment program was therefore undertaken to formulate
and develop a computerized theoretical model to predict emissions characteristics
of gas turbine engine cormbustors. In support of the model development, a number
of experimeiltal studies were conducted to provide information for structuring th-
formulation and for guiding its refinement. Direct support was provided by three
laboratory test programs and a burner survey test program. The laboratory pro-
grams were incorporated to provide data, unavailable in the combustion literature,
on react.on rates under realistic burner operating conditions. rhe survey program
provided baseline emissions characteristics for a number of existing gas turbine
engine burners, permitting the generality of the model to be assessed. Indirect
support of the model was provided by a test program in which design techniques
f3r rv'ucing pollutant emission levels from an annular research burner were defined
and assessed. Data from this program served ,s a guide for refining the model.

"A detailed discussion of the model development, laboratory tests, and survey
tests is presented in Section III. The annular burner test program for evaluating
design techniques is preiented in Section IV. A comparison of the exhaust concen-
trations predicted for the combustor configurations examined in Phase II with the
actual data obtained during the experimental evaluation is presented in Section V.

This report has been physically arranged such that figures and tables re-
lating to a particular section or subsection will be found as cl "sely as possible to
the written portion of the section or subsection in question.
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SECTION III

PHASE I - THEORETICAL FORMULATION

A. SUMMARY

Work under Phase I of Contract F33615-71-C-1870 has been completed.
This was an analytical and experimental effort to establish a theoretical com-
bustion model for 'predicting low-power exhaust emissions of unburned hydro-
carbons and carbon monoxide from gas turbine engine main burners. The items
of work that were accomplished under Phase I are outlined in the following para-
graphs.

1. Streamtube Combustor Model Development

A preliminary low-power emissions concentration prediction model was
formulated on the basis of an existing combustor model. This model was used
to predict emissions levels for the proposed Phase II Combustor A test program.

A more comprehensive analytical model for predicting concentrations of
unburned hydrocarbons and carbon monoxide during low-power operation was
formulated, programed for solution on a digital computer, and developed to
functional status. The principal components of this model include a multistream-
tube internal flowfield model, a treatment of the physical combustion process, and
a treatment of hydrocarbon oxidation kinetics.

Exhaust plane emissions survey measurements were obtained from advanced
premixing and piloted swirl combustor rigs.

A parametric study was conducted using the streamtube combustor model
to predict the influence of combustor inlet temperature, pressure, reference
velocity, fuel injector type, and wall cooling layer on exhaust emission concen-
trations.

2. Low-Power Emissions Research Studies

Chemical species concentration profiles were measured at three stations
within the primary zone and at the exhaust of a JT8D can-type combustor at
simulated idle and approach power settings. The corresponding gas temperature
and combustion efficiency profiles were generated from these data.

Unburned fuel and carbon monoxide concentration profiles were measured
in a turbulent flame reactor test rig. Test conditions were chosen to represent
combustion in a gas turbine engine burner at idle and approach power settings.
Measured values of combustion rate were used to generate an expression for
turbulent mixing-controlled combustion rate as a function of fuel-air ratio and
inlet temperature.

A series of tests was conducted in an adiabatic reactor test rig to investigate
possible hydrocarbon oxidation reactions under relatively cool, fuel-rich conditions,
representative of wall quenching regions. No significant reactions were found to
occur.
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3. Presentation of Predicted Results

Carbon monoxide and unburned hydrocarbon concentration levels have been
predicted using the streamtube model for a series of combustor configurations.
Comparisons of predicted and experimental values are presented in Section V for
the following:

1. JT8D Probing Tests
2. Phase If, Combustor A
3. Phase II, Combustor B
4. Parametric Study.

B. PRELIMINARY COMBUSTOR MODEL

1. General

The complexity of the generalized combustor model, in particular the flow
field calculation procedure, prevented developing a functional computer program
in time for application to the early Phase II testing. Therefore, a preliminary
combustor model was developed for use until the generalized model was functional.
In addition, the preliminary model served as a test vehicle for development of the
physical and chemical combustion mechanisms prior to incorporation into the
streamtube combustor model.

2. Description

The preliminary low-puwer emissions model was constructed by modifying
an existing three-zone combustor model developed by Pratt & Whitney Aircraft
for NOx prediction (Reference 1). The principal modification was to replace the
existing equilibrium hydrocarbon chemistry with a simplified hydrocarbon kinetics
treatment, combining kinetic and equilibrium features. Also, the input to the
three-zone model was modified to accept fuel injection at multiple axial stations.

The principal elements of the analysis are a combustor internal flow field
model, a. fuel droplet dynamics and vaporization model, and a treatment of finite-
rate hydrocarbon oxidation chemistry. The combustor flow field model is shown
schematically in figure 1. The primary zone consists of a central recirculation
zone (Region I), characterized by reversed flow and high levels of turbulence and
temperature, and an outer streamtube of reacting flow (Region II). The dilution
zone is modeled as a single streamtube in which chemical reaction may occur.
The division between primary and seconAary zones occurs at the first row of
liner penetration jet holes, in accordance with experiment (Reference 2). By
considering the primary zone to be divided into two parallel flowpaths, a combina-
tion of one-dimensional analyses is used to represent the salient two-dimensional
features. This flow field treatment is applicable to conventional swirl-stabilized
can or innular combustor designs. Chamber geometry, inlet air temperature and
pressure, inlet fuel flow, and axial airflow distribution are input quantities.

6
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Figure 1. Schematic Diagram of Aerodynamic Model FD 68873

The recirculation zone boundary is determined by use of the semiempirical
relationship developed in Reference 3:

[M 2 r 2]

Rr 2f a (1)

LPgv j

where

Itr the ratio of recirculation zone boundary radius to com-
bustor radius, rr/rw

Mang axial flux of angular momentum leaving the swirler

,. local gas density

V axial volumetric flowrate

ff I denotes a functional relationship

The independent parameter contained within brackets in equation (1) may be ex-
pressed in terms of geometric parameters as follows:

M r 2rantil w r3 rl32
2 ". -2 tane [ -r2 2)Pg V 3A 2 CV "': . .S W S W
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where

'Asw =swirler flow area

CV swirler discharge coefficient

e swirler vane turning angle

r swirler inner radius

r2 swirler outer radius

Once the recirculation region has been defined, the area between its boundary
and the chamber wall defines the streamtube region (Region I1).

It is assumed that unburned combustion jet air and a fraction of the Region I1
mixture enter the recirculation zone (Region I) at the downstream bounda-y of the
primary zone. The quantity of mixture entering the upstream flow regioi 'U; deter-
mined from an empirical correlation. All flow recirculating upstream in Region I
is assumed to enter Region II at the swirler face. The combustion products from
Region I are assumed to mix instantaneously with the unburned air entering
Region II. Other than these discrete input flow adjustments that account for mass
transfer between regions, there is no interaction between the primary-zone flow
regions. Subscribing to the one-dimensional nature of the flow field treatment,

air that is added to the combustor through liner holes is assumed to mix instan-
taneously with the fluid within. m

burning. It Is further assumed that (i) the fuel spray Is uniformly listributed
across the Region 11 streamitubc. (2) interaction be'tween Iurning.droplets Is in-
significant; (3) Vaporized fuel mixes instantaneouslY with the surrounding gas-

phase mixture, and (-i) the spray vnu, Ix, adequately characterized Iy a single
value of the Sauter mean diameter (SNID). Fuel that enters Region I is assumed
to be fully vaporieti and perfectly mixed with the airflow within [It-Wron I.

The fuel droplet vaporiatlion rate in itegions I and i Is calculated from an
expression due to Wood, Lovell, itosser, and Wise (References 4 and 5), based
on local fuel and gas properties. TlTPe calculation procedurt-As essentially Identical
to that describetd in paragraph C, Streamtube Combustor lMoel,- anwl will not be
(lescrlixd here. Trhe quantity of fuel vapor that ts produced in nm increfment of
combustor length, when fresh vapor Is mixed with the products of combustion re-
sulting from reaction Ixbtween the preexisting vaporized fuel-air mixture, is avail-
able for combustion. In the preliminary'modll, It Is assumed that combustion
occurs at local bulk mixture atrength, corresponding to complete mixing of all
vaporized fNel and airavailable at each axial location in the combultor.

Chemical reaction of the hydrocarbon fuel and air determines the gas tem-
perature and the concentration of active combustion species. The hydrocarbon
chemistry treatment contained In the preliminary model was evolved from examina-
tion of a series of one-dimensioial streamtuhe calculations using the hydrocarbon
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oxidation kinetics system presented in paragraph C (table 11). Conditions com-
prising equivalence ratios from 0.5 to 2. 0, over an inlet temperature range of
800"K (1400"R) to 2000'K (36001R) at a pressure of 2 atm have been studied
with the emphasis on the final spectrum of products. Examiration of these
results showed that the UHC, excluding raw fuel, could be cepresented by the
single species C2H2 . Examination of the predicted CO concentrations indi-
cated that, in the primary zone, the levels were close to equilibrium values.

Using these conclusions, the detailed hydrocarbon reaction system was re-
duced to that given In table I. As shown in this table, the preliminary hydrocarbon
system consists of rate-limiting steps between raw fuel and equilibrium combus-
tion products, with CO concentrations assumed to be either at equilibrium or
frozen. Rates of the first two reactions, representing fuel breakdown for both
loan and rich mixtures by 02 and. OH reactions, are the same as those of the full
kinetics treatment. A portion of the reaction products are immediately equilibrated,
whereas the remainder are identified as UHC. The proportioning has been adjusted
to be consistent -with the kinetic studies and experimental evidence. The third and
fourth reactions represent the family of UHC oxidation reactions and also result
in equilibrium products of combustion. These reactions have global rates repro-
"senting the C2 H2 system as contained in the full kinetics system. The equilibrium
hydrocarbon thermochemistry calculations are based on procedures due to Brinkley
(References 6 and 7), Simultanwous checks of the kinetic rate of change of CO con-
contration are then made. When the kinetic rate drops below that required to main-
tain equilibrium, the CO concentration is considered to be frozen.

Table I. Preliminary Hydrocarbon Kine•tc System

CSi 16 (VAPOR) + 02 7 1 C8"16 + 1/2 14 UNCJ
" 2..

C81116 (VAPOR) + O. 12 i "H + t/21 4 VUiCl

UH1C ., 0o 1/4 6-M16

•"CO 1O 4 CO e l

2
6 1.5 e(-7400/Ti

k 7.5 x 106 T

2 .k 3 x to10 r- 1 c('4500!/T

k 2,,5 1k

,, 5.6 x 10t11 (-54O0/T)

NOTES:

I . Temperature. T. in"K

2. Reaction rate constant, k, in cm3 /'tnle-soc



Table I. Preliminary Hydrocarbon Kinetics System (Continued)

3. C8H16 represents equilibrium products of combustion at the
local value of FA

4. Sudden freezing criteria:

d [CO) d [CQi

I > d ' [CO~t + at [COlequil, t + At

d (CO] d (CO)

Ifdt< dt (l COIt + at (Colt
5. UHC is assumed t-' be C2 H2 in the preceding chemical equations.

3. Phase I1 Predictions

The preliminary low-power emissions model represented a first-pass
attempt at a prediction model for CO and UHC. In addition to support of the
Phase 13 test program, it served the purpose of Identifying those areas where
model improvement was needed. The preliminary model was used to predict
UHC and CO emissions for all configurations proposed for Phase 11 combustor A
testing. Agreement between predicted and experimental values was not uniformly
good. although major trends were predicted correctly.

A comparison of predicted and measured pollutant concentrations with fuel-
air ratio. Is presented for Scheme I-IA of combustor A to demonstrate the eapa-
billty of the extended, preliminary model. A description of the Scheme I-IA
burner and test series is presented later in Section iV.

Figure 2 compares prdicted and measured conanmtrations for UIIC. A
similarityin the rate of chaeni of UIIC concentration with fuel-air ratio, FA, is
"evident in this figure. iHowever. if the predicted curve were shifted to the left
by an FA Increment of approximately 0.004. much better agreement would be
obtained; O1w meaosured and predicted curves %vuid nearly coincide,.

A possible 'ustifleatifo exists for shifting the predicted curve toward the
left. The preliminary conmbustor model predicts that the ..Scheme I-IA combustor
will not remain lit below an FA of 0. 005. In actual rig testing, this cambustor
had a lean blowout FA. L 11, of 0.0014. The difference betveen the predicted
aow measured Iemi blowout fuel-air ratios is approximately 0.004. The difference
in operational limits suqests that the model is simulating a combustion process

with an unrealistically low local FA in the primary zone. Indeed, it would not. be
possible for the comtbutor to operate .t values of FA approaching 0.004 if local
values of equivahmce ratio corresponding to those predicted by the model did,
in fact, exist. Consideration of the fuel vapor-air mixing mechanism Incorporated
in the preliminary model supports thif proposition.

In the preliminary model, It was assumed that vaporized fuel mixed Instan-
taneously with all of the air that was admitted to the primary zone. This !s not
especially realistic. A more plausible situation, which ts incorporated in the
general cownbustor model, consilers conditions in the primary toe to be largely
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nonhomogeneous, with regions of very high and very low fuel concentrations in
evidence. The heterogeneous conditions provide local equivalence ratios suf-
ficiently high to sustain combustion at lcw overall values of FA.

so
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Pigure. 2. Comparison of Measured AMd Predicted OF 9404$
Vile Comevatratio with Vlucl-Afr atti*

Figure 3 oompares tOe variMtIons, Ini masured axl prdidtetd croncentrations
of CO *1th FA. T'he gfeoral shapeo at the two curves are sithilar. aad as oboorvM

* ~for 121W, the predicted curve7 Is displuctd to thw rioht of Uwe nwasured dato by a
difiterenice in FA of appronuately 0). 00)4. In addition, the predicte,4 concentrations
Stre approximrately owe order of magultud grecnter than the trsaftred. Thev pre-

* ~~dicted curve appears to be. in error becauAse the values of combuastion Affcleacy
* that would result If the CO dat*k werv. iorrvct would be well bola* the values of
* ~ ~ oombustion efficiency actuitlly ntwasroci.
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Figwtv 3. Comparison of Mouwred *ad Predicted F 93044
CO Convntration with FWe.-Air Ratio

A poosible explanation (or the high leves of CO cone trtion involvesi the ud-.
du framhing criterloni thtb has boon imposed as an asunption in tha preliminary com-.
bustor ,m L-. (St* table I.) In the preliminary numdel no chQg in Co roncentr,%tio':

is permitted whe the kinetic rate of reav.ctio driqs helow that r*Iprvd to matntabi an
equailibriuam concounration of CO. Exporlenee "ied to working with the preolnlitary
model hu shcwn that this awamptlon leads to unroatlistic res•lts. For ex.4tpi, for
t t test points presnteo n fiurv 3. h•w model predicts s•!okn freezlng of CO con-
cmntratloo immedlateol lownstream of the primary one. It three of the four c•s"
examined ust•g the preli.mlorry 1odel to simulate Cobustor Schemee I-IA tAt Not-

* air ratios of 0.00t, 0.012, and O.Ot8), this froxei ondition wavs mainta•iae for
the entire length of the combustor, with the froena concentration servh* as the
[i prIle concKrattol of CO at tbc cmbastor exhaust phmne. in the fourth case
(at a hael-alr rnlo of 0. 022), hower, the klnetFl rate of ractfom rosm Above
that reenirod to maintdin cMuilibrium at a t ftation only 1.S to. from th exbtUst
pLqnz of the ow.bustor. Accordift to the freeting critertion, the CO conentra-
tioa Immedittely becomes that corrfsponding to tquillbrtum condiims. The
equfiltbrlum concantral'i, howte.r, has declieWd stcwdily with length to a level
".ear zero at the aft and of the comNt'stor. The preliminary model, therefore.
predct that the CO lowcestr•tiou drops from 7. Soo ppmv to Q. 01 ppm- at the
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exit of the combustor. This value of 0.01 ppmv, however, is an equilibrium
value and is not comparable to the frozen concentrations of 2835, 2090, and
7653 ppmv predicted for values of fuel-air ratio of 0. 008, 0.012, and 0. 018,
respectively. Realistic exit concentrations probably lie somewhere between the
frozen and equilibrium values. Therftok-v, for consistency, all predicted data
presented/ai figure 3 represent frozen CO concentrations. For the data point at

a fuel-air ratio of 0.022, the frozen concentration shown was predicted by the
model for a location 1.5 in. upstream of the combustor exit plane.

Figure 4 compares the predicted and measured variations in NOx concen-
tration with fuel-air ratio over the range of conditions investigated. The shapes
of the predicted and measured curves are similar. However, as observed for
the UIHC and CO cases, the predicted curve is shifted well to the right of the
measured. And in contrast to the UHC and CO cases, the pridicted NOx con-
centrations are less than those that were measured. An explanation for this
could be forwarded based upon the existence of nonuniform fuel-air ratios through-
out the combustor, as opposed to the uniform fuei-air ratio profile assumed by the
preliminary model. The amount of NOx formed in a woutaiforin system will cer-
tainly exceed that formed in a uniform one.

IA

.. Imjm.

f""

Figuare A. Comparison of Mhkasurvd mnd Predivtorf orl 9G4$
N~ Cmscentration witth Fuel-Air Ratio
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The principal reasons for lack of agreement in particular cases -were the
absence of a wall-quenching layer and the discontinuous CO characteristic pro-
vided by the freezing criterion. In an actual combustor, the wall film cooling
layer freezes partially reacted species that enter the layer. In general, the
preliminary model tended to predict very low exhaust concentrations of CO and
particularly UHC, despite high primary zone concentrations. This indicates
that bulk gas quenching is not a significant factor in low-power emissions of CO
and UHC, and emphasizes the need for a cooling layer quench mechanism as in-
cluded in the streamtube model. The CO mechanism incorporated in the prelim-
inary model produced order of magnitude variation in CO concentration as the
freezing criterion alternated betweitn the frozen and nonfrozen states. As a
result of this behavior, a mechanism providing kinetic conversion from CO to
CO2 was devaloped for the streamtube model.

C. STREAMTUBE COMBUSTOR MODEL

"1. Conceptual Approach

Although the preliminary combustor model represents a significant step
toward a realistic emissions prediction model, several -nherent deficiencies make
the prediction of CO and uHC, In particular, difficult,. The need for a more localized
treatment of the internal aerodynamic flowfield aud for a sequence of chemical species
between raw fuel and equilibrium combustion products becomes apparent. The
streamntube combustor model was formulated with the specific intent of rendyh~
these deflonclies.

The approach taken in the dovelopment of the low-povur emission# com--
bu.4tr mnodtl has been to formwd!oto mathematical treatments for principal
pks#ICal nd chemical mctMnISM tWa hMl"iCn*e the cornbustoit proct-s, *rW
to Int"ema these mechanisms throuh A sequence of thertnodmaruam stats ob-
tained from thecoupling of the*e chaisms ith the physical combustor flow-
"field. The sivuitweoaus *Autlon of the iomb"Uton rat mehanisms and the
fluid d nlde•s profve othe gaps ~nqpeurv, flow vrlocty. and chbemcAl #pecies
Svonctrvktlms as a funoon ot position within the combrator, whith, in tur , in-
fluenco PA*vppnt combustion. The prinvhApl e#omants of the aalysi# art A.
coh•tmutor Intenal flow"led mod•l- a physial combustion models and s treatment
o( hydrocarboa-air chemicA, kinetics.

"The printery nabevtve of the modeling effort was to develop an @nO&ering
tool to .asist ti the deoign and devlmt d I-lt combu or hriwar.
For this reason, the aly~iA must include aufficioal -atail to draw a correspond-
-et betwee tl* eombustk process a combustor geometry, fuel injection
- nractrktties, &ad amm oqprating cowliti-s•. Development of Individual *ub-
nmodels and combination in modular fash$i allowod the requisite detail to be in-
corporated in % tractable mathemuatPlal •nMa.,si. A ncesary eomstrafni on the
degree of complexity, how•-er, was that the rxsev41ng analytical model must be
pý-actlcal in terms of compqmter timv requirWd for routine oglmrifg use.
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2. Description of the Combustor Model

a. Internal Flowfield Model

The combustor flowfield model, with input quantities of chamber area as
a function of axial distance, inlet air temperature, pressure, and axial location
of air addition sites defines the physical system upon which the gas dynamic and
combustion rate calculations were based. The experimentally determined internal
flowfield for a conventional swirl-stabilized, can-type combustor is shown in fig-
ure 5. The flowfield is seen to include a region of highly turbulent, reversed flow
in the front of the chamber, surrounded by a region of relatively uniform down-
stream flow. The forward region Including the recirculating flow is designated
the primary zone and the downstream region, the secondary or dilution zone.
The primary zone serves the purpose of stabilizing the combustion process.
Liquid fuel is conditioned for burning and combustion is largely completed in
this zone. The mixture of high-temperature combustion products and reactants
leaving the primary zone continues to bum and subsequently is mixed with dilution
air in the secondary zone to provide a suitable temperature profile for entrance
to the turbine.

r4P A

.I'I J j

*. . l. •A

.ugure S. Prmry-Zorw How Pattrr Mitermd In POt 66733A
Can-Type Comnu'tor (keren'ee 2n

'T'he comixssor flowfield model employed in the present analysix Is showm
schematiclldy tn figure 6 for the case' of a can-type combustor. Th1, tuo-cimrn-
Ssonal Internal flowflold hast bhet approximated by a set of coanaular, one-
d1imintkial reacstng gtreamwtus-. The rrrcirculatlcm xone boundary, enclosing

* rejgin (D. defines the location and size of a rero net flow, one-dimensional
streathheb rmpresenting the r circulating flow. The. recirculatioo zone buncdary
has the physical tignifican•c of separating the net upstream nd downstream por-

'-- tions of the prinmry-zote airflow. Air emitrlng the front of the combustor 1.4
assigned to the main flow stire;:ntubes on an equf hasl.. Downstra•m combustion
and dilution jet air Is apportion•d to the streamtulws by means of a jet ponetrattoo
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and mixing model lescribed later. Ail wall cooling air is assigned to the outer
streamtube that begins at the first cooling air addition site. The airflow dis-
tribution to combustion and cooling holes is specified as model input. The stream-
tube boundaries are defined by inner and outer radii and are computed as dependent
variables. The outermost streamtube is bounded by the location of the chamber
wall, which is provided as input.

Dilution Air-" -Cooling Air

Comhustion Chamber

• (--.~ Entrainment .

-Fuel Nozzle

SFiguare 6. Schematic Diagram of Internal Flowfield FO 66734A
Strearntube Model for Can-Type Combustor

The applicability of the model to particular combustor types is determined
by the flowfleld analysis, and includes can and annular configura'.ions that are
adequately described by a radial array of one-dimtnsional, coannular stream-
tubes, symmetric about the geometric combustor axis. The recirculation
region(s) may either be symmetric about the combustor axis or be symmetric
about individual, regularly spaced axes themselves symmetrically arranged about
the combustor axis. In the latter case, transition to the annular streamtube
arrangement is made at the end of the recirculatlon region. The can and anrnular
versions of the model are currentiy limited to :our and seven streamtubes, re-
spectively.2

•:• The steady-state, one-dimensional analysis of the flow in a streamtube for
• the downstream direction, x, is obtained by solving the equations for conservation
S~of mass, momentum, and energy. It is assumed that wall friction, drag of internal
t• bodies, gravity forces, and external heat exchange are negligible. With these as-

sumptions, and considering the list of symbols, presented at the beginning of this
report, the differential equations for continuity and linear moment.um for the jth
str~~amtube bounded byvRj and Rj_ 1, may be written as shown in equations 3 and 4.

d dwc
(i (pjUjAj) =-j--

3.

16 I

..----/0:
Entrainmen
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(pj j - Pj Aj) 4- 27r Pj+l RJ d- (4)

.PdRj_
1  dwt[ dwt)

The equation of state, p ý P/RT, is employed to express dp/dx in terms
of dP/dx and dT/dx in equation 3. In the case of a nonswirling flowfield, static
"pressure is uniform in the radial direction. For nonzero inlet swirl, additional
conservation equations for angular momentum and radial equilibrium are written
for the jth streamtube. They are shown, respectively, as equations 5 and 6.

" d dwt
d (Pj U- A. Cp To.) : PUj AjQj + dx (Cpj-1Toj-I- Cpj T +j) (5)

j-lx (Cp..3ojJ. pjo

dwt
+"x" j~j~(CpjI Toj+l - Cpj Toj)•j + +1

ddx j-l,j

• - " -VI. +- O
(v, "2 2

dwI (+ 11±i~i (Il. -it+ L-19 _ V._

dx \+l 2 J 2

In the structuring of the computational procedure, the requirements for
conservation of energy are realized through a series of species conservation
equations that together specify the enthalpy of combustion. Because of the nature
of the hydrocarbon thcrmochemistry model, combustion enthalpy is determined
Iby the quantity of fuel that has reacted to form partial equilibriunm products of
combustion. This reacted fuel flow is expressed in terms of the local stream-
tube FA, as shown in equation 7.

d F I dI d•, ht[ -,) --dw t •(

dXPA1) dt x jl,j I dx (7)

dweii • ~~~(FA+ .- FA) FAj --•,
j~l i dx

where Wi represents fuel mass that has reacted to partial equilibrium products
of combtistlon at the local fuel-air ratio, and FAi Wi/(Pi u iA.). Additional
equations for the conservation of unburned fuel vapor '(Wl V), uliburned hydro-
carbons (WIIC), and carbon monoxide (WCO) mass flow complete the specifica-
tion of combustion enthalpy at each streamtube location x:

17



dVWUV -dW dW-(C. dwtl ( WUV. WUV(
dt t d(it +t (pjUj_j. Aj- 1 ) (p.UiA

dt WUTVi+1 W`U.Vi
d dx Ijtj+l j+tj+hj+ (pC jAj))

dWHC. ,w w . WHC. WHC

dAH ,, I+ +
dx . dt dx' 1 p. (P 1J. u f\.j1)(PiUi ý) (9)

d~tWIIC.+ WFHC.
x jj+1 k((Pj+ 1Uj2lj+j) (PjUjAj)

_WC__ dWCO,-I WCOi. WCO (10)

I i-I :)x j dt dx Ij-1 1 j (Pj- 1 Uj-IAj-1 ) (PJUjAj)+

dwtt I WCO 4-w.. \

'j,j+1 j+ 1j+I j+1 (u )

The rate of change of WUV with time is determined from the fuel droplet vaporiza-
tion rate expression discussed later. The time derivatives of the species W, WHC
and WCO are obtained from the hydrocarbon thermochemistry system, which is
described In detail later.

A calculation procedure has been devised to determine the rate of transfer
of mass, momentum, and energy between the recirculation zone and the outer
streamtubcs. With the definition of a mass flowrate, wr, representing entrain-
ment flow entering or leaving the recirculation region, the conservation equations
(continuity, linear momentum, wid energy) for region (D may be written as fol-
lows:

dwd r

dx(pl U A1 ) dx (11)

dwr
d 2 d dR 1  Ul r Wr <0d (Pl U2 A,) x(Pl A) + 27 P2 R1 = + d w r (12)

j. 2 j U x r

dFA1

dx 0 (13)
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where wr has been defined to be post1tve for mass entering the recirculation zone
afd a3 dwr/dx defines the fractional exchange rate with streamtube j. Entrain-
ment exchange with the outer streamtubes requires that terms including dwr/dx
in equations 11 and 12 be applied to equations 3, 4 and 7 in the proportion a such
that total entrainment mass flow is conserved. Experience has shown that satis-
factory results are obtained when entrainment flow is uniformly exchanged with
all outer streamtubes, with the exception of the wall cooling streamtube(s). The
current recirculation zone model gives the most satisfactory results when a con-
stant, stoichiometric fuel-air ratio is assumed for region (, as expressed by
equation 13.

Specification of the recirculation boundary, Rl(x), allows the computation
bf wr as an additional dependent variable. However, for arbitrary recirculation
zone size, the computed entrainment flow may not be consistent with the required
boundary conditions that the recirculation zone contain zero net mass flow and
that the axial recirculation velocity, U1, approach zero at the upstream and down-
stream limits of the recirculation zone envelope. By expressing the recirculation
zone boundary in functional form, R1 = f(x), it is possible to iterate on zone length
until the boundary conditions are satisfied. Satisfactory results have been ob-
tained employing elliptical zone contours following the work of Reference 8. With
this treatment of recirculation entrainment, both recirculation zone size and magni-
tude of recirculation flow may be computed as dependent variables.

Turbulent mixing between adjacent streamtubes may be expressed in terms
of a rate of mass exchange between the streamtubes, wt. The change in momentum
resulting from this mass exchange may be related to the Reynolds shear stress
acting at the boundary between the streamtubes

TA =- (Vj - j_1) wt,

where A = 2 Tr Rj_ 1dx, The Reynolds stress may be expressed in terms of the
turbulent eddy viscosity coefficient, Att, such that

T =At (aU/dR) .s.Lt(Uj - Uj_ 1) Srj - rj-).-1)

where r., r._ 1 are internal strea:ntube radii corresponding to the "half-jet"
approximatfon. Att may be related to local flow quantities by an expression of
the form

At 1pkb Unlax - Umini

where k is an empirical constant fitted to experimental mixing data for two-
dimensional turbulent jets, and b is proportional to the width of the mixing
region (Reference 9). With appropriate selection of the eddy viscosity model,
the rate of mass exchange between adjacent streamtubes is written:

__ .... U 2 2)1/2 1/2
d +V 27( + V 14)
dx j-lj 40 j - J-1 -i 1
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The rate of external air addition to the streamtubes defining the ii:. ernal flowfield,
wi, Is determined from a jet penetration and mixing model. With reference to
figure 7, a transverse jet is assumed to enter the combustor with negligible
momentum in the streamwise direction. In the process of mixing with the stream-
tube flow, the jet is turned in the downstream direction and is .ccelerated up to
the local stream velocity. The trajectory of the jet centerline at the point of
uniform velocity defines the jet penetration. An empirical correlation is used to
express the penetration of a single transverse jet in terms of local jet and mahi-
stream flow properties (Reference 10):

/uV* 85 /±p 0. 47 4
Y 0.87 D UBB B sin °0 D)0.32 (15)

where the subscript B denotes bulk-averaged streamtube velocity and density.
The jet cross-sectional area is computed with the assumption that jet pressure
is equal to the local stream pressure. If the shape of the fully developed jet
cross section is assumed to be an ellipse with ratio of major to minor axes of 5:1
(Reference 11), the jet cross section is located with respect to the streamtube
boundaries by the local value of penetration distance, Y(A x). Jet air addition to
the jth streamtube is proportional to that fraction of the jet cross-sectional area
intersected by the streamtube boundaries located at Rj_I and R'. The jet is
assumed to be fully mixed with the respective streamtube flows at a position
A x = 10 Dc downstream of the air-addition site, following the assumption of full
penetration in that distance. Jet air addition rate is specified as a sine function
of axial distance over the mixing length, as shown in equation 16:

w (16)
T C

wc~ 2 tOD7sin (aD 2

US

PB

Combustor Chamber

Wall

Figure 7. Transverse - Jet Penetration Model FD 66736A
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b. Physical Combustion Model

The rate of combustion of liquid fuel is governed by the respective rates
of fuel-droplet vaporization and mixing of vaporized fuel and air in the presence
of diffusive burning. It is assumed that fuel droplets are uniformly distributed
within a streamtube, that interaction between burning droplets is insignificant,
and that the fuel droplets within a given streamtube are adequately described by
a single value of Sauter mean diameter (SMD). The fuel droplet vaporization
rate for burning droplets, dWUV/dt, is calculated from the following expression
due to Wood, Lovell, Rosseri and Wise (References 4 and 5):

dWUV - edg [1 QY0 2  Cp 1 Nd
dt Cpg In + - L (TI -Tg jjd (17)

Equation 17 is based on assumptions of spherical symmetry, steady-state condi-
tions, independence of transport properties on temperature and composition, and
negligible radiation effects. The liquid surface temperature, T1 , is taken to bc
the ASTM 50% distillation point in accordance with the conclusions reached in
Reference 5 for multicomponent fuel bi 2nds. Equation 17 is multiplied by

1.0 + 0.276 Re1/2 Pr1/3

where the Reynolds number is given by

Re U 9- Vd IDd Pg/Ig

and the Prandtl number by

Pr Cpg Ag! Ag

to account for convection (Reference 12).

Since the fuel-droplet velocity typically differs from that of the streamtube
flow, acceleration or deceleration of the droplet because of aerodynamic drag must
be included. This is accomplished by including a drag force term in the droplet
momentum equation. The resulting differential equation for droplet velocity is:

d- U-d 4Dp1 / Ug -d " U& (18)

dxUd j 1 (U * i)

The drag coefficient Is calculated from one of the following Nquatlons, depending
on Reynolds number (Reference 13):

,]ii ~C D 27 R e "0. 84 ; e K 8
CD 27c 0 ;< Re•ý80

CD- 0.271 Re0217; 80 < Re 5 L0 J (19)

CD 2.0; 1 < He

Initial values of mean droplet size and injection velocity are determined
from fuel-injector characteristics. Initial fuel mass distribution among the
streamtubes Is specified as model input. Separate droplet vaporization equa-
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tions were written for each streamtube containing liquid fuel. Fuel that enters
the recirculation zone is assumed to be fully vaporized .ad Ynixed with the
region 1 airflow.

In keeping with the physical droplet burning moe. A represented by equa-
tion 17, fuel, once vaporized, is assumed to react in stoichiometric proportion
with the surrounding air in the streamtube. The computatiut; of streamtube
aerodynamic parameters, however, is based on bulk-mixt.re conditions at al1
times. In the case of premixed fuel and air, comb-stion. occulrs at the injected
mixture proportions. Combustion of injected fue1 vapor (cr partially evaporated
fuel droplets is assumed to occur on a stoichiometric basis as above.

C. Hydrocarbon Thermochemistry Model

The quantity of fuel vapor produced ij a- increment of combustor length,
when added to the preexisting fuel-air comhustion prxduct vapor mixture at that
axial station, is available for combustion. Chemice'. reaction of the hydrocarbon
fuel and air determines the gas temperatvr• and concentration of active combus-
tion species. The degree of completion of the coir'"stion reactiois determines
the exhaust concentration of CO and UIIC. The number of possible reactions in-
volved in the breakdown of hydrocarbon siels is extremely large, and few have
been investigated with respect to their rates. It is, therefore, convenient to
assume that fuel breakdown to elemertail species occurs in a small number of
global steps. The hydrocarbon kinet!cs system investigated in the present study
is shown In table II. As represented ty this mechanism, the complex oxidation
of hydrocarbon fuel is viewed as occurring in three broad stages. The first
stage, represented by global reactlimns (1) t~irough (3), produces light, unburned,
partially oxidized hydrocarbons., The rate constants for these reactions have
been adjusted to fit experimer,4al ignition delay data following the approach of
Edelman and Fortune (Refer.nce .14). 1he hypothetical aldehyde intermc, diate
(('41180) is introduced for comrrp.tational 'convenience. The subsequent sequence
of reactions, comprising tK! sevond stage of combustion, includes the principal
exothermiv revetions ant n..,'ouces iarge amounts of 1120 and CO. The particular
reactions Included ir. the turrent system arc vonsidered to represmnt famuli.4
of intermediate species ct sirmilar ch-oracter. The final stage of combustion is
charact(,rlzed bv the eot: -v sWon e C'O to c('0 via reaction (19). The rear!!-n rate
conrtants have iwen taken fv,-m Pekrene.;r , 14 through 22 .as Indicated In table It,:
with the excer.1on of reactfon M7, uhlre rh tate has bren deduced from resulLs
presented hi. 'referenves I i thr•u•h lI artd 21. JP-15 fuel is represented chertlcally
by the.fornt lation C.41, alithougn It ir not meant to be a true olefit) The thermo-
dynamic p.'oprties (sp1wefic heat, hent of formation) for C.4jit6 are conalxtent with
thobe of X"-5.

Table it. lactitss. Constituting the Hydrocarbon Oxidation Kinetics System

eference

Reaction Rate Consatt, cm 3 - mole -so" Smirrc

(1) C Itl6  02 2C,1118 0 k. 7.5 x 106 T1 "5 e-7900/T S Text

(2) C4 1180 * 02 1102 - CO Cit 3  C2 1i4 k2 o101l T1.5 -I 0000/T S Text

(3) C8 1116 011 i 112CO) Cil3 3C 2 114  k3  3 x 10l T e"450T see Text
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Table 11. Reactions Constituting the Hydrocarbon Oxidation Kinetics System
(Continued)

3. ~Reference
Reaction Rate Constant, cm -mole -sec Source

(4) C 3 + 0 ". f2 CO + If k4 . 2 x 1 1 3  15

(5) C 13 +O0 - 112CO +11 k5 : 1012  16

(6) 112CO 011. .- !'20 + co It k6 k 10 14 ,4000/T 15

(7) C2 114 + 02 211 2CO 3 x 02 T 2. 5  See Text

(8) C2 114 + Oil - CIt 3 •112CO k8 5 x 1013 e3000/T 17

(9) CI1.1 11 2 Clt 4 it + i9 . 6x 011 e5500/T 18
(_10 C.)lI 2 k0 7 108-23250/T

(10)12 Is 10 x1 19

C(1) +2 12  ()I o(f13 ,kl 1013 x &-3500/T 16

S.12) 211, NI .~ t. k 12  2x 1018 T-1,
(13 20 ' Oo., 'NI k 1 17 Tr.li! l•)20 M ') M l 0 16, 1>0

(14 Oi tN-.O N I 7 x 10 1 9 VT1  20, 21

(15)t N]* 0, 011 * k15  2.,4 N 1014 Q-8400/T 21

(061 0 I2 O1 t 11 1a74 x tI 1t I.14730/T 21e

..17. i- 12(}0 112 (Oi k17 8.4 x 1013 Q "10030.!T 41

.1) 18 ) 1 k 1- 5 X 103 21

(19) Co Oil "12 11 ki 6. 101 54,440T 21.

(20k 1O 20II O 4k 2.4 x 10~ 29OT 1

.21) Ii( 0 'i If 2014t k2t 6 x 10 1.3 206 22

.hle It Is Mftl that the klmtic mechanism presetvd in tabi: It offers an
:cquate re presentat•on of the deftilva hdroarbon pi-e'ns: , the pimultaneous
gsolution of Lhe nyoterm of equationts does not lend Itself to cIouping with the. streasn-

tut- flowiteld model, in particulair, enmputational slop size must be very smallS.as specles equilibrium is appcrOched resulting in exesim•vely long computation
time, The approach tak,-n Io the developmntml of the mode; was to replace the$.::. tll kintle mechmism with a reduced kinetic-partial equilibrium System capable
of prcdl.ctWng those aspect, of the full system behavior that are iu,,?ortt to the
determination of exhaiust emisslons.1 23
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The kinetic mechanism, presented in table II, is readily solved for the
plug-flow combustion of premixed fuel and air. 'Ihe computed behavior of
selected intermediate species is shown in figure 8 for the caae of a stoichio-
metric mixture :t a pressure of 2 atm and an initial temperature of 1000K.
The combustion is characterized by a period of abrupt change in species con-
cent ration corresponding to rapid temperature rise, followed by a period of
relatively slow approach to equilibrium. From the point of view of emissions
modeling, the relatively slow post-flame reactions are most significant, repre-
senting the reaction of intermediates on a time scale comparable to the combustor
residence time. The time spent iD the transitory, rapid temperature rise period
is an order to magnitude less than typical values of combustor residence time.
hi addition, the ignition delay period for raw fuel can be significant at lower mix-
ture temperatures. Thus, a reduced system, which provides the ignition delay

andi post-flame behavior of the full hydrocar~on kinetic, mechanism, wiII adti-
quately predict the influence of the chemical combustion rate on exhaust emis-
sions.

iOCO

I02

I wo

0 tl 4 a W4 $x.I

Figure S. Variation in- Species Conce~ntration with FD "735A
Time (,Swlchtometric Equirlea~ce. Ratio,
P 2 atm, Tin I • 100K)

..... ..
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The behavior of the full kinetics mechanism was documented by performing
plug-flow compuitations for a range of initial temperatures, pressures, and FA.
This behavior war then fitted with the reduced kinetic-partial equilibrium mech-
anism shown in table Ill. This system provides for the ratce-controlled conversion
of raw fuel-air mixtures to partial equilibrium products, both directly (R11 and R2 )
and via an unburned hydrocarbon intermediate (1t3 through 115). C02 has been re-
moved as an allowable species in the partial equilibrium state. Subsequent con-
version to full equilibrium prxoducts is controlled by reaction (m6). The combus-
tion product temperature and species concentrations are determined by interpola-
tion between the partial and full equilibrium states based on ICM1/I!CO. 2 ] eq. It
should be noted that this treatment of hydrocarbon combustion kinetics requires
only that carbon atoms be conserved. 'Therefore, with the exception of reaction
(RM), only the characteristic reaction products are stated an'd no reverse reaction
is provided. The reaction rate constants for reactions (R1 ), (R2), and (I6.) cor-
respond to those given in table 1I for the same reactions.

Reaction (R.3) represents direct formation of light, intermediate, unburned
hydrocarbons typified by Coi.,. Examination of results obtain•d from the full-
kinetic system indicate!! that Tntermediate UIW(' appeair in significant quantities
after about half the original fuel is consumed. Furthernore, the dependence of

hUI(" concentration on FA ,nd inlet temperature was not simply rieated to either
the O)1 or 0, equitlibriunr, concentrration. 'The qualitative 4ehavior of the inter-
mediate unburned hydroearbons was fitted best by rlating the f,,'rnatlon to 1iI1 eq.
This reaction has no chemical significance, representing only a fit to the observed
behavior. The rate Indicated in tablt- III has, likewlso, bten fitted to the observed
behavior of the. full system., l)t-autons (itp .and (i115 reprt-tsent rvactlion of the
intoermediatv VIIC with I!. andt Oi1 to partial-equlibrium prloucts. The rates
IndItcated in table Ill are reprvsentativeý values for rvactions -1volving light,
intermediat, hy•rocarbon., obaineld from 11ofere•neit 1 anti 13.. rte-mctIvely..
,ince thv spelcAs 1)10i1 eq Is not provid"I by thfw xuilibrium ch.mistry vonpu-
tatidOl, rV tion LI) has, been writtln in terms of 10.1 oq. with t4h **vnption
that tf1.j i eqis two orders of magnitude greater than 1110-i1 ts for tNe conditions
of lntvere.t. rThe calculation 'suroutine e ployid for the equilibrium twrproearbou%

thercwhe isrIs baSd tin proe~vdureft of lirinkley dtftie~and 7).

A.pplle'aton of the combustion Modol to a i-emputatti.na! prvwture that
guarantr'ts enerM conservation rreuirrs ctneirvatim of the contributing ipe•ens'
mnst nlowrants, ws exprxss*et in t-icuations i through t0. l6quid fuNl droplets ar-
vaporie.d at A rtite dWIV td, riterminc- fom •ettqtjens 17 thio,. 19, to form

tw . vapor, WUVV. tCsihit vaxprwr._ The rate of formation of partial equillbrium
prodctsof on~stir (~ljj, 4/tft in equationi 7Is pw rtwri 1W rrarfloo ip

(Mol. i!).a•lr . The net rate of unburntd hydrocarbon form, tion. or d.p1;-
lo .-riRm!, dt Wli .e(ouAU _ A , iA "vnrt" b reactions Mh.)- POfun•titi. and (pR)

iný) &PMIM ( Ion*urvy, 1w not raeof thange o unburnMfel ao
in eqition M ti dtIV - (1WY.dl - 4Wl( fill. 'hw rate of formation of (*0 frim.

.ornI• uting fuel is proportim0l to.viit•h, while the rata of depletitn It. governed
by t -actioln 016). lws coiMeing ra~ctionsl dltermtni 0h, nt chemtical rle of
change of W'o, d%4WO.fdt in oquatko. 10. 1". local CO) coex-tt-uio. dtermindt.
from equation i0, rolative to the equilibrium 1vvel, specifies thi, local t•ale of
pertial equilibriunm of te burning mixturr, at.,, thus, the IA-31 streamitub.. glas

.enw- 'rature.
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3. Application of the Streamtube Model

The applicability of the model to particular combustor types is determined
by the formulation of the streamtube flowfleld analysis. The streamtube model
is capable of treating three basic combustor configurations: (1) a can-type com-
bustor with single axisymmetrtc recirculation zone, either bluff-body or swirl
stabilized; (2) an annular-type combustor with annular, bluff-body induced re-
circulation zone; and (3' an annular-type combustor with nmultiplk discrete, swirl
or bluff-body induced recircu~lation zones, symmetric about indivlduai, regularly
spaced axes themselves '3ymmetrically arranged about the combustor axis.

These combustox configurations are treated by permutation of tw(. basic
flow-field models, corresponding to configurations (1) and (2) in the pr ceding
discussion. Combustor type (3) is treatefi by applying model (1) on a single re-
circulation 'one basis to the forward ,rtion of the comlbustor and applying

:model (2) to the aft portion, In the case of bluff-body stabilized recirculation,
trauritlop betwt" models occurs at the end of the reeirculaUon zone, In the
case of swirl-stabilized4 recirculation, transition occurs when the tangential
veloeti aiout the swirler axis has become insignificant, interaction between
vljRacent recirculation zones Is assumed to be negligible. In this manner, the
• prtp-atlon of two bay"e computatlonal proceddtrs permits the tre,4tmnt of a
wide- variety of geometric Configurations.

The can comrbuttor streamtutw amnlysis consists of four .oannular stream-
tubes, arranged as shown in figure 6. Flow in the outer thrie strearmtubea may
be treated with or without a swirl velocey compowwnt dep0dIbn on the type of re-

circulation zone emp~oyrmi tav-irl or bluff-body iw~cvd). NOu.l injvction is li. ited
to a single soumrc, locm-td at thw rvcirculition onvv axis. Any type. o4 tue*l fikiec-
tion is permitte'd, Itnluding p oporixnt't %;d p.seous fuels.

T11W annular eombustr Mtrramtut, analysis onmslsts ofd even coannulir
streAnmtubt-, symnuttric about tho g.temettric mmbstor 1xis. $-*ir flow is&
not1 trxatm trin thA- anaular ~yt'.Prima"-Yotw fuel min dloo Ist tri'afed ns
conttlawwo to Ow- ctrcumfrentl dir otlon, coincident with the l 41atiowo et
aroular tvvirculatio rone. $econdar'v, or downtreant Awil injeVetiirn trwv%-rxt
to thi, strt--•multw flow dirlicn is iago permuttd In the annular VProaln of IN'
model..

Can, "'"o Proc4 u'e

The %trvaitnul*-, coervation rjualioltw wAd th1wophyical add on
txtilon mo•dls have bIen programmcd for solution on a ditgtal coim ter. A sim-
p-ifiMd flot., chrt of the lewu--po r er. ions *re, etolpter p rogr u. If
-.sho•n in figurv 9*

S .... .nput .to tle -i.mutcr prograr incl•.Wes swc-ificAtlon Ot combust.r type.

chamber arw-A as a Wftu•itO Of X021 ditAnt", Inter air W rlqurtU, pW*ttre
"I.Nial locatiao of air *ditin sAtie, am fuel lnjrct-'r pat nwwt.rs. .nitiol Vwlau~s
of the (l buepewkt :IM .k•peMent variablcs in each streamtu-w arn determlt xd
from cmbu•tor 'eorm-tryv -mi input ondltions. Prior to broxng the calcul'-
tim., a table of gaok tenierature m chrmical Mwc'f conocutrations for tartlil
"equillbrium (('(-) % cuded) and fuel equilibrium comaustion Is generaed ais a
function of t A. Thin informatkio is -tored In subroutite aMMP, lh.,lod
values of gc:. trncpratur, .uwd cbhencal species concentrition ar- metrlfo
durrni the course of the calculation.
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The aerodynamic equations of motion are written in differential form for
each streamtube. These equations, when coupled with an equation describing
the recirculation-zone boundary and arranged in matrix form, constitute a set of
linear differentiai equations that may be solved simultaneously for parametric
derivatives with respect to x. These differentials are numerically integrated
over the inlrval Ax using a Runge-Kut-ta procedure to obtain values of parameters
at x + Ax. Integrated values of parameters at x + Ar are then used to obtain new
derivatives which are integrated to yield values of parameters at x + 2 Ax; this
procedure is repeated until the exit plane is reached.

Production of vaporized fuel, chemical reaction of fuel and air, external
air addition and turbulent exchange betweeu streamtubes are evaluated in sub-
routines external to the streamtube equation matrix. Upliate•d values of deriva-
tives with respect to x are provided at the ena of each computational stnp for
integration In the ne,' step. For this approach to succeed, it is nessary that
variation in paramet'rs not included ais depridCent variahlcs in the differential
equation m.,trix be, small across the comput:.tional step. This arr,,genwat of
the computational procedure permits concentrations :ad flow properties of com-
bustion product sipcies to 1w calculated as a iunction of position along the individu.-
atreaintubes for fairly ar'b!trar" specificatioti of the "IYsicva Und chemical c-mbus-
tion models.

With reftereinc- to the proggram flow chart (figure 1)), the matrix of diffterential
vCtuatic4Ws Is s• t up in subroutine DIFKQl for the, can system nnd DIFFQ21 for the
annular system.. The matrix is then w)lvtxd Sinultz.icouwsl- in SI1IQ for tht' x-

derivatives at rach point x. .Control of the numerical inte-gration pro vredre i.
etiaittled .in subrmitine i(G$. l-owever, tranRKG. from t.h .-an syitn to the
itnw-Aiar tvyste aq wavl a,. trwnnfr frtore t2t. primatur ..onw Itoor or seve, strt-am-

xsý •ato tht sconar.y rO i othrc .or .torx s tlrel-btuir. i madI In L-prl)), in
\%d-h ovct rail cvgitrol of tlh ealvulatini rt-,tt. i,.lrnkutint-r C(tEM, TFMP,. IO)tP,
w~t~r, $1M9., lRd$; awl PRINT at-,, c(mmonl i tp hlt tw r,;41d .-an1lar ao.t'i's..

At -ach point x, mrt.: tniub-lk gas velcinty. s'. t('npalturc, zilr flow-
rate. FA, r •icircutmitm -one nntrainment flowrate, WOl -Ir-plvi oi.tr anrd Vio(ityr,
aW4 thr mas.. filtowratnsW of %ol nrndc vapor, re'ct.t fuNO., 11R. UCO, and t(12 arc
'1,catlable for prinoutI. TEvpIpal Contulpu',d Valu•c of prv'., suft'", ut lot'txM and -t r'-tMI
tempratur k, :•r•.r awt in fiowvro: 10 and. Ii lot a. raw-fytx- coj1tAmsor with ZVTol

"* * 10. SURVEY l'Sll Ni;

.* ' '•11w thioretiedal rml.mtor inc!ol devehiijmet f efort Inehhk-d sorOir. ni
exit plane i-emiotloons turvev '-sWt that w-re to h. rrnm1,cti'd la thre:v ty-pes f afld-

*.vaneed e~mts•.ttrs: a hii--p, rforma•ic. iv~ri-,t*~.hiii.t',di cu•!l.,lnr; :ap-

1.mixed! (inmwt.1-or; -and a ptlouitl-s.mirl col 'tmuor. The purpoem of thkese test,'
wa. i esta!blih baimlinv v'xhausi ernuksbir -haractcriutfe for alivergrnt CrU-

-uetor type.. , anti in asist in evaluating thte geoxwrality of the It "retical mrodel.
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2. Discussion

Attempts to gain access to an advanced development engine and combustor
rig were not successful owing to priorities within that program. As an alterna-
tive, emissions data obtained from current Pratt & Whitney Aircraft commercial
engines were substituted. These engines are fitted with conventional swirl--
stabilized, liquid-fuel-Injection can and anmular combustors. A body of such
data was accumulated under EPA Contract 68-04-0027, Collection and Assessment
of Aircraft Emissions Baseline Data - Turbine Engines and is available hi Ref-
erence 24.

Emissions survey data for annular premixed and annular piloted swirl com-
bustor configurations became available during the Phase I effort for model evalua-
tion purposes. Funds from Contract F33615-71-C-1870 were not used to obtain
these data.

The premixing combustor concept is characterized by one or more pre-
mixing passages upstream of the primary combustion zone, wherein fuel is in-
jected and is partially vaporized and mixed with the primary-zone airflow. Burning
is stabilized in the wake of a perforated plate flameholder. The objective is to re-
duce combustion heterogeneity by reducing the impact of the rate-limiting vaporiza-
tion and fuel-air mixing processes on primary-zone combustion.

The piloted swirl combustor concept makes use of swirl-induced flow insta-

bilities to accelerate mixing between hot pilot exhaust gases and the main com-
bustor fuel and air flows. With this concept, substantially faster mixing rates
are provided than those obtainable with conventional turbulent jet mixing, allowing
combu._tion to occur at high velocities with no regions of recirculation, This more
rapid mixing results in increased sensitivity of the burning mixture to the addition
of dilution air, theoretically permitting controlled quenching for reduction of NOx
emissions.

E. LABORATORY TEST PROGRAMS

1. General

A series of three laboratory research programs were conducted to assist
in the development of the theoretical low-power eiwissions model. These studies,
which provided representative data necessary for a practical solution to the low-
power emissions problem, consisted of the following:

1. JT8D Burner Probing Tests
2. Turbulent Flame Studies
3. Low-Temperature Hydrocarbon Kinetics Studies.

The burner probing tests provided experimental mappings of UHC, CO,
CO 2 , 02, N2 , A, and H20 concentrations, and temperature distributions within
the front end and at the exhaust section of a JT8D burner at simulated idle and
approach conditions. This information assisted in the structuring of the main
burner analytical model by providing a check on the model predictions. A sec-
ondary objective was to provide some assessment of intermediate species con-
centrations in order to verify the hydrocarbon kinetics scheme. For this pur-
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pose, concentrations of low molecular weight hydrocarbons (CGi 4 , C2HA, C3Hy),
H2 , and water-soluble aliphatic aldehydes were measured; the latter species
were measured only at a limited number of locations.

The turbulent flame studies provided realistic reaction rate data for inclu-
sion into the reacting streamtube analysis of the analytical model. Reaction rates
were measured for the rate of disappearance of fuel and for the rate of formation
of CO under conditions of temperature, concentration, and turbulence that are
typical of gas turbine engine combustors at low-power operation.

The low-temperature kinetics studies provided reaction rate data for
vaporized fuel and CO under overall mixture conditions where strong combustion
does not occur.

Such mixtures are characterized by high fuel concentrations, low oxygen
concentrations, and temperatures ranging from 500 to 13000F. The objective
of this testing was to determine the extent to which chemical reaction under such
conditions is responsible for the production of CO, UHC, and aldehydes at low-
power operation.

2. JT8D Burner Probing Studies

a. Description of Test Apparatus and Facilities

The burner probing studies were conducted using an existing JT8D single-
segment rig. The rig was mounted in a closed duct test facility as shown in
figure 12. A JP-5-fired, single-pass heat exchanger was used to supply un-
vitiated air to the test burner. Remote control valves upstream and downstream
of the test section regulated airflow and burner pressure. Existing rig instru-
mentation was used to set inlet Maeb number, temperature, and fuel flow. Burner
exit temperatures were also monitored to ensure proper burner operation.

All sampling tests were performed with the same JTI8) Bill-of-Material
(B/M) smoke reduction burner and fuel nozzle hardware. Sampling probe loca-
tions are shown in figure 13. Gas samples were withdrawn 1. 54, 2. 69 and
"5. 69 in. downstream of the nozzle face, at two azimuthal positions, and at the
center of the exit transition duct. Samples from locations 1 and 2 were obtained
with probes shown in figure 1,4A. Samples from the third front end location and
"from the burner exhaust were obtained with the probe shown in figure 1413. Both
probe designs utilized steam cooling to maintain sample gas temperatures in
excess of 300'F. In both designs, the cooling steam was exhausted downstream
of the sampling inlet in high velocity jets to prevent dilution of the exhaust gas
sample. A remotely controlled traverse mechanism, mounted to the rig sidewall,
was used to radially position the sampling probe. A typical installation of Lhe
sampling probe and traverse mechanism Is shown In figure 15.

The sampling train shown in figure 16 was used to collect gas samples for
both batch and on-line analyses. All constituents except NO, NO2 , and UttC were
measured using batch analyses while on-line techniques were used for measuring

NO, NO 2 , and UIIC concentrations and as a backup technique for determining CO
•: concentrations to verify measurement accuracies at low concentrations (< 2500 ppmv).

On-line measurements of CO 2 concentration were also made initially to verify corn-
patibility of the batch and on-line techniques. The batch gas sample analysis was
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performed on a CEC Model 620-A mass spectrometer and a modified F&M Model 700
gas chromatograph with a Trachor ultrasonic detector. Gas chromatography was re-
quired to separate CO and N2, which appear as a single peak in the gas sample mass
spectrum. The on-line analysis of CO and CO 2 was accomplished with a Beckman
Model 402 HT hydrocarbon analyzer. A Beckman Model 315 nondispersive infrared
analyzer was used to determine the NO concentration. Measurements of NO 2 were
made using a Beckman Model 255 nondispersive ultraviolet analyzer. Teflon sample
lines were used where possible. All lines were electrically heated to maintain sample
gas temperatures in excess of 300'F.

Stand Orifice Heater Burner

3 4]
]fF

Hoat Exchanger

Exhaust

To Smplng TainDuct

Figure 12. Schematic Diagram of JT8D Burner FD 56971IA
I Probing Rig
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Sample Sample

Steam Steam

3/8 in. 00
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i~wm W W1k OieQk uickas Vi

C•I~ Fk M-6TC

COlW Trap

Figure 16. JT8D Blurner Probing Sampling Train FD) 71970

In preparing the gas sampling train, both stainless steel and glass sample
bottles wore available fer use. The steel bottlhs were preferable bicause s.ample
loss due to leukagr occurred less frequently, the bottles could I, presisuri•ed
without breakge,. and h.andling problems were simplified. llowvver, it wast
known that at low CO anl CO2 concentration levels (< 100 ppmv), error could bW
Introduced b" thc adsorption of CO and CO2 on the "alls of the sitel e.4mplt
bottle. To investigate this postibility, comparative tpsts wter run with glass
ind metal Ix)ttles using a gas of known composition. The re.ults of these tests
indicated that any errors introduced by an •asorption on the mwtal walls were
obt.cured by the level of experimental uncertainty. Thereforc metal bottles wcre
used for the tvst program.

1). Temt Program

Probing of the JT'Is) turner was accomplished it simulated vngine idle and
approach conditions. Full sets of gas samples wevre withdrawn at the locations
and conditions ,hown In tables IV- and V. Concentrations or ('Of C0, , 02, 112,
and UIIC were determined at all probe positions, and operating conditions; eon-
"centrationis of N) and N02 were measured at the 2A position during simulited
idle operating conditions; and concentrations of aldehydes were measured at the
211 position during simulated idle operating conditions.
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Table IV. Test Matrix for JT8D Probing Tests

Axial Probe Location Operating Azimuthal Probe

Downstream of Condition Location

Nozzle Face, in. (See table V.) (See figure 13,)

(1) 1.5-1 Idle (tlalf traverse) B

(2) 2.69 Idle A, B

(3 ) 5.69 Idle A, B

(4) Burner exhaust Idle Radial plane of
symmetry

(2) 2. 69 Approach B

(3) 5.69 Approach (lialf B
traverse)

(41 Burner exhaust Approach Radial plane of
symmetry

"T'able V. Operating ('onrlitions for Simulation of Engine Idle and Appro ach

Inlet Inlet Air • Fuel
Pressure. Temperature, Flowrate, Flowratc, Fuel-Air
iondition in. I IA °F pph pph Ratio

Idli 73 2410 13.4-51 101 0.0075

Approach "3 669 9, ",I 12S 0.0131

C(nevn!tration-ltwa.ion profilve for most of thc aforementtonmi sp\.vici.t ot.-
tanlild during. the probing tests and the corerwaonding calculated fuel-air ratio-

localion profilh, arv p-rentk'd in \pp4,ndix 1. (anctintrations of C.0, C(.. -,.
t1,. and NO nt-asurcil are reported in ppmv oo a dry babis; icentrations of
11KiC, . (,quiv'alhent mcthanj, arte reported in ppnwv on a wvt bashs. Aldhydt'
conc.ntriol.ms rt-f-r to .iolubh, a!iphattc aldehyde ti entratlOns expreissd in
ppmv a,. viuivalent formalldehyvd. Concentrationis of N( H mwwrerd duritg the
probing t:,-4t.- did not ,xcei-.I 3 ppmv and are, therefore, not Irciud•,c In the datn
• hewn In Appmedix I, In adtition, data on Oh concntrations of liW meoiaur•d at
-imulhiAd Idle operating crnlitions and of 'I• .and VIIC measurl t 1he, combus.tion
eXhaujgt ga, weri- ;dsc found to Ix* •-•t•ntinlIy regligiIhl- and ire not shown In
A\pprnndix I.

As Iihatkni in table IV, data at tw-o locatton, wet(- obtained from half-
trav.rse measturenient•t, This pro<.niue was dee,mvd m-scossary under Aome
coe,.litions to minimniie prolet0p p iming wth cot,, from the decomposition of

raw fuel. PhuggInj of team,-cooled sampling probes was a pvWi1e nt prob-
hem thriAghout thO 1til program for all oprating k-0onditions. (e,-be figir- 17.)
liowever, is a ge•n-ral obs-rvation, plugging tecame more' rvver,' Iuring Is't,4L
In which probing at ltwaia•n, near the noz7-e fat',- and at high power settitngs ww.
involvxd. (m. the other hand, probe .nd.t-Atlty problems twcrt most .zveerr !t .hI-
.neI of the. prim:,r, rone 11ocatinn 31 where the .. nmh,.0-ni procegs was nrt-imng
Compleiion, Nit !-fort., stgnIficant amountm of dilu.ion air h..l -,vo addeld. Lx-
penrivn-e ,O|we-d that plugging voul! be- minimz.,e by proper prob, design and bvy

arrangement of the tv-st $94UpIence to minimize exposure time.

.... ........



Figurv 17. (Upper) View of Gas-Smpling Probe FD 71971
Bvforv re•ting; kLower) View of Gaw-
$ampitng Prob. Tip shouing Plugging

V. Dlrusaion. of RsuIlt"

L.I anol ,,my- Ow• probing data.' to Ideat!y the' moc,~ihanro rms•r~ blO for :

1CM•-pC~mr emissione, local CO a ncl-ntratios ue fbi! to orrelAW, 44th 1I--"
.c-,ar rCio ws showi n fIs qd in atr f orig laycr g rcs, f eknl r.1!: : ~~from the correlaition at •itiulatAAd Idle, opctring c~dto~ltki , 0p~ro 114:

:.. | UO cot,.oncztratim it• found.to t* C-altly In exfma of th-e
• tstequli~brium txmnct, tritIoo. for loan mixtures k;d for rich

mitxurviq up to a fuel- air ratio of 0,ý092 ..

:. ;. CO oxidation 1,* quvnChed in w.ait ctoola layers. as rvnecWd:

1w- the fact the CO cnncentrtlon Is higher near the wall than
in Owh cor of the burner

.* CO conenttrlion is a ntrvni inction of the lornat foel-ajr
ratio.
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' Th., data taken -t simulated approach conditions are presented in figure 19.
The wall-quenching effee& is absert at this operating point, and CO levels within the
burner at. higher than those at idle conditions at the same fuel-air ratio. how-
evec, C(O levels within tVe burner at approach conditions are much closer to the
equilibrium values; the exhaust concentration of CO Is lower thanl at idle t:ondi-
tions (i.c. , 200 ppmv vw 950 ppmv). In addition, the percentage reduction in
UhIC conetvntrations in the combustor exhaust gas i- sigmificantly greater than
that for CO; UI.C concentrations were reduced from 918 lppmv to 7 ppmv e.quiva-
lent metha&,-

The reasns for the aforemernioncdA behavior have not b.en completely ex-
plabin. Ilt, wver, considering the combustion process :q consisting of two sue-
cessive steps, i.e. , the o:,idation of fuel to CO followed by the rel:tively slow

conversion of CO tO CO i, the observed behavior suggests that the reduced emis-
siona at approaeh conditions are primarily the resutt of the higher burner inlet
air tenperature. The latter increases the rate of furl consumntion hi the primary
7.on.". Near the wall and in the secondary :one, the highr temperature of theSc.omioustton produet•R a-nd the cooling and dilution air -ct to attenuai. quenching

effmts "tnd Increase the rate of oxidation of CO te CO.).

To complete the zn-alyt1; of thte JTSD probing data. local values of corn-
)istion temp rature and effit'•,nmcy vvr- comput-d from the .pedv• . -ntration

dat4 that werx obtaiet-d at Aimulattl iOle nI appropach ýnwraljng c ýiillticms. 'Te
local •mmb.ittion tri prature was oIculated frowm -;m ntha-py balce Lvtwe.n

the quencehd spedes And tht- ltval fu4l-a4r mixtur, assumtn .thtthz e wireavtr
!P-5 ex-tots In tht. vapor Mtate and that the dis ,catioo of 1140 tin It *A (tt 1i
oquiitraktd. ''Vo methodts wvre uirti to compute thw local .o ttt-n etfiitcne

S..* .

Cpth 4T

11W, effp'c~f 4 nitial nIIw~ratum-- n" CO and 111C fr. cimrmon is 'afly %4-"n
In Owe rremlts of Owe turbul"'n, flarn 4tx-fvý ~3 !14~g~p i.~
followvi- . In ft.ui:, '"R anwl 30,1O -tn !,f'i' 0'o : A n. 1•,i is rr.nti '-,

inC:oAMC ag 4UPc't.ii of 1. 2 .2.;i.~ -~ ~t~o4 1w. F, Mr-
risxmdoi g to t ird am)l approat i -n- . . rr, -, y ,, '. . d ' .& n i .1f
C() o ientralfamv !%r Creattv rxc- zif Vý-tt 7vrý nifl i "IN leA. air'
rnarke'll rin-zu• .

--- --



where

To :the initial temperature of the combustible mixture

Ta actual temperature of combustion products

Tth =temperature of combustion products as a result of complete
combustion

Cpa :heat capacity of quenched combustion products

Cpth heat capacity of products of complete combustion

- 0.23161(l F\A)

X02. m mass fraction of oxygen in combustion products

X02th mass fraction of oxygen in products of complete combustion

Equation 20 compares the qumntity of energy actually rvletised :is a result of corn-
bustion to the quantity of energy supplied by the fuel. Equation 21 is an oxygen
drpletlon efficiency bast-il on the ratio of oxygVn actually -onsuni(A to that con-
eiumcd at equilibrium.

"The resuttnt tvmpvrture mid conabustion efficlency profiles, correospondiag
to " the probing. ocalois nhow n i.tigurv. 13 arr prvesentmi In Appendix.11. The on-yKxn
*v•fictim c'flcioncy is prese.it-A for all probing lo•'atiW s adtt op•rating conditions,
"Corr..-slxwing vaIlues of the- vnerg vff'i-cn are ohown gt v•arious hlwatoini% within
the conbwetor in figurvs 18.s, 1$. and 1qs in that Appendix. It Ni So.. that th-
ig. vosnwi betv~n the tom Mothods ks Poor at h "10w mst ujpstrvfni POxsition in the
f.zIrt oien wtwri' umbusItion eflictm'n iii low. I -, The v agr~int , rove's with

kra m -olfo t ti v l .4 cot -1~i r e 1ie-fl(y fmrm the otwO nlflit4Jd
tbm-'ming ir.ly. 1itwhntical a; the ,ncl of tu, frint nd. Thit behavior 1# mtrit•niutd
primtrrtlv lo t .- rlmiunl a4 to 11w. ehirte•a.ll, anti nf the winraert" fel
in tho I t,(00 tf.fc -vrgions of the comhtsr.

Thw CO rcqsOtrm I -n mv! C ti. !mprw url prof4le S er- -irN 1no-,

vý$; r-Ilit of (0c -eri~with fv -n ir ivatit'~ teldetttirv Ovv r~uuvi w 5 luo.
figurr IA. it wasv f-nxnd tbai H rnch' -cmrs at aqipr ~m;All '2200* 1. A ~-
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.. rTurbulent Flame Studies

a. De,3cription of Test Apparatus and Facility

Turbulent flame tests were conducted iii the facility shown scheidatically
in figure 20. Air was supplied to the test section by a remote high-capacity
blower and was metered by a calibrated flat-plate orifice. An electrical air
heater, 10 kw, supplied the capability for varying air temperatures from 240
tc 6650F over the range of airflow rates required. Liquid fuel was supplied from
a storage tank, which was pressurized by nitrogen, and was metered by a cali-

brated rolarieter. The fMel was heated by an electrical heater to provide vaporized
fuel at the injector inlet. A mixture of 83% isooctane and 17% uenzene was selected
to simulate JP-5 fuel in both the turbulent flame studies and the low-temperature
hydrocarbon kinetic studies; the latter is described in paragraph E.4, following.
The isooctane-benzene proportions were selected to represent the principal com-
ponents of JP-5 fuel. The two-component fuel blend permitted close determination
of physical properties, and since it was injected as a vapor, a well defined vaporiza-
tion temperature was provided.

The test section is shown in figures 21 and 22. Vaporized fuel was injected
through a ring injector with six holes directed in the upstream direction to Drovide
the 4, tial fuel dispersion. The fuel-air mixture then passed through a baffled mixing
secti•, and w,-s introduced into the test section through a slotted (1.0 by 0.64 in.)
flat-plate flameholder. A converging bell mouth was installed to prevent recircula-
tion upstream of the flameholder. The cross-section of the water-cooled rectangular
combustion chamber was 1.5 by 3.0 in., and its length was 18.0 in. It was con-
structed as an assembly of interchangeable sections having various lengths. The
probe section allowed probing to be accomplished across either rectangular axis.
I3y selectively interchanging the sections, gas samples could be withdrawn at
1.0-in. increments along the combustion chamber axis.

Gas samples and total pressure measurements were obtained with the probe
shown schematically in figure 23. This constant blockage (12%)), air cooled,
elliptical cross section, stainless steel probe was inserted through the 1.50-in.
sidewalls into the gas flowpath. The minor axis of the probe was normal to the
flow. Calibration tests were performed on the probe to ensure isokinctic sampling.
Samples withdrawn from the test section were collected in stainless steel sample
bottles and were subsequently analyzed by the methods described earlier in this
report for the JT8D studies.
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Flat Plate Flameholder
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"Figure 22. Test Rig for Turbulent Flame Studies FD 60889A
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b. Test Program

Full sets of gas samples w(:re withdrawn at the locations and conditions shown
in table VI. In this table, 0 is the fuel-air equivalence ratio and T is the inlet tem-
perature. Test conditions were chosen to be representative of the conditions existing
within a JT8D burner at low-power operation. The inlet temperature points corres-
pond to the idle and approach oonditions in the JT8D burner probing test matrix.
(See paragraph E. 2, preceding.) Gas samples were withdrawn along an axis
normal to the flow within the chamber and across the 3-in. dimension. Velocity
profiles were also measured at eanh test condition. Typical concentration pro-
files obtained during these tests are presented in figures 24 through 27. The
corresponding centerline concentrations of CO and UHC are shown in figures 28
through 31 as a function of axial distance downstream of the flameholder. Total
UHC represents the sum of the individual methane, ethane, propane, and parent
fuel (isooctane - benzene blend) values.

c. Discussion of Results

The objective of the turbulent flame studies was to obtain global reaction
rate expressions for the rate of disappearance of CO and fuel (total UHC) under
conditions of temperature, concentration, and turbulence typical of low power
operation. To generate the desired global expressions, local reaction rates for
fuel and CO had to be determined from the measured concentration profiles. An
analytical procedure was developed for solving the species and momentum con-
servation equations required to obtain the reaction rates. This calculation pro-
cedure is described in Appendix III. Figures 32 and 33 present the resulting
reaction rates for fuel and CO at the various locations downstream of the flame-
holder. For both species, the reaction rates are observed to reach maximum
values in the x direction between 4 and 6 in. (from the flameholder) and then fall
off as the distance, x, increases. The peak values are much greater for the
higher equivalence ratio and temperature conditions.

Table VI. Test Matrix for Turbulent Flame Probing Studies

Axial Probe Location
Downstream of Flame- 0 - 1.0 0 1.2 - 1.2

holder, in. T'1 240°F T 24'F T - 665°F

3 * * *
4 * * *
5 *' * *

6 * *
7 * *

8 * *

49
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The fuel reaction rates shown bi figure 32 were correlated using the parcel
splitting model of Howe and Shipman (Reference 251. This model charactert,.,-
the turbulent burning zone by spherical parcels of unburned gas dispersed through
the burned gas, with reaction occurring at the periphery of the parcels as laminar
combustion waves. Measured fuel reaction rate data were fitted to theoretically
derived expressions of the ft -m:

QjPiýro/2S(Xj - Xju) b (22)

Q-7o/2PS(Xj - Xjb) - b abt/3 (23)

whure

rate of fuel consumption, Ihm /ft 3 s"e

*Pb density of the burned parcels, lbm/ft3

pi k -n•tty of the unb-rn.- p 'Sl, 1 !ft,

p conh itetrt ,tirv 4eniw Of bkt..r-d UW unburt-d puar-,vls,
PWiM ibfto

14%bA mai rai'ofN

•l initial mean parcel r--dius, ft

S 114i111 h~rflIU •'ebodtV, fl/seCc

mglg cta Ioon of kmburnMe Ni.,1 in thc mixtuvr-e of burood %Md
unburnM- ptrrels

X *b ni~' frai-tion of hurtw-," fuel in the mix-ture of li'urne A aM
unbu rnecd paerc•

1, number of cqua-ly -Oxtfd wp•itlcal particlh-g (' rmr(A when ocn•
par.cc i'l -p111

4c'(P~tis"'. lw,- UAe] -AIwr the( lrd urw arcati",bm-e Vha In~s . 1*

Mc.3.'eurrP r-.-iction ra.ir d:il A.) 41,rt'1ii . - 34 Uirr t"mn-a4urtA from

from Ow" fsv' r.",r-~

, " '



where

x0 -location where the reaction was deemed to have started as
indicated by measurable CO concentration, ft

xi location from which sample was withdrawn, ft

Voj =average velocity between xO and xj, ft/sec

The normal burning velocitv, S, was determined at each test condition
from equation 24, which relates nurning velocity to inlet temperature, pressure,
equivalence ratio, oxygen content, and fuel composition.

S 3.281 x 10-2 X1 [( 0.381 'l' (ý - 0.120) - 100) (2.6 log A + 0.94)] 1(24)
[P-0.1391 + 3.281 x 10-2 XB [(0. 00395 T -78 - 100) (2.6 log B + 0.67)]

[P-0.
3 9

whe re

I equivalence ratio (0) for 0 less than 1.03

4(2.06 - 0) for 0 greater than 1.03

I 0 for 0 lesF than 1.34
(2.68 - 0) for 0 greater than 1.34

oxygen concentration -- 02/(O2 + N2 )

0 equivalence ratio : FA/0. 0678

X, mole fraction of isooctane in fuel blend 0.76

" XIý mole fraction -,f benzcne in fuel blend 0. 24

S burning velocity, ft/sec

P) PrVssurc atim

T temperature, •K

Equation 24 was developed by fitting experlment:d laminar flame speed data
pr(esented, in Reference 2(0. Althoug. tlie pressure dependency was not required
In the analysis (:Al testing was (lone at I atmosphere), pressure terms were in-
eluded to enhance application to the streamtube combustor model.
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Following the practice of Howe and Shipman, the constant b was assumed
to be exactly 2, since it could not be independently determined. To determine
the constants To and a, the logs of the left-hand sides of equations 22 and 23
were plotted against time as shown in figure 34. A straight line was then fitted
throigh the data. The slope of this line defined the average splitting probability,
a, and the intercept at t = 0 determined the initial mean particle rad;uw, -Fo. The
tailed point shown in figure 34 was not used in the determination of a and ro due
to difficulties in defining its value when X- - Xju, i.e., when burning has just
begun. With -Fo = 1/34 ft and a = 4660 sec-1, equations 22 and 23 become:

PuS 0. 31 x 104 t
Q. = -68 --T (X.1 - X. ) 2 (25)

i b (X 1X1p

Qj =-68pS (Xj -Xjb)20.31x 104t (26)

1000'-- •

I- ---A••i-.0 T = 240OF

-jWu 1.2,1 "- 240°F

M,•• 1.2, T• -, 665°F
0

Corrlatig Paamet r Or/2p8(Xj.Xib) Unshaded SymbolsCorrelating Paramete r Q

QJPbro/PuPS(Xj-Xju) Shaded Symbols

10 1.m~.uu.Irmi~~n~ 1 1 -1
0 0.20 0.40 0.60 0.80 1.00 1.20 1.40 1.60

TIME - millisec

Figure 34. Variation in Correlating Parameter with FD 71979
Time and Test Conditions

C.rresporidlng to equations 22 and 23, equation 25 was used when the volume
fraction burned was less than 0. 5 and equation 26 was used when the fraction was
greater than 0. 5. As a final check, equations 25 and 26 were used to calculate
fuel reaction rates at each test condition. The calculated v~dues are shown plotted
against the measured values in figure 35. Agieement was within approximately
20%.

Attempts to correlate the CO reaction rate data with an Arrhenils function
)r with models similar to the parcel splitting model all failed to yield satisfactory
results. This was principally because of uncertainW in determining the split
)between the competing formation and consumption reactions. The experimental

CO r.,action rate dfta obtained in this study are in general agicement with similar
data r.,norted by Fenimore and Jones (Reference 27).
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Measured Reaction Rates

4. Low-Temperature Hydrocarbcn Kinetics Studies

a. Descriptior of 'rest Apparatus and Facility

rhe test apparatus used in thc low-tumperature kinetics studies is shown
schematically in figure 36 and during the early stages of installation in fig-
ure 37. Air, supplied from a high-capacity blower, and nitrogen, supplied
from a 2000-psig tank, were mixed to provide a source of oxygen-deficient air
for use in the tests. The flowrates of air and nitrogen were varied independently
to yield the desired total flowrate and concentration of oxygen In the mixture.

After the prcoper mixture and flowrate were achieved, the oxidizer was
passed througfl a 60 kw electrical heater; this heater was capable of heating the
iricoming ,as to 1800°F. Flow distortions and temperature gradients introduced
within the heater were eliminated by passing the nitrogen-diluted air through a
•,ries of four baffles. Instrumentation was Installed at the exit of the baffle

, ction to confirm the removal of any distortions.
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Figure 37. Hydrocarbon Kinetics Rig FD 71983

Liquid fuel was supplied from two nitrogen-pressurized tanks located out-
side the test cell. As discussed in paragraph E. 3 preceding, a mixture of 83%
isooctane and i7%., benzene, by weight, ws used to simulate JP-5 fuel under
laboratory conditions. Before entering the injection section, the fuel was heated
and expanded through a throttling valvce the vaporized fuel temperature was ap-
proximately 240°F.

The fuel injection section was designed to provide rapid mixing of fuel and
air before they entered the test section. To accomplish this, the airflow was first
accelerated before It entered the mixing nozzle. In the mixing nozzle the vaporized
fuiel was injected at high velocities normal to the airflow through eight equally
spaced orifices. Subsequent to this, diffusion of the fuel-air mixture produced
additional mixing of the two before they entered the test section.

The test section, which was desmed to function as an adiabatic reactor,
was constructed from a cylindrical vycor tube 6 ft long, with a 2.70 in. inside
diameter. Vycor was selected as thc( duct material to minimize wall catalysis.
The duct was heated electrically with beaded niehrome wire wrapped around the
duct in a helical fashion to provide constant temperature operation. A 0. 5-in.
layer of insulation between the wire wnd duet wall issisted in distributing the heat
"evenly, while several outer layers of Insulation were used to minimize heat loss
to the surroundings. Figure 38 shows a photograph of the test section as installed.
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Figure 38. Test Section Installation for the Adiabatic FD) 71984
Reactor

Since a high-temperature combustible mixture having the potential for
autoigniting was being exhausted from the rig, it was necessary to provide a
means to control the burnoff of the exhaust product. To accomplish this, the
downstream end of the reactor duct was inserted through the outer wall of the
test cell, where a flameholder, complete with an ignition source, was located.
(See figure 39.) The flameholder, cooled with ethylene glycol, was also designed
to serve as a heat shield for the probe, drive mechanism, and associated hard-
ware. As a further precaution, against the possibility of autoignition, the entire
burnoff area was shielded by a steel barricade 6 ft high.

The sample probe, shown schematically in figure .10, wvas used to withdraw
exhaust gas samples at selected points along the centerline of the reactor duct.
The probe was positioned with a remotely controlled traverse mechanism located
in the burnoff area. Sample temperatures in excess of 300'F were maintained within
the probe by passing heated air through the probe. The gas samples were trans-
ferred through a heated Teflon line for on-line analysis of ('() using ) Iecknean
McAlel :315 NDIR analyzer. The batch analysis system used In the turbulent flane
studies was also use( for collecting exhaust gas samples at selected points.
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Figure 39. Burn-Off Area PD 71985

All air and nitrogen flowrates were metered by calibrated orifices. Except
for the sample probe cooling air, which was preset with a hand valve located with-
In the test stand, flowrates were controlled by pneumatically operated valves.
Fuel flowrates were measured upstream of the fuel heater using a turbine flowmneter
and were controlled by remotely operated hand valves. Sampling flowrates were
measured with a rotameter and were controlled by a hand valve located within the
test stand.

Temperatures were monitored as required for control of all flow measure-
ments. In addition, several skin and ambient temperatures were monitored with-
in the burnoff area and at a number of locations in and around the flow reactor.
The exit temperatures of each electrical heater were also monitored to prevent
overloading the electrical elements. A chromel-alumel thermocouple, fabricated
as an integral part of the sampling probe, was used to monitor reaction tempera-
tures while the entire duct length was being traversed. To correct for radiation
errors, the thermocouple was calibrated with and without cooling air to the
sampling probe. Without cooling fiow, radiation a:nd conduction losses to the
.4taiple probe body werei eliminated.
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b. Test Program

Initial tests were conducted to establish the range of conditions over which
appreciable reaction could be expected. Measurements of CO concentrations
were made at the end of the test section at a fuel-air equivalence ratio of 4.9;
an oxidizer content of 15.3% oxygen; and at temperatures ranging from t350 to
1025°F. As shown in figure 41, the results irdicated that no appreciable reaction
occurred below temperatures of approximately 10007F. For example, for a
residence time of 75 msec and a temperature of 1000'F, the CO concentration
was 63 ppmv. Subsequent testing was, therefore, limited to fuel-air mixture
conditions corresponding to temperatures in excess of 1000 0F.
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FlIgure 41. Variation in CO Coiwontration witi Tern- " FL) 71986i
"rperature (15. 0, . 4.9, Resldenco
"r1me -75 mse.

Moasurremvnts of C() conce'ntration were pmade along the reactor centerline
for the rgmge of Conditlons shown ii table V11. The axial distributions of CO ob-
tained with U1 oxygen concentratioii of 12. fiti. arc shown in figure 42. Mcasu re-

}- mecnts o~f CO- concvntr,,tion wereý also obtained dluring tho high temperature run
[: {1, 5%oxygen, 41 , 2,,5, and 12574F)to jieternlne if me-asurements of this con-

s. iltu ent were ref-1ire! -at the lower ver, iw raturt'!.A v.4. conditions. Although the
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reaction was observed to accelerate toward the end of the test section, as indi-
cated by a measurable temperature rise, no significant concentrations of CO 2
were found.

Table VII. Test Matrix for Adiabatic Reactor Program

02 Initial Mixture Weight Flow of
Concentration, Equivalence Temperature, Air + N2 ,

mole % Ratio pph

12.5 2.5 1165 226.0
12.5 2.5 1214 220.7
12.5 2.5 1257 212.7
12.5 4.0 1140 225.6
12.5 4.0 1220 214.8
15.3 2.5 1214 262.9
15.3 2.5 1275 2541.5
15.3 1.5 1272 256. 5

Sym %¶ V Initial MIatur%
Sy %0'2 Iratio Ttrm~atuve. Fj125 2.5 1166

12.5 2.5 1214
12,6 2.5 1257
12.5 1140

11000

100

S8

10•: :i" 0 • . 3 " 4 6 ..

.-. AXIAL DISTANCE fh

Figure 42, Variatlo.l in CO) Conc)tration with Axial FD) 71987V Loeationi •nd remt Conditions
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c.Discussion of Results

Individual reaction rates for each of the test conditions shown in table VII
were required to generate a global reaction rate expression for CO. Since the
velocity at each test condition was known, the reactioni rates were simply deter-
mined by taking the slope of a straight line passed through the individual CO con-
centration-distance data. As shown in figure 42, most (of the data can be cor-
related with straight lines and, therefore, the error introduced by this graphical
approach Is minimal. The reaction rates were then subjected to a least squares
analysis to fit an Arrhenlus' function of the form;

QCO- Na Nb Pa~b e-E/RT

The analysis yielded values for the exponents a andi b, the constant A, and the
activation energy E. The resulting rate expression derived for CO is:

QC, -- . 0 F0.104 N02 0431 P0.535 e-52, 600/URT (27)

whe re

Q o rate of CO formation, gm-rnmoles/cm 3 -soc

Nv mole fraction O~f fuel

ri9 ole- fracticn of c~wgen

flThe :wuravy of @luqlion 'e Uh dvrntnsae i'i fiazz'e 4,in which the:
cak~dact rvvton ratos arcmcafpnrIP4 with the:tor rvtprn;d Ing ininanrt'1 v~iues.

" A ob ervvd, it A4,tk(;tctnrv at 1v451 vzr*c; fit w41 6in' sAAtied, 11owever4 tho .4mall
number If a~ 611tnN MJcu'4 £ ntcally- a-ce'ural dc-tr-mlnx4Iionl of the

individual crr~eloting eccff~ivintsiz T4 Jo pa~rticularly true k)I the expyhnt'tt .1
-~nd b). The' Us4 of cMj m 217 Ish,, ~hr to. re, not recommoisded no~h 1wrn

r f odiinsusd1s he:aly~sb t aleV.

Since. the on.4et ad ascton hnInd~ated bw vh1w Pretcc Of (~'0wa Joounl
to corrt*Iai( with :in Aýrrhontus tvnptwrnturo tljns Icct ix concluded that no;
reactnilrant dvatfo cnursdusd in 1ulsdfio4b the 1t)ur.AhyrcsMny theist yry odelx
slniimcunt racteirni vovrn~tjuvtIn idtt Mrtheliit efit A yteIiyo ~rcro
basqed on rates foundv- In theý ifterature Is, therefore., xfequute for aMnlytical
mnodeflng purpo.4cs.I
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SECTION IV

PHASE It - DESIGN ASSESSMENT

A. SUMMARY

Work under P~hase It of Contract F336~15-7lI-C-tS170 ha.- boveit completed.
In Phase I1, component cdesign techniques for reducihg low-power emissions by
controlling the prlmary-zone equivalence ratio were evalluntd experimentally
using a research combustor. Control means included air-staging, fuel-stagi'gt
,ird premixlng of fuel and aix- prior to their )Wri g introduced Into th- combustot.

Four fixe -geometry combustor schemes were uswqcd to silulvtt the optra-
tion of a variable-geometry. air-staging combustor. A composite culve of d(ata
from the four scheumes exhibite, high combustion efficiencdes over the cmaift
range- of fuel-air ratios examineil from Idle to full power. 111C conoeitrations
were tow over this range, but C• concentrationi levels renmained ',Iv•ey .l-h.

"et. ndatry foul nozzles mounatd imnidilatc, l tiownstrenm of Ow primt." r
zon" of the tO.•nb•stor wet-c utsvi in covnbination with convuntlona|l. ,o1-m•n-r tý-d
fuNO nozzles to v.;lu:thte xr.al Al-staging. Coo-c.-ntratlons of ohjeettbh, -xau-i
r'l 4ssion!4 were high wiv-n econdlary fuel. injector., we•r u•wA. ihi, has ben at-
tribut.d to ilnadeqluatt burning length In the s.vcohlway fNOl zon,, of the piirtiuh r
rtisvarch burner usvd.

(ircumforrnti;l NO' saging w's t-valu.l'ftl using " doe•0 - .M.•tm lnJt-tor
.irnlIrmnent•. In the first, only the furl notzles lin tein4rnatf'i.g h- eia •ivr.
oer.atel. tloth 111C C d A COt v • ,ietron levlR re•nlnedl rclvIti6Vt-l- high. In

tho second. 611l% 1141f of the uel no"1zes Ina' scqfurntkilly were Orraltcd. ClIC
t*O-rntrl.ions dt-Wre..s4 sinifricnintly. t-•ut thr CO rigite-ntr.ition lvri- roemainehd
high.

tir-f Invesitijgat long wert, cailuctsl' to -•Valuate theO effects of .•Svte v
inluenc-v.r on oximust enmition o tvi c n!ratnlimq ami vnibuintion eifiv-ittic . 4,v--
o"Jaiv influence.4 Included1 0)mhu4tior r,,i'vron.e ve'ltucIt,. inlett AIV teatp'raturt-
fNlO ,"toniznation, ind vrimn;iv--.m- Ar-film (oVtiog. .-• rvfvr, lcc v,.lotv w-a
Increed. O Co-n.-nlrattonsa ir,"iei-l•e.4 and 111C 1'o,1"cnt ratowls decras.d. ,iA
Inlet teniper.tiures were rtdce,%vt. boh 1-11C and CC) ellee-ntritionst incr-raitesi
Poor NUel atomitzalon caul-lt a iiarg- lnctrea1 In Con" a-n0trAtifns of obectlrahWlf-
-tnioos with .a corrvittwnding 'ii'trs-ast' 4" COMIm si(XI efflelenev. Elimination

of primary-.zone, ,ir-film rtolini had an in.•klinp :int effctll an reaucing emln•,stio
-0caneent r ;It Ionic.

Verv low inventrrtion, of 111C •wil nt , wer- ;achi"vel when fiuel-air pr(--
mtxinr, or c-arbur-tlon tlt', were- limn to r-pi..ce the rritiventirmal domn-motintcil.
pr-s..ur.--atomi1zlng f'i noh.., Progrim Voal h1(C o•nentr:itidne. of 1I ppmw
(I1. ppmv) :M1 ilw pow,.r w•-re readilv achla-vvA. (C) goal cnentratlon% of t0 Inimw
tr:a 10 ppmv' tvcrr clse•ly ;il-.ro:•hlId. Timw lowrOl vali, of C1) ,ý*tsntnlr.iton
,-hi,-vsl. in thiq program -i t sinula.hd Ion lower ou-tating vrnndtltis wa4 2,4 ipmp ,



. .. .. . . . .u . .. . ..C..

i3. DI1SK' USSION

I, (Objt-etivy and .\pproach

ih.-- ii was eondtuci ' Icneurreutly .,4th the dtuvrlopment of the analytical
Smotui to , ,t : s dign technicues for lowering pollutant emission
Itv.els ait par-.-po•wvr'o ergine operatiton ad to provide experimental data to z•ssist
in ra-fining •i' the-orctical comnbustor motlai. Continuous interclumicn of informa-

tion istvween t"t :2i,,iti2 :tl and experimental progr:uns served to enhance the
vsucqsf.ixd accuiiplishment of both.

It is virtuallty t.lposstbl& to closely control or regulate the environment
Within ,;ur-rent fixl'- geonwtrv burn-rs at both high and low-.power operating
Scrndittonz- i•ea~tt- of the, nature In which they operate. Even vt full pouer, tht-

S--i.-air ratio vies well below the- lower flammability limit for mttxiiures
"di aircraft fuel and .ir._ Consquvatly, it Is nh'cssary to burn the ft \t-i wih hut
Sa frntioa ot i•h. available a" at a local fuel-air rAl tio well within the flqmnM;lbility
limitsou frite, trl-air mixture, and ., en add the remaining comrnastor--designated
-;ir to the t'combustin1 protducts.

ttnivcntional conhusAtor• tr&- t)ypically mwrated at near-*toivhl•,ntriv fuel.-
air ratios In th, primary -tone at a s.l-ctiei point, such as full pwtnwr. The"
art, then oWrdtt bWlow thi t. dvicn.-point fucl-Air ratio at all other c.-pltfrV•.•
At fdll-powvr and near-f-ll-powcr .c"dlitioni, the rvartion tempt rturr. in th- c•o1-
bhusior Is high awld rca-tit ratci ar-c fa.st, Utms-.itucrtiy, 1,both !lIC (o C) T tA-.
cintrAtions In tht" c1hat;.,•t Zns 'r"It-V l" w zafl l ilpjsti.a. .1i0tlt:,'-• A-irt .re yptdi. ly

.r. hitgh. Dt the nther hvi. at loW- Or p•;.rt-pc•nsv0%rcdtions, thr:e t•omnir'tors
rnwrati at overall and liW-.l fuel-Mr rati.os we-l tilow thOst aehiA-rVId at high toAtr.

A ta rrslt -4 h•~lm tcOprtxri a lw nd 4reactiona riatvs at in:tlni: e'0-
st-ljurntlv, tor-envtrAotins of -oth Illt and-l f C( in tIN rxhauol gast are WiOgh, and

.l.uring low-ponr r"'prath:, IV- principal e hustor-p'-wrah-, exhstt
prdluwantst i*r% V1 lit , Cwl 4. It (hr t-oaeent r-ulonnt of these sEpvd-ir Canli tx ip-

cre4ie. on11s! Utn rtfirlenrv mill I-e, bur-na:a-'ed a. rrctlv ag ,tbo%1m in, the followin

I Iu`% Ill

whe r r ]

i ::Ih eting raltie of CO, .luItslbm

21, 0t) "Ating value- of ;.-than,, MAI. l l

.ad7-p'n1er or Iow-pton-4-r vomlsxtor o1wtttii-l jg 14flns-4 ;rz thit jwv iner
ixzrqeawtfe! mvth She, lowvr one--half of a typical turbine, e-vzngjn powe-&r cnnr;e It

-MpcfiA~ly invlu'I"vý those poui-u points 1-li)rs-rwenting idlev and taxioprin.
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V = emission index of CH4 , Ibm CH4 /1, 000 Ibm fuel

16.45 x 10G = proportionality constant which includes the heating value
of the fuel used (18, 450 Btu/lbm)

This relationship was proposed by Capt. W. S. Blazowski, Fuels Branch, Fuels
. and Lubrication Division, Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio.

Three promising means of reducing pollutant emissions levels during low-
power operation were evaluated during the experimental program: air staging,
fuel staging, and premfxing. The principal objective of each was to closely con-
trol the environment within the combustor to effect a more complete reaction
between fuel sand air, thereby minimizing the formation of the products of incom-
plete combustion, viz.-,.UHC and CO,

With the air-staging concept, combustion chamber environmental control
was achieved by. changing the distribution of air entering the combustor as the
rate of fuel flow was chaniged so that-thie local fuel-air -ratio in the primary zone
was kept at a, predetermined, constant value. Hencd, although the overall fuel-
air ratio increases as the rate of fuel flow is increased and decreases as the rate
of fuel flow is decreased, the desired primary-zone fuei-air ratio does no' change.

-With the axial fuel staging concept, control of the environment within the
combustor was achieved by changing the distribution of fuel cintering the corn-
bustor as the rate of fuel flow was changed.. As a result, a preestablished local
fuel-air ratio was achieved but not exceeded in the vicinity of each injection
station. Although the overall fuel-air ratio increases as the rate of fOel flow Is
increased, local desired fuel-air ratios in the vicinity of the axial fuel injection
stations do not exceed the predetermined value. 4.

With the prernixing concept, control of the combustion environment was
accomplished by Intimately mixing fuel and air in a predetermined ratio prior
to their being introduced into the burner. A homogeneous combustible mixture,
in a controlled range of fuel-air ratios, was thereby presented to the reaction
front. Undesirable reaction products that are formed as a result of nonuniform
fuel concentration and temperature profiles in the primary zone are reduced or
eliminated. P1remixing in combination with air staging affords an ideal means
for reducing objectionable emissions at both low and high-power conditions,

2. Constraints and (Qualifications

This comprehensive experimental component investigation was conducted
to define and assess promising combustor design techniques for increasing low-
power combustion efficiency and, consequently, improving low-power exhaust
emission characteristics. However, of the design features offering potential,
only those of a practical design having reasonable maintainability and reliability
were considered for evaluation'. The Intended risk level of this program was con-
sidered to be such, nevertheless, that at least one novel or unique design approach
"for improving part-power performance would be considered. However, regardless
of the approach taken, it was essential that combustor performance be maintained
at all power settings with no appreciable increase in emissions at operating points
other than low power. Means for providing performance improvements during
low-power operation at the expense or compromise of performance at high-power
operation were not considered to be acceptable approaches for accomplishing the
objectives of Phase II.
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During low-power operation, the principal combustor-generated exhaust
pollutants are UHC and CO; a third pollutant, NOx, is generally produced only
in small quanUties under these conditions. However, as combustion efficiency
is improved, the reaction temperature is increased and although concentrations
of UHC and CO are reduced, the concentration of NOx is often increased. Though
the oxides of nitrogen have little or no effect on overall combustion system per-
formance, they are, nevertheless, undesirable byproducts of airbreathing com-
bustion. In sufficient concentration they are by themselves toxic, and in com-
bination with hydrocarbons in the presence of sunlight they react to produce smog.
Therefore, continuous attention was to be given to the presence of this pollutant
sinc3 potential compromises to improve overall exhaust emission performance
by decreasing UTIC and CO concentrations at the expense of increasing NOx con-
centration have already been observed and are not necessarily desirable.

--Calculations of combustion efficiency using both a rigorous thermodynamic
approach that considers all measured products of combustion fnd the simplified
approach of equation 28 yielded results that were essentially the same. There-
fore, unless otherwAse noted, combustion efficiencies derived frorm exhaust gas
analyses in this program were obtabined through the use of eq-iation 28.

Of equal importance to the successful development of design techniques for
enhancing low-power combustor performance was the accurate analysis of exhaust
products sampled during the test program. Not only was it necessary to measure

j combustion efficiency accurately, but verification of low em.sbion levels was alsc
-required to determine trace quantities of the exhau,9t gas constituents resulting
from low combustion efficiency. Therefore, a number of guideitnes were estaby-

lished relating to the experimental portion of this phase of w,)vk, includhig:

1. Concentrations of UIIC, CO, C0 2 , NOx, and waLer vapor
were to be measured during each test.

2. To accommodate variations in exhaust constituent levels
existing at the exit plane of the combustor, means for multi-
point sar'.pling at the exit plane were to be incorporated.

3. On-line measurement techniques were to be employed exten-
sively. If batch sampling should be used, care was to be taken
to ensure that no further reaction of the constituents occurred
between the time the samples were taken and the time they were
analyzed.

1. Sampling techniques used were to be such that further reactions
of constituents within the sampling line were prevented.

5. Initially, measurement methods responsive to both NO and NO 2
were to be used to determine the concentrations of NOX. The
measuremerA of N02 was to be discontinued if sufficient emplrical
evidence indicated that the concentration of NO constituted more
than 95% of the NOx concentration.
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6. The method for measuring water vapor was to include the
determination of the pH level in the exhaust sample.

7. Methods for measuring CO, NO, NO 2 , and UHC were to be
sensitive to concentrations to 10 ppmw and accurate to within
±5 ppmw. For CO 2 and water vapor, the measurement ac-
curacies were to be within .0.05% by weight.

8.. All exhaust constituents were to be measured at the same time
under steady-state operating conditions, and local sampling
point temperature and pressure conditions were also to be
recorded. In addition, absolute humidity (weight of water per
unit weight of dry air) of the combustor inlet air was to be
noted periodically during a test run.

9. All tests were to be conducted using JP-5 fuels.

3. Experimental Combustors

a. General

Tests conducted to evaluate design concepts in Phase II were accomplished
using derivatives of an annular research burner that had the basic arrangement
shown in figure 44. This hardware was designed to be generally representative
of conventional static-fed combustors. Diameters of the outer and inner liners
of the flametube were 18 and 10 in., respectively. The length of the burner from
the primary fuel nozzle Injection station at the domo to the exit plane of the dis-
charge transition duct was 16 In. The combustor was fabricated from heavy-gage
(0. 0625 in.) Hastelloy-X sheet stock. This unusually thick material was selected
for the research burner to provide physical resistance to overcome both geometrical
distortions associated with thermal stresses developed during testing and mechanical
forces generated during programmed modifications. The walls and dome were film-
cooled by air entering the combustor through judiciously placed louvers along the
inner and outer liners.

The first arrangement of the basic research burner is referred to as corn-
bustor A. This hardware and its modifications were used to evaluate the air and
fuel staging concepts. The second arrangement is referred to as combustor B.
This burner and its modifications were used to evaluate the fuel-air premixing
concept. Detailed descriptions of combustors A and B are presented in the fol-
lowing paragraphs.

Combustors A and B both had the same nominal design point: a reference
velocity of 100 ft/sec, and a temperature rise commensurate with an overall fuel
air ratio of 0.022.

To simplify the test matrix, all tests were conducted at one inlet pressure
(approximately 15.5 psia), and for most tests, the inlet temperature was held
constant at 4007F. This temperature corresponds approximately to idle conditions
for an advanced high pressure ratio engine.
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Figure 44. Combustor A Prior to Installation in FE 112131
Rig Case

For the purpose of calculating airflow distributions within the combustors,
actual hole areas were multiplied by discharge coefficients of 0.62 for penetra-
tion holes and 0.80 for cooling holes. In combustor A, a discharge coefficient
of 0.85 was used for the primary air swirlers. In combustor B, the premixing
tube flowrates were determined experimentally aR a function of total pressure
drop prior to the combustor test program. In combustor A, the total pressure
drop of the liner was 1. 8%; in combustor B, a pressure drop of 3.5% was used
to enhance operation of the premixing tubes.

b. Combustor A

Combustor A was arranged to easily accommodate modifications required
for the evaluation of air and fuel staging concepts. It was provided with two fuel
injection stations, as shown in figure 45. The first station was located in the
dome and served the primary zone in both air and fuel staging tests. The other
station, located halfway between the dome and the exhaust plane, served the sec-
ondary zone in the fuel-staging tests. The primary zone fuel system consisted
of 14 fuel nozzles evenly spaced along the mean circumference of the dome. The
fuel nozzles used in both primary and secondary zones were pressure atomizing,
simplex type, producing a 90-deg dispersion angle hollow cone spray. The sec-
ondary zone fuel system consisted of 14 fuel nozzles mounted on the outer liner of
the combustor so that the spray axis of each nozzle was normal to the horizontal
axis of the combustor. The nozzles were centered within holes in the outer liner
through which secondary combustion air entered. Circumferential locations for
the secondary nozzles were staggered with respect to those for the primary zone
nozzles. In figure 46, combustor A is shown with secondary nozzles mounted for
fuel-staging tests; the primary zone fuel nozzles are not mounted.
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--Primary Fuel Nozzle

Figure 45. Research Combustor Arrangement FD 71991

The combustor A penetration air hole pattern consisted, first of all, of
28 primary holes in each of the inner and outer liners; these holes were staggered
circumferentially with respect to both the primary and secondary nozzles. Next,
28 dilution slots in each liner were located in-line circumferentially with either
primary or secondary zone fuel nozzles. Finally, 28 intermediate zone holes
were located in the outer liner oniy, with alternate holes serving as injection
ports for the secondary nozzles. All penetration holes were equally spaced
around the circumference of the combustor, and directly opposed to corresponding
holes in the opposite liner.

Rows of film cooling air holes were located at four axial stations on each of
the inner and outer combustor liners, at one station on each of the outer and inner
transition liners, and in a circular pattern around each primary zone nozzle boss.
Cooling airflow passing through these holes impinged on louvers attached to the
inside surfaces of the walls and was directed along those surfaces as a convective
cooling film.

Flame stabilization in the primary zone was accomplished by 14 axial flow
air swirlers mounted around the primary nozzles; and by recirculation flow from
the primary penetration air jets. The axial-flow air swirler around each fuel
nozzle had an outer diameter of 1.68 in., an inner diameter of 1.20 in., and in-
corporated 16 vanes. In alternating locations, swirlers contained vanes arranged
at 3n angle of 45 deg to the horizontal axis; in the remainIng seven locations,
swirlers contained vanes arranged at an angle of 135 deg to the horizontal axis.

In accomplishing the air staging tests, changes in oombustor airflow dis-

tribution were achieved by varying the areas of the penetration and coolinglholes,
and the primary swirler passages. This was done by affixing temporary sheet metal
patches containing the required hole areas atop exdsting air-entry holes. Each air-
flow distribution, therefore, involved only simple modifications to the combustor
hardwarel to change from one air distribution to another, all that was involved
was to remove existing patches and replace them with a new set. This method
was also.used to set up the required airflow distributions for the fuel-staging
tests and for all other tests conducted with combustor A. Figure 46 shows oom-
bustor A as it was modified for Scheme 4-1A.
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Figure 46. Combustor A Modified for Scheme 4-1A FE 119108

Arrangement

c. Combustor B

The principal differences between combustors A arml B were that corn-
bustor B was provided with premixing tube fuel inject itc: 1', roPicee the primary
zone fuel nozzles and primary air swirlers used in coj,u. .;.Loi A, :and that the
secondary fuel injection station used in combustor A was eliminated. A schematic
diagram of combustor B is presented in fig•re 47.

The tubes were mounted in the bosses used for the primary nozzle/swirler
assemblies in combustor A. Changes in combustor airflow distribution, as re-
quired for the various tests performed with combustor B, were accomplished by
means of the temporary sheet metal patches described earlier. Each of the pro-
mixing tube fuel injector assemblies, shown in detail in figures 48 and 49, con-
sisted of a 1-inch diamc'er premixing tube with a pressure-atomizing fuel
nozzle mounted in one o.d and a primary air swirler mounted In the other. Air
was forced through the tube by the difierential pressure acting across the com-.
buster. An inlet venturi minimized total pressure loss at the entrance to the
premixing tuW and a centerbody mounted In the swirler provided a low loss
transition to the annular swirler passage at the exit. The fuel nozzle used was
a pressure atomizing, simplex type having a 90-deg dispersion angle hollow spray
cone. Initial atomization and distribution of the fuel in the air entering the tube
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was provided by the fuel nozzle. Subsequent Atomization occurred In the pre-
mixing tube os the result of droplet shattering in the high velocity airstream.
Dispersion of droplets In the airstream also occurs, along with Initial vaporiza-
tion and mixing of fuel vapor and air. At the swirler discharge plane, an airflow
deftector ring was mounted at the end of the outer wall. This ring served as a
final meant for atomizing fuel that might have collected on the wall of the tube.
Hfgh velocity air passing over the lip of the deflector broke up any film of liquid
fuel on.the wall, shearing it into amall droplets.

Figure 47. Schematic Diagram of Combustor B FD 71992
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Figure 49. Carburetion Tubo Assembly Prior FE 123804
to Test

The premixing tubes used in combustor H were 6 in. long. This length
was determined from preliminary flow tests to be adequate for good intermixing
of fuel and air. Although it is believed that shorter tube lengths may also suffice,
no attempt was made in Phase 11 to determine the minimum: length required.. In-
stead, a mrargin of preml~xng capability was sought, so that the test program
oould be directed toward determining the effects of premixing on emissions
rather than methods for itnplementing It. The tubes were designed to prevent
flameholding ad autoignition within the premixing passages by providing mixture
residence times much shorter than those needed for a. sustained reaction. This
approach allowed fuel-nir equivalence ratios near the stolchlometric value to be
maintained in the tube- providing the capability for premixing all the primary
zone fuel and air (cooling airflow excluded). At a typical operating point, the
mixture velocity within the cube was approximately 200 ft/see at an equivalence
ratio of 0.8 for a combustor overall fuel-air ratio of 0.008. Flameholding within
combustor D was provided primarily by the premixing tube swlrlers; In some
tests, it was also provided by recirculating flow from primary penetration air
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4. Test Rig and Stand

The test rig used in the experimental program is shown schematically in
figure 50. It consisted of a large upstream plenum chamber, a test section in
which the combustor was mounted, and a traverse case containing temperature,
pressure, and gas-sampling probes. The traverse case was also used to collect
exhaust gas from the test section and to direct this gas into the exhaust system of
the test facility. The upstream pleaum chamber was designed to diffuse the corn-
bustor inlet airflow to very low velocities to minimize the possibility of obtaining
nonuniform flow distributions around the combustor. External aerodynamic in-
fluences were not considered in this research program.

Unvitiated air was supplied to the combustor from the bleed ports of a J75
turbojet slave engine. An indirect heat exchanger was provided in the airflow
system to maintain combustor Inlet air temperature at the desired level. In
most of the tests conducted in this program, the rate of airflow to the combustor
was approximately 6 Ibm/sec and the air temperature was maintained at approxi-
mately 400"F. All tests were conducted at combustion chamber pressured slightly
above atmospheric.

5. Traverse and Sample-Gas Transfer Systems

Temperature, pressure, and exhaust gas composition distributions for the
entire exhaust gas flowfield at the exit plane of combustors A and B were deter-
mined during each experimental test. A four-arm, rotating traverse probe
assembly, shown schematically in figure 51, and during assembly in figure 52,
was used in the accomplishment of these measurements. Two of the probe arms,
"located 180 deg apart, had five equally spaced, radially positioned platinum/
platinum- 10% rhodium, aspirated thermocouples alternating with four comparably
spaced total-pressure probes. The remaining two probe arms, also located 180 deg
apart, but positioned circumferentially halfway between the first pair of arms, eon-
tained Inlet ports at five equally spaced radial positions through which a small
quantity of exhaust gas from the combustor was continuously abstracted. The inlet
ports for one arm are shown in fipgre 53. Gas entering the inlet ports discharged
Into a oommon line in each arm. The gas samples from each.line then discharged
into a single manifold. This consolidated sample was directed through a heated
transfer line to a set.of on-line gas analysis Instruments (described in the para-
graph B.6, Ofollowing) from which the average composition of the exhaust gas at
a fixed circumferential location was obtained. Up to the Teflon,, electrically
heated transfer line shown in figure 64, the gas sample lne was fabricated from

* -. stainless steel.

As the traversing probe was rotated through an ang of 180 deg around
'the centerline of the burner, each pair ot arms surveyed half of the combustor
"dis..harg annulus. An entire 360-dg nurvey was thereby acomplisbed by
rotating the traversing probe system throuo only 180 dog. For the tetis on-
ducted In this program, exit plane meurements for a full traverse were taken
at 12-dg intervals during the 180-dg survey. A total of 150 discrete tempera-
bi-e measuarments, 120 disorete pressure measurements, and 15 ten-point
average exhaust gas compsItion meamurements Were obtained In each survey.
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$l~r 2. Traverse Probe, bysfomi Our-ng Assembly FD -7 19W

FiguNc 53. Sample Gas Inlet Ports on 1Wak Arm F)7.1996
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* In the initial gas sampling and analysis system, combustor exhaust gas

was transferred from the exIt traverse probe to the mobile gas analysls cart
through two 10-ft sections of well-insulated, electrically beaied Teflon tubing
having a wall thickness of 0.035 in. After a number of tests had been conducted.
analysis of the data indicated the presence of a leak in the Beckman Instruments-
supplied Teflon tubing. Subsequent physical examination of tbe line, after the
insulation had been removed, revealed a large crack in the tube wall approxdmately

*'I ft from the beginning of the second section of transfer line; a location where the
line was subjected only to the load resulting from its own weight.

Generally, if ;he gas-sample pressure in the transfer line is greater than
ambient, leakage oW the gap sgample to the environment does not present a prob-
lem; the leakage is always from iinside to outside. However, if the gas sample

Spressure is subatmospheric, no leaks whatsoever can be tolerated, because a
flow of ambient air into the sample gC.s will occur, which will dilute the sample
an indeterminate amonnt-. In the rig ar:.angenment used in Phase II, the sample
gas pressure was subatmospheric; consequently no leaks could be allowed. This
necessitated development and use of procedures to ensure that there were no
leaks in the sampling and measurement syste;a.

An investigation of the line failure wa:• conducted. It was determined that
the transfer line sup ir by the vendor waa faulty, and that this was a problem

* that had been report. hy a number of their customers. The vendor stated that
the quality of Teflon that they had received from their supplier was inferior to
the grade stipulated by Beckman and that, as a consequence, the heated lines
showed a propensity to explode during use.

The remaining 10-ft section of transfer line was then scrupulously inspected.
After it was certain that there were no visible flaws, the line was reinsulated and

* connected to the sampling probe discharge line and to the UHC analyzer inlet line.
(The cart and related equipment were moved closer to the combustor rig to accom-
modate the decreased length of transfer line.)

Figure 54 is a schematic diagram of the sample-gas transfer system as it
was originally arranged for tests No. 1-1A-l through No. 1-1A-20; figure 55 Is
a schematic diagram of the system as It was arranged for tests commencing
with No. 1-1B-1. The single section of transfer line, shown in figure 55, was
used throughout the rest of the program without incident.

In this experimental program the temperature of the gas sample was main-
tained at an elevated level from the probe tip to the UHC analyzer. Keeping the
sample hot should prevent FID-detectable species from condensing in the transfer
line. (See Reference 28.) The Teflon portion of the transfer line was electrically
heated; the remaining stainless steel sections of the lIMe were convectively heated
using hot air from an external scurce.

Sample gas temperatures wero. closely monitored along the transfer circuit
from the probe tip to FID analyzer. As shown in figure 56, four thermocouple
stations were in the gas transfer circuit for tests up to No. 1-1A-20. Three
thermocouple station3 were incorporated during tests commencing with No. 1-lB-1.
The variations in sample gas temperature with flowpath location for tests conducted
in Phase Ii are shown in figures 57 and 58. As observed, sample gas temperatures
were quickly reduced to values below those that would encourage continuing reactions
among the exhaust species, but above those levels at which condensation of UHC
species could be a problem.
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Figure 55. Schematic Diagram of Modified Gas - FD 56955A
Transfer System
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• ~TSG3. TSG4

For. Tests Th.*ou* 1-1A-20

For Tests CoMmenIrirg With 1-1P-1

Figure 56. Combustor Gas Spirn le Transfer System FD 71997
Arrange:nent

6. Exhaust Gas Analysis System

The composition oZ exhaust gas austracted at the exit plane if combustors A
and B was determined using an on-line, mobile InitrumentAtion systew wvhich was
developed independently of this exploratory deve-',ment program. Tne instru-
mentation system is shown schematically in figure 59 and on location at the test
stand in figure 60. It consisted of the appropriate &'rcuics, controls, and quantita-
tive analytical instrumentation'to determine the concentrations of UHC, CO, C0 2 ,
NO, NO2 , water vapor, and 02. UHC concen- raLions were determined using a
modified Beckman 402 flame ionization detector (FID); concentrations of CO, CO 2
and water vapor were determined using modified MSA Lirb Model Series 300 non-
dispersive infrared (NDIR) analyzers; NO concentration. were determined using
a modified Beckman Model Series 315 NDIR analyzer; concentrations of NO 2 were
determined using a modified Beckman Model Series 2.55 nondispersivtw ultraviolet
(NDUV) analyzer; and concentrations of 02 were determined u-ing a Beckman
Model Series 742 polarographic analyzer. Prior to our rkodifying the Beckman
cquipment, serious delays in accomplishing the prcjram objectives were encounteredi
because of design, development, and field support problems with the analyzers as
rec'livcd from the vendor.
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Figure 57. Variation in Sample Gas Temperature with DF 96046
Length for Original System
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Figure 58. Variation in Sample Gas Temperature with DF 96047
Length for Modified System
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Figure 59. Schematic Diagram of Instrumentation FD 71998
Measurement System

The instruments were calibrated using vendor-certified span gases. Typical
certifications obtained for the calibration gases are shown in figures 61 and 62.
The gases were supplied in desired concentrations of the species of interest in
carrier or dilution gases. Standard high-pressure cylinders were used for ship-
ment of the gases from the vendor and for their subsequent storage. The shelf
life for the majority of the calibration gases containing the species of interest
was unlimited; however, the operating shelf life for the NO and NO2 gases was
finite. The vendor recommended that these gases be replaced after 3 months.
Nitrogen was used as the carrier gas for all of the calibration fluids except89 T
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Figure 60. Instrumentation Measurement System FE 124483

The analyzers in the exhaust gas analysis system had tbe following character-
istics. The possible full-scale, error for onch of the multiple ranges of the UHC
analyzer was ±1%; the maximum~ full-scale sensitivity for this instrument was
0-1 ppmv. The CO analyzer had a maximum full-scale sensitivity of 0. 1% CO
(by volume) with a possible full1-scale error of +0. 2%. The NO and NO2 analyzers
had maximum full-scale sensicivities of 0-500 ppmv and 0-200 ppmv, respectively;
their possible full-scale errors were 1. 5 ppmv and 1 ppmv, respectively. The
water vapor analyzer had a maximum full-scale sensitivity of 0-1% H20 (by volume)
with a possible full-scale error of -0. 2%. Finally, the full-scale sensitivity of the
0 analyzer in the range used during the Phase 11 tests (0-25% 02 by volume) was

The instrumentation system shown in figure 50 incorporated two independent
gas-sample transfer circuits. These circuits emanated from the single, heated,
exhaust gas okupply line that delivered exhaust gas from the traverse probe to the
instrumentation system. (See paragraph 13. 5. ) One circuit was externally heated;
sample gas flowing. along this path was directed to the FID for UHC analysis. The
second circuit was Insulated but not heated externally;. sample gas flowing Into this
path was directed through three parallel lines. One line was directed to the NDIR
water vapor analyzer; one line was directed to the NO and. N02 analyzers (which
were arranged in parallel);, and one line was directed to the distribution manifold.
The gas sample was not physically or chemically conditioned (other than being
directed through filter screens) prior to Its entering the Water vapor and NO2
analyzers. The gas sample was conditioned, however,. prior to its cntering the
remaining analyzer. A drying or absorbing agent contained In a cylinder was
incorporated at the inlet to the NO NDIR analyzer to eliminate water vapor from
the sample gas and prevent its interfering with the NO analysis.
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Figure 61. Typical Vendor Certification for NO Calibration Gas
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The sample gas flowing to the distribution manifold was directed through a
line contained within an ice-water bath upstream of the manifold to condense the
major part of the water contained therein. The partially dried gas sample
leaving the condenser and the manifold to enter the CO, C0 2 , and 02 analyzers
was further dried by passing through cylinders containing drying agents imme-
diately upstream of the analyzers.

The condensed water from the sample gas was removed from the ice-water
bath after each full-traverse test and the pH of the condensate was measured using
calibrated pH paper and a Beckman Model Series SS-1 pH meter. No pH measure-
ments were made after partial-traverse tests because the quantity of condensate
was essentlsafly negligibie. Full and partial-traverse tests are defined later.

. (See paragraph B.8, Test Classificatio.),

7. Concept Evaluation

a. Air and Fuel Staging

With reference to figure 63, the air staging and fuel staging concepts
evaluated In the experimental program can be described by four primary param-
eters. The first, PSAR, is the ratio of the air flowrate in the primary zone to
the air flowrate in the secondary zone. The second, PSPR, is the ratio of the
fuel flowrate in the primary zone to the fuel flowrate in the. secondary zone. The
next, PHIP, Is the fuel-air equivalence ratio in the primary zone. The fuel-air
equivalence ratio is defined as the ratio of the local and stoichiometric fuel-air
ratios for the fuel-air mixture of interest. The last, FA, is the overall fuel-air
ratio for the combustor.

PUAN

Fesw

•gur 63. Rserch Combustor NomenClature FD 66141 A
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Three of the preceding four variables are independent. If any three are
specified, the fourth can be readily derived from the combustor geometry shown
in figure 63.

1
PSAR = [(PHIP)(0. 068)/FA| [(PSFR + 1)/PSFRj - I (29)

PSFR UPHIP) (0. 068)/FAl [PSAR/(PSAR + 1)] (30)

1 - [(PHIP) (0. 068)/FA] [PSAR/(PSAR + 1)]

PHIP = (FA/0. 068) [PSFR/(PSFR + 1)] [(PSAR + 1)/PSAR] (31)

(PHIP) (0.068)
FA = (PSFR/(PSFR + 1)1 [(PSAR + 1)/PSARi (32)

Evaluation of the air-staging concept involved determining the variation in
distribution and concentration of exhaust pollutants with the air distribution
parameters PSAR and PHIP, and the overallfuel-air ratio, FA, at specific values
of combustor inlet air temperature, pressure, and flowrate. A practica, combustor
design based upon the air-staging concept would require means to continuously vary
the air distribution as FA was varied. No attempt was made to synthesize such a
configuration in this program, however. Instead, as discussed earlier, a research
combustor was modified to have sufficient flexibility to facilitate the predetermined
variation of Airflow distribution Into khe burner. For discrete values of PSAR, the
variation in emiasion concentration and distribution at the exit plane of the research
burner was determined over a range of overall fuel-air ratios. Results from tests
involving the systematic variationof PSAR were then combined to describe results

that should be obtainable from a combustor having a continuously modulating air
distribution system.

L 'valuation of the axial fuel-staging concept involved determiing the varta-
tion in- distribution and concentration of exhaust pollutants with the air distribution
parameters PSAR and PHIP, the fuel-dlstributlon parameters PSFR and PHINT,.
and the overall fuel-air ratio, FA, at specific values of combustor air inlet tem-
perature, pressure, and flowrate. PHINT has been defied as the intermediate-
zone equivalence ratio. (See figure 63.) Each test series consisted of selecting
a diporete value of the air distribution parameter PSAR, which established the
primary-zone equivalence ratio PHIP, and increasing the overall fuel-air ratio
by introducing additional fuel. into the combustor through the secondary fuel nozzles
located downstream of the primary zone. As FA was increased, then,, PSFR de-
creased and PHINT increased.

S• b., Premixing

Whereas the air and fuel staging cncepts described in the preceding section
could be readily evaluated with respect to four derivd parameters, this'was not
found to be the case with the fuel-air premixing con&ept. AlIbhgb some pa nm-
otors peculiar to the premidng concept were derived, ad are described later In
this report, it wa felt that the operational characteristics and performance of
the premixing tubes could be better determined by examining them as a function
of Steral varlables. The geral variables invetigated included Uner total
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pressure drop, primary airflow distribution, and primary fuel flow distribution.
Evaluation of the premixing concept, then, involved determining tihe variation in

distribution of exhaust pollutants with variations in these general factors.

8. Test Classification

Two types of tests were conducted during this experimental program. The
first was a full-traverse test in which a detailed examination of the temperature,
pressure, and composition field was made at the discharge plane of the combustor.
Measurements taken during a full-traverse test were described earlier. (See
paragraph B. 5, Traverse and Sample Gas Transfer System.)

The second was a partial traverse test in which the traversing probe was
not rotated through a full 360 deg to acquire data at 15 circumferential locations.
Instead, the probe was rotated through less than 360 deg and data at less than
15 circumferential locations were obtained. In some cases, the traverse probe
"was held stationary at a single location that was essentially representative of an
average species concentration, and combustor operating conditions were varied
to examine the resulting trends. Partial-traverse tests were also used when,
during the conduct of a full-traverse test, it became apparent that the design con-
cept being investigated did not show sufficient promise to justify a full-traverse
test. The partial-traverse test provided a meaxts to acquire a great deal of in-
formation expeditiously regarding the identification and development of improved
-....omponent de techniques.

In the graphical presentation of data shown in thc following sections, full-
traverse dita are represented by rpi symbols; partial-traverse data are repre-
sented by closed or darkened symbolq.

"9. Combustor A Test Program
a. General

Combustor A was used to investigate the general concept of controllit
primary-zone equlvalence ratio over a.wide range of fuel-air ratios. Two
princip•a means of accomplishing this control were oonulderet& axial air stagig,
or variable airflow, in which the rate •t airflow to the primary zonw was varied
with a concomitant variation In secondary aMd dilution airflow rate to maintain
a constant total prt smre drop across the burner a the primary-zope fuel flow-
rate was chaned; and fuel stagin, or variable u•ot flow, in which the airflow
distribution throughout the burner ramained fixed, and one fuel injeOction zone.
was used for low-power (low fuel-air ratio) operation md another tow• was used,
in comb.1atnon with the first, for tugmentallon to high-power (high fuel-air ratio)
operatit . (See fgure 63 for the regis in the burner defined as the primary,
secondary, snd dilution zones.) Although one typo of adr-stagfig was evaluated.
"Wial, In which the amount of air allowed into each of the three priWil z n.
was oontrolled 4(pagruph IL7,. Cobcet ivaluatos), -two t of fuel stsfIrt were
examined. The first.was axial fuel *4gibg In which the scovary Awil injection
zone was sipnficeantly separaed in the axial cdir-..c'n- from the primnar fhel
injectio zone (ow ahown In fr•re 40 wad 63). The seond wu clrum/feramial
fuel suagang Wn which the prinmry &me o the citbswor was suipplld with tlow
from only sevn of the fourteen normal. do*e-mvmtd &Wl nwzo•e. It some of
the fuel-sta-ing tests, "von sequsntially locatwed fel f sale were Ud (the



remaining seven sequentially located fuel nozzles were disconnected from the
fuel supply manifold). In the remaining circumferential fuel-staging tests, seven
alternately located fuel nozzles were used (the remaining seven alternately located
fuel nozzles were disconnected from the fuel supply manifold).

In the following paragraphs, the results of the combustor A test program
are presented. Observations and conclusions offered are those derived from an
experimental, phenomenological viewpoint. A comparison of the experimental
data obtained during the evaluation of combustor A with predictions generated
using the general analytical model described in Section IMI is presented in Section V.
The paragraphs are arranged in the general sequence in which the experimental
program was accomplished, commencing with the determination of baseline emis-
sion characteristics for the research combustor used, and concluding with the
results obtained from the circumferential fuel staging tests. In general, the
data presented and discussed Include combustion efficiency, determined from
both exhaust gas temperature and species concentration measurements; and
pollutant species concentrations and distributions as functions of fuel-air ratio
for specific design configuratious. Although the text is replete with graphical
presentations to quantify discussion of the data, no extensive tables of data are
interspersed. Instead, capacious tables of data are offered in the appendixes.

b. Baseline Emissions Characteristics

The intent of this initial series of tests was to establish baseline emissions
characteristics for combustor A over ai range of fuel-air ratios that encompassed
both low-power and high-power monditions. Results fom-these tests were in-
tended to serve as a datum for a representative fll-scalee, static-fed, annular
combustor that had been designed without provision for reducing or eliminating
undesirable exhaust-emissions. The results were to serve as a buis of com-
parison for test results that were to be obtained later In the expertmental program.
The baseline confaguration of combustor A, designated Scheme -IA, was designed

:to operate at an overall fuel-air ratio of 0.022, A summary sbowing the airflow
distribtiton schedule for Snheme I- I A Is presented in fIgurv 64. At the"overall
detip tuel-air ratio of 0. 02*, the prhiskry-eone eqidvaleaoc ratio JPUIP) for
this confiuration was 0.7, and the primarywto-condary afirlow -rate ratio
(PSAR) was 0.86 fthIs was tho highest value of PSAR evaluated during the oor--
buotor A tett prodrm). The total awmAot of air used for coolingof the Scheme l-"A
"buraer (COOLP) *as approximotely 30', of the combustor total airflow. This was
a conservative amount that had provilded ample cooling of the liners in previous
tests using this combustor. Approiimttety 30% oe this total ws used for oooling
the liners =J dome In the primary tone (CAP), The amount of air entertig the
primary zone through the dome-mountod fuel nozzle swirlers (SWAP) was approxi-
-mately one-third of the total air entering the primary oom. The remalning air
entering the primary tone to achleve a PuiP cJ 0.7 at a tuel-air raUo o 0.0022
was defined as primary penetration air IPAP). 1Mlutiontooe penetration air
was sutppied. equally from the ID) and OD liners. As described earlier, there
were two air pnetration holes for each privury fiel injecto. this was ca•idered
to be oasoantet with conventional practice, provkidin a aceptable scale of turbo-
lebwe for .mn . The exact arragopment MAd IoWtMos of air supply boles it shown
to figure 44.
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Figure 64. Summary Sheet for Combustor A YD 71"99
Schemes 1-lA and 1-18

In the course. of the initial baseline tests with COMbust~,r Scheme I1-A, it
became apparoot that the combustion efflolenaels being obtained In the lrjw ft'd-
air ratio range wore higher than those Wht wore usually experleeeced to practice
with coniventionaI combustors, Io -general, combustion efficiency w*dd bea*
peetod to peak-out at Its designr-point value (in this case 0. 022) and then gradually

Anostensible reason for tho results obtained was that the fuel injectors
being usdprovided a greater degree of toel stoenixaton at the low flowratts"aSociaWe with. Wde operation than fel nozzles typIcally uased in prac~tic . The~
burner noualeq %hat provided a 90-deg, bollow-oone dispersion of JP-6 fitel at

the samo c~ombustor arrangemnwt, but a dltt~rent set'of fuel noattleo. The over-
all coombustor Mweused for these teats was referred to as -I D. The reý-
plikoaement noxzaks Alr tso common. simeplexc. oil-burner'lujoectors th4t pro-

* tidedM a 90-d&g, hollo*-cmsr disporsieon of JP-5 fiel; houtor thir dealgp-point
fiowratae was 2 ph at a dIfferential pressure of 12$ pal. The Muel flowrate-
pressure drop characteristic. for the two sets of fead nositoa aro shott inft
ercr 65. Ahthoutb no experimental determination was nmude of the spray chtr-
aeterfautl~ of either #et of twitles, wsimates oath V* &tor- meao diamoter (StD)
of the spray from each type as a f'ueettoo, of pressimr drop vrere miade using themnetWo of Reforenoe 29. (Sec-table VIII.) Lower combustion offleluocles, more
In keeping vtlh comwcotional pr-aectio *etc thus obtaload In the kilo rangeusingthe 2-911h fuel nozzles. As a result of the uase of. two different fuel Injectors, a

more comprehensive set of boseline test resea Its. was obtained.
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Fl.gure 65. Var •lton in Fuel Flnwrate and FA FD 72145
with Pressure Drop

Table VIII. Predicted Droplet Diameters

12 gph Nozzles 4 gph Nozzles

Fuel Flowrate, AP, SMD, I aP, SMD,
FA pph psid microns psid microns

0.002 3.09 5.3 109 1.5 1800.004 6.17 21.2 74 6.0 124

0.008 12.34 86.0 0 23.8 85
0.012 18.51 190.0 41 h0.0 69
0. '16 24.70 340.0 34 88.0 60
0.01d 27.80 430.0 32 112.0 56
0.022 33.90 625.0 29 163.0 50

Figure 66 shows the variations in combustion efficiency, using both tem-
perature and exhaust gas analysis measurements, with fuel-air ratio for both
sets of baseline tests. Throughout this report values of combustion efficiency
determined ising temperature measui ments will be referred to aB EFFMB;
values of combustion efficiency determined using gas analysis measurements
wi)l be referred to as EFFGA. For Cumbustor Scheme 1-1A, values of EFFMB
ranged froa 92% at a fuel-air ratio of 0. 0027 tc 97% at fuel-air ratios above-0. 006.
On the other hand, EFFGA was higher over this range of fuel-air ratios, from ap-
proximately 4 percentage points at the low-power end to approximately 2 percent-
age points aý. the higher. This trend was not nearly as pronounced for the tests
conduited using t.e 1-16 configuration even though generally high levels of com-
b~istior efflueney were obtained. In fact, the number of tests in which EFFMB
was greater than EFF,1A were nearly the same as those for which the opposite
was observed.
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Figure 64. Summary Sheet for Combustor A FD 71999
Schemes 1-1A and I-1B

In the course of the initial baseline tests with Combustor Scheme 1-1A, it
became apparent that the combustion efficiencies being obtained in the low fuel-
air ratio range were higher than those that were usi ally experienced in practice
with conventional combustors. In general, combustion efficiency would be ex-
pected to peak-out at its design-point value (in this case 0.022) and then gradually
drop off as the fuel-air ratio was reduced to that corresponding to idle operation.

An ostensible reason for the results obtained was that the fuel injectors
being used provided a greater degree of fuel atomization at the low f.owrates
associated with idle operation than fuel nozzles typically used in practice. The
fuel injectors used in the initial baseline tests were common, simplex, oil-
burner nozzles that provi 'ed a 90-deg, hollow-cone dispersion of JP-5 fuel at
a design-point flowrate of 4 gph at a differential pressure of 125 psi.

Accordingly then, a second series of baseline tests was conducted using
the same combustor arrangement, but a different set of fuel nozzles. The over-
all combustor sci.eme used for these cests was referred to as 1-lB. The re-
placement nozzles were also common, simplex, oil-burner injectors that pro-
vided a 90-deg, hollow-cone dispersion of JP-5 fuel; however, their design-point
flowrate was 2 gph at a differential pressure of 125 psi. The fuel flowrate-
pressure drop characteristics for the two sets of fuel nozzles are shown in fig-
ure 65. Although no experimental determination was made of the spray char-
acteristics of either set of nozzles, estimates of the Sauter mean diameter (SMD)
of the spray from each type as a function of pressure drop were made using the
method of Reference 29. (See table VIII.) Lower combustion efficiencies, more
in keeping with conventional practice, were thus obtained in the idle range using
the 2-gph fuel nozzles. As a result of dhe use of two different fuel injectors, a

more comprehensive set of baseline test results was obtained.
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Figure 65. Variation In Fuel Flowrate and FA FD 72145

with Pressure Drop

Table VIII. Predicted Droplet Diameters

2 gph Nozzles 4 gph Nozzles

Fuel Flowrate, aP, SMD, AP, SMD,
FA pph psid microns psid microns

0.002 3.09 5.3 109 1.5 180
0.004 6.17 21.2 74 6.0 124
0.008 12.34 86.0 50 23.8 85
0.012 1.8.51 190.0 41 50.0 69
0.016 24.70 340.0 34 88.0 63
0.018 27.80 430.0 32 112.0 56
0.022 33.90 625.0 29 163.0 50

Figure 66 shows the variations in combustion efficiency, using both tem-
perature and exhaust gas analysis measurements, with fuel-air ratio for both
sets of baseline tests. Throughout this report values of combustion efficiency
determined using temperature measurements will be referred to as EFFMB;
values of comburtion efficiency determined using gas analysis measurements
will he referred to as EFFGA, For Combustor Scheme 1-1A, values of EFFMB
ran6d from 92% at a fuel-air ratio of 0. 0027 to 97% at fuel-air rat!os above 0.006.
On thd other hand, EFFGA was higher over this range of fuel-air ratios, from ap-
proxh;"" .y 4 percentage points at the low-power end to approximately 2 percent-
age points :'t the higher. This trend was not nearly as pronounced for the tests
conducted using the 1-1B configuration even though generally high levels of com-
bustion efficiency were obtained. In fact, the number of tests in which EFFMB
was greater than EFFGA were nearly the same as those for which the opposite
was observed.
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The reasons for the differences between EFFMB and EFFGA in the
Scheme 1-1A series have not been completely ascertained. One might be
tempted to accept EFFMB as correct if precedence or past experience were the
predominant influence. However, an error of only 2% in EFFMB is needed to
achieve the EFFGA values. To encounter such an error in temperature measure-
ments used to determine EFFMB is not inconceivable. On the other hand, an
error of over 100% in measured concentrations of UHC and CO would be needed
to have EFFGA match EFFMB. It is highly improbable that such concentration
measurement errors could be obtained at low values of fuel-air ratio where UHC
and CO concentrations are relatively high. It would appear that EFFGA at low
fuel-air ratios should be more correct than EFFMB. Unfortunately, others who
have conducted tests to compare temperature and concentration determined com-
bustion efficiencies have also observed EFFMB to be lower, and significantly
lower in some cases, than EFFGA, see Reference 30.- Of .t -27 tests reported
In Reference 30, only four showed EFFGA lower than EFFMB, , -k"ver, the

-* values of fuel-air ratio for these four tests were all greater th. •.OAK8. Under
these circumstances, it is not inconceivable that EFFMB was highe, than EFFGA
because the measured temper -tures were higher due to catalytic reactiorq occurring
at the tips of the thermocouples. Additional work needs to be done in this area of
efficiency measurement using thermocouples before any conclusions can be drawn.

Figure 67 shows the variation in UHC concentration with fuel-air ratio for
tests conducted using Combustor Schemes 1-1A and 1-lB. In the initial series
using 2-gph fuel nozzles, UHC concentrations less than 10 ppmv were measured
above a fuel-air ratio of approximately 0. 007; this level is not characteristic of
operating engines. The UHC level was not elevated that dramatically, on an
absolute level, when the 4-gph fuel nozzles were substituted. On a relative basis,
however, the UHC concentration did increase ten-fold at a fuel-air ratio of 0. 006:
demonstrating the strong influence of fuel droplet size on completeness of com-
bustion (for a system in which the residence time is fixed).

In general, for Combustor Schemes 1-1A and I-IB, as the overall fuel-
air ratio was reduced below its design-point value of 0.022, which corresponded
to a PHIP of 0.7, UHC emission concentration increased. Although the absolute
levels were relatively low, the trends were similar and significant. They indicated
that as the fuel-air ratio was decreased, PHIP was further removed from its design-
point value, the primary zone became leaner, the local combustion temperature
decreased, and the concentration of UHC in the combustor exhaust gas increased.
This increase in UHC concentration resulted in the decreases in combustion effi-
ciency. (As shown in equation 28, the influence of UHC in the exhaust gas is the
prediminant variable influencing combustion efficiency, contributhig four times
as much to inefficiency, for each emission index unit, as CO.)

Figure 68 shows the variation in CO concentration with fuel-air ratio for
tests conducted using Combustor Schemes 1-1A and 1-1B. For the tests of
Scheme 1-1A, CO concentration Initially decreased, passed through a minimum
at a fuel-air ratio of approximately 0. 007 and then commenced to increase. In
tests of the 1-1B combustor arrangement, CO concentration increased continuously
with fuel-air ratio.
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Figure 66. Variation in Combustion Efficiency with DF 96048
Fuel-Air Ratio for Tests with Combustor
Schemes 1-1A and 1-1B
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Figure 67. Variation in UHC Concentration with Fuel- DF 96049
Air Ratio for Tests with Combustor
Schemes I-IA and I-IB
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Figure 68. Variation in CO Concentration with Fuel- DF 96050
Air Ratio for Tests with Combustor
Schemes 1-lA and 1-1B

The differences in the shape of the CO concentration-fuel-air ratio curves
for the two schemes at very low fuel-air ratios can be attributed to differences
in the effective local equivalence ratios within the primary zones of the com-
bustors which are caused by different degrees of fuel atomization produced by
the two types of fuel nozzles. At higher fuel-air ratios, the trends were gen-
erally similar, and in terms of combustor operating characteristics, can be
attributed to the fact that as the fuel-air ratio was increased, combustion loading
was increased and the reaction front was moved downstream out of the primary
zone. At the higher fuel-air ratios, the reacting gases were quenched by dilu-
tion air in the secondary zone. In general, CO concentration would be expected
to decrease with increasing fuel-air ratio as long as the reaction front remained
upstream of the dilution zone, as might be the case if the fuel droplets were
small, but would Increase if the reacting mixture contacted the dilution air and
was quenched. If large droplets are present, this quenching occurs at very low
fuel-air ratios because these droplets require a longer length to burn to comple-
tion and, therefore, come into contact with cold penetration air sooner. This
proposition was supported by visual observations of the combustion process during
the tests. At a fuel-air ratio of approximately 0.004, a visible, lumi/ous flame
front was observed that extended from the primary zone approximately half way to
the dilution zone. However, at a fuel-air ratio of approximately 0.012, the flame
front extended the entire length of the combustor to the exit plane. These observa-
tions were only qualitative, but they do provide a plausible explanation for the
trend observed. The overall levels of CO concentration obtained with baseline
Schemes 1-1A and I-1B, however, were substantially above,, acceptable low-
emission limits throughout the entire range of fuel-air ratios examined.
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The variations in the concentrations of NO, N02, and NOx (NO ' NO2 ) with
fuel-air ratio for Schemes 1-1A and 1-1B are shown in figures 69 through 71.
NO concentrations generally increased with incrfiasing fuel-air ratL3 in the tests
of both schemes; however, the levels were noticeably lower for those in whch
4-gph fuel nozzles were used. NO2 concentrations, on the other hand, were
nearly the same for both schemes over most of the range of fuel-air ratios
examined. However, at the highest values of fuel-air ratio, NO 2 concentrations
measured during tests of the 1-lB scheme were markedly lower. Concentrations
of NO and NO2 in combination are shown in figure 71. NOx levels obtained during
tests of the 1-lA scheme were approximately twice those obtained during tests of
Combustor Scheme 1-1B. These concentration levels were generally representa-
tive of those observed in exhaust gas from operational engines having combustor
inlet air temperatures in the 400"F range. (See Reference 31.)

c. Evaluation of Air Staging

The concept of air staging was evaluated by systematically varying the com-
bustor airflow distribution to achieve a near-constant value of PHIP over the
range of FAs corresponding to those from Idle to full-power operation. In con-
ventional burner design practice, a fixed airflow distribution is used that provides
near-stoichiometric values of PHIP only at full-power conditions. Therefore, at
lower values of FA, as discussed earlier, PHIP is much lower, ranging to values
of 0. 3 and less at idle. With the air-staging concept, primary-zone airflow is
controlled and is reduced during idle operation to achieve a value of PHIP near
"the stoichiometric value.
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Figure 69. Variation in NO Concentration with Fuel- DF 96051
Air Ratio for Tests with Combustor
Schemes I-lA and I-IB
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* Figure 71. Variation in NOx Concentration with Fuel- DF 96053
Air Ratio for Test with Combustor
Schemes -14A and I-IB
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/ * PSAR was designated as the defining parameter in the air-staging tests.
As discussed In the preceding section, this parameter defines the combustor
airflow distribution required to achieve a desired value of PHIP at a particular
value of the overall FA. The interrelationships between these derived parameters
were presented In an earlier section.

* To vary the combustor airflow distribution in actual practice would, of
necessity, require some mechanical or aerodynamic means for continuously ad-
justg combustor air-inlet hole area to provide the optimum airflow distribution
in the primary zone for a given value of FA. In the tests conducted under Phae U
the adjustment feature was achieved not in a continuous mode but by using four
fixed airflow distribution schemes, each designed for a different value of FA.
The important design-point parameters for these four schemes are shown in
table IX. Summaries of the airflow distribution for the four schemes are shown
in fgures 64, and 72 through 74.

Table IX Air-Staging Design-Point Parameters
i . n n i.Design-Point PHIP at

.- Scheme PSAR FA Deslgn-Point FA

i. I-IA'•.. -tB0.86 0.022 o0 7"

... 2-1A. 0o.31 0. 016 l,.0

3-1A 0.21 0.012 1.0

4-lA 0.13 0.008 1.0.

With reference to table IX, each scheme was tested over a range of FAs
S~centered about the design-point value. It was expected that combustion efft-

clemcy would be high In tbevlcin ityof the deign point for each scheme, with a
decline occurring at both extremes of the FA range evaluated. Therefore, by
com•aning-the results from the evaluation of four different airflow distribution
schemes having four different design-point FAs, the good performance (high com-
bustion efficlefcy and low UHC aod CO ooncentratims) achievable with a con-
tnuo* variable air distribution system could be estimated.

To Isolate thenfuainoe of PSAR as completely as possible, care was talen
I. Iwith the experimental hardware to retain the same oombustor hole pattern and the

"same values of the swirler-to-penetration airflow. ratio in the primary zone of
eath ot the four scbemes. Variations- in. combustor airflow distribution were
.accmplished by changing individual air-entry bole areas within the Mfd distribu-
Utio pattra. Thus,, the parameter PSAR could be altered withou Introducing the
aiditiona Infusace that might have resulted had changes beoo made in'the air-
Ontry distribution pattern.

Of the two atye Wi~u nozzle used in the baseline tests. the 4-Sph coarser,
Satombing injectors- were selected for use in all of the air-staging tests because
they were more representative of conventional practice.
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Flgure 74. Summary Sheet for Combustor A FD 72103
"Scheme 4-lA

Test results obtaiped with the four schemes verified the expected improve-
moats In cowbustion effIciency at low-power as PSAR was decreased. The varna-
tiso In both EFFMB Wd EFFGA with FA and PSAR ia shown In figure 75. The
curve showing the data for Scbhem 1-19, in which PSAR was 0.88, to a reproduc-.
iUon of the baseline results that were shown In figure 66 for tests conducted withi
4-sbh nozzles. This stheme, which had a design-point FA of 0. 022, exhibited
ooilnbstion efficlenoles In excess of P94 In its doeli-point range and above 98%
to an FA of 0. 008. At values of FA lower than 0.008, a dekllne in e*tlolwney to,
96% *At observed, Scheme 4-1A, in which the P&4.t w 0, 13 and the design-
polat FA was 0.008, demoustrated higher eflcfencles at low-po•er operratn aq
anticpamed; *Mialeone levels were mabtalme In exam of Wv to sa W,,t o10. 0046.6
At values of FA above 0.010, the level dropped below 98,. Indicsatb that the
useful ragpe of operation for Schemn@ 4-IA was In the run of FAs from 0.0040
to 0.010. WIth -cbehme 3--IA. In which the PSAR wans 0.21 and the designr-point
FA ws 0.012, etflcItlenes ubove 98% were malntained ovor a rane of TAs from.
S0.007 to 0.014. Scheme 2•-IA, with a PSAR of 0.31 and i design-;point FA of
0.016, demonstrated high efflclew.les over the broadest range of FAsj levels
near 90 were schieved over an FA rang of 0.000 to 0.014, and levels in excess
of 98% were atainedup to an FA o0.019. Bycombiningthe boot portin of
""nch curve, eombUston efftcIeneles can be maintained above 98%' dow to an FA
Of 0.0045, Flpre 75 shows, therefore, that air staging ca be used to extend the
same hig values of ombustUon eficlncy obtained at &|l-power operation to the

I! iow-power rungs.

:'I
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Fitpre 75. Compw iscou of Varcation c tr Combni ion DF 96054
4esign -pofceFAy with F,.4l-Air Ravtio fot Tests

Conduoted wathe Comloustor Schemes 1Aio,
-• ..... 2-1A, .3-1A, and 4-1A

•i ~~The valrlatloci n UI.C .co entra~tlos with FA an PSIAR for the four c-ombultor
•:: ~schemes evaluated isshown in fligre S6.,h•eme 1-lB, ti:baseline, •oosflra.•
*• tios exhibited relatively low klels of U tC concentratIon osily in the vlctzii1y of the

d.?s•n..potnt IA. Shebme 4-lA achieved the greatest reduction hi UIICcoe-
?:7:tralions at very low values of PA. Schemes 2-IA and 3-IA exhibited WIC co-

* €cetrtdion levels below baseline values over the FA range ýroom 0. 008 to 0. 019.
By combbifin the best portions of each of the pr~ovding curve. UiiC cowce-
.rttlon levels below 45 ppnw cu be maintanewd over the FA range from 0. 004

,;.;.. W 0. 0410.

-Scheme 4-1A. *hich had bee" expected to produce Ohe lowest 0ofcentration
of I•IC during kile cper&loc, exhibited *a Increanift trend It UIIC oncent•r•ton
abov in FA of 0.006, This cuirve crosed and exceded the UIIC curve for
.01heme 2-lA at an FA of approxinately 0.0092. Th'% trend hs belved to have
"been cAsed by an over-rich condition to the primary von, which mlght be theSresult of an assimmp~ton use in estb~lishing the •desi point., VU., that Wtl pri-
mary penetra~ton airflow reScrculates In the combustor and t tlly uUlized it

Sthe r'sctlaa process. It would appear that this aslumpio Is not entirely corrett;
oily prli of ate Peemtrationu•idri efftetively rvesdrouhlatd and ltht O i -ual. ex-

perlmntally determined, desip•polnt FA Is closer to 0.006. .La this case, theorigbWl des;4p~ilolt FA 0( . 0041 cormi•d to a PtllP a( 1. 6. vhich is well

beyond stelobloumetrieo ad sufficlint!, high to cause a decline in V**mheStlo Offt-a~c~ly and an hwree in UNC cm¢ettrattoa. No explmutaon Is reil appareat
for the behavior o( UHC mctmteatrion• with PA (or Sckwhem 3-IA- It had beena x-
peeled that Shelme 3-IA would have produced toer UiC' cmisiokm le~vels W,1
Scheme 2-1A.
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'•i • 76. Comparison o• Variations in UHC Con- DF 96055.

i eetRraUon with l•e1-Alr Ratio (or Tosts
i! C...o,•iueted •th Co•.•',or •hemes t-lEg
•.. " 2'IA. 3-IA, and 4-1A
I . The varlatlott in CO oonQentrAUoa •w/..'3• .FA .tff, d I-•&•R Is shown ht fl•ro 77:i"

• The •el.ht• oottl•rit/on product•d CO ot• ntrat/ott l•|s llt e.x•s of 400 ppmv
• ... - over *-J•"FA ralM• from.O.O04 to 0.OZO. l•klct/olts it) th•so levols wtreaehttwd

. In SoMmtu L•-tA, •IA. ,nd4,-tA • the lo•mr.-po•r rsn•, By oomb/p•g the
if " b•t porttom, M t• CO oanot•trattoa, FX eurvos for •¢hsebomo a composlt, "

cttr• can bo .samthmttt•d that .hut CO. oonc•ntrtUmt levels.htertulN[ trom a. lowS. v•tt• off approximately 140 pp•v st an F^ of 0,004 to a hlgh value M 600 ppmv
•:. at an YA of 0.018•. ¢r•l•O• l•.•r• •Id be •• of • • me 4,IA

:. .remtlte I• tM FA. ran• lotus .than O, 006; of •hcnm 2, IA r•$uRs In tbo FA run•
• -• o.0o$ and 0.01,2t and o[ S•b•ttm I-IB rmmlt• st values of FA above 0,012.

•. -.-. .•,•'•me •-IA, with a dest!•-potnt FA .of 0,0t2, produetid bl•r eoa.€•tLrutlou
- levels of CO than-S•!•n• ?-IA mm a d•sil•potnt FA of 0.016 in the low pm•r

i rm•., :
!; ' The CO •ctstrat• o•tn•t wtt•. all tour s•mo.•v•.le.•t•d •r• t•t•.

• r•pm tlng dmn'tmmm• In eondms•lou u4Tlci•m• from 0, "/to L•, .t• r,
Sthe ipm•rai cnoutb•t• o• rtduct• CO emission l•ls at. Imr-pommr eomtlUmm by

• tno0rpo•Ualt t• air stalt• • wu d•• t•t. Tt• tnbm•r, to aebt•v,
• •:v•r CO csxgomoJ'itkm |•.ht may be due to. a limitation O/' the fuel de|i•ery
• (p• rt-atomtttnt tuft noztle•) that were empk•J, or t• &qstled ommid•rattous

. rol,•th•i[ to the •dndsslo• of air into tt•e four r•s• b b•r•** mm.•l•r•tio•. -
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* Figure 77. Comparison of Variations in CO Con- DF 90056

eentration with Fuel-Air Ratio for
Tests Conducted with Combustor

Schemes1-1, 2-A, 3-A d 4-IA

"Thevarations itnO NO. and NOx (NO + N2) coecatrations are Shown
in figutes 78 throug 80, respecttvely. Th trends shown conform gerally to
tbohoe expected. Both NO and NO2 concentrations increase with increasing

*"values of FA and with decreasing values of PSAR. These results indicate simply
that higher conentrations of NO and N02 were formed as the primary zone beeame;
richer amd reaction temperatures increased,. In the eas of Conmbustor Scheme 4-IA,
howevor, there was it deerease in onicentrati of both NO ns N02 with FA Inthe
FA rang from 0. 008 to 0., 010. In this rsnp, values of PHIP were Aibove sticho-
metric, and it Is believed that the declines in concentratious correspond to de-
creased reaction tomp•ratu~res commcnsurate with Nquivalence rMato, greater
than stol.chiomtvu.

An exception to tbw gweaftal trend of nitrogen oxide ooncentrations increastng
with FA Is seen I flgure 80 where. the NOW cowotration for scheme 3- 1A Is hiliwr
fkt on FA of 0.004 than at 0. 008. No explanation is readily apparent for th•Is trend.

Daft onmtind In figures 78 Utrough 80 for WIIC, CO* ad NOX cofo•ntrations,
respectively, have been cross-plotted in figures 81 through 83 to terw, of varia-
tions In pollutant concentrations. with PSAR for varlou.q values of FA. For both
uIHC and CO, the lowest cooneentration levels attained for a nominal Idle FA of
0.008 were ahieved at a PSAR of 0.31 using Scheme 2-IA. As discussed in a

preceding sectionm UIIC results, it is believed that the effective deslgvu-potnt
FA was.actually differemt than the original calculated vaiue, I.e., 0.01 for
Scheme 2-1A, and was. In fact, approximrately 60%. lowr. Under these circun-,
stancs, Scheme 2-1A wouid have been operatng at a Pll P of4 .S at an FA of O..008,
which Is Ideal for prukwlng low coneentrations of UVC and CO,.
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Figure 78. Comparison of Variations in NO Con- DF 96057
centration with Fuel-Air Ratio for Tests
Conducted.with Combustor Schemes 1-IB,
2'-1A, 3-lA, and 4-iA
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Figure 79. Comparison of Varie ions in NO2 Con- DF 96058
centration with Fuel-Air Ratio for Tests
Conducted with Combustor Schemes 1-iB,
2-1A, 3-lA, and 4-lA
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Figure 80. Comparison of Variations in NOx Con- DF 96059
centration with Fuel-Air Ratio for Tests
Conducted with Combustor Schemes 1-1B,
2-1A, 3-LA, and 4-tA
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"Figure 81. Variation In UHC Concentration with DF 96060
PSAR and FA for Tests with Combustor
Schemes 1-lB, 2-1A, 3-1A, and 4-1A
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Figure 82. Variation in CO Concentration with 1sF 96061
PSAR and FA for Tests with Combustor
Schemes 1-1B, 2-1A, 3-1A, and 4-1A
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Figure 83. Variation in NOx Concentration with DF 96062
PSAR and FA for Tests with Combustor
Schemes 1-1B, 2-1A, 3-1A, and 4-1A
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The variation in NOx concentration with PSAR is shown in figure 83. Except
for the hump In the curve at an FA of 0.004 for a PSAR of 0.21, a reasonably con-
sistent family of curves was obtained. Figure 83 shows clearly that NOx concentra-
tion increases both with decreasing PSAR and increasing FA; the direction of both
trends leads to increases in reaction temperature.

d. Evaluation of Axial Fuel Staging

The concept of axial fuel staging has been generally described in preceding
paragraphs. In brief, with axial fuel staging, both primary and secondary fuel
injection zones arc used. The primary fuel injection zone, located in the forward
part of the combustor served to provide a flowrate of fuel into the combustor
commensurate with low-power engine operation. PHIP was maintained at a limit-
ing value for idle-operation by incorporating a fixed, low-power, combustor air-
flow distribution schedule and limiting the primary injection zone fuel flowrate.
The secondary fuel injection zone, located further downstream near the axial
midpoint of the burner, was used to provide flowrates of fuel into the combustor
to achieve values of FA greater than those corresponding to idle conditions. Fuel
from the secondary zone was used to augment that from the primary zone to
achieve values of FA up to those corresponding to full-power operation. The ex-
perimental hardware used in the evaluation tests has been described earlier.
(See paragraph B. 3, Experimental Combustors.) Specifically, however, the
hardware was arranged to accommodate two different fixed airflow distributions
and two types of secondary fuel nozzles.

The two airflow distributions represented values of PSAR of 0. 1S cnd 0.31,
corresponding to Combustor Schemes 4-1A and 2-1A, respectively. (These
schemes were described earlier.)

The two types of fuel nozzles used in the secondary injection zone were air-
blast and pressure-atomizing. Air-blast fuel nozzles were used initially because
of their demonstrated capability in previous experimental programs to provide
e-'trermely good fuel atomization at low flowrates. Unfortunately, it was not dis-
covered until later in this test program that these air-blast fuel injectors pro-
vided very poor atomization under the conditions of fuel flow and burner pressure
drop at which they were being operated. Atomization characteristics for the air-
blast nozzles are shown in figure 84. Ttie good physical characteristics that had
been observed with these nozzles in previous programs were largely caused by
the available air pressure being much higher than it was in the fuel-staging test
series. This Information was not obtained, however, until after the series had
been completed. Accordingly, then, an additional test series was conducted using
pressure-atomizlng fuel nozzles in the secondary injection zone. These pressure
atomizing nozzles werc the same as those used in the 1-1A test series, viz.,
those having design-point flowrates of 2 gph JP-5 at a differential pressure of
125 psi; their flow characteristics were shown earlier in figure 65.

The potential for the axial fuel-staging concept to serve as hypothesized
with the specific combustor configurations was somewhat questionable from the
onset of the experimental program. Analytical predictions made using the pre-
liminary combustor model, indicated that secondary-zone performance would be
poor; concentrations of UHC and CO in the combustor exhaust gas would be high.
This conclusion was predicated on the fuel and air arrangement in the vicinity of
the secondary Injection zone. Physical limitations of the research combustor
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configuration were such that only a very short mixing and burning length, approxi-
mately 2 in., was available from the axial location at which secondary fuel
entered the burner to the location at which air entered through dilution jets.
Despite the anticipated poor performance predicted by the preliminary analytical
model, the axial fuel-staging tests were conducted as planned not only to evaluate
axial fuel-stagiiig as a design concept, but also to provide experimental data to
verify or negate the model predictions. The use of data from closely controlled
experiments is invaluable in guiding, qualifying, and refining analytical predic-
tion methods. In the case of the fuel-staging concept, analytical predictions
were verified by experiments.

- -- •--500

400

-. 300 - i

-30

•.. 100 -

IO2 4 6 1012

FUEL FLOW pph

Figure 84. Variation in Sauter Mean Diameter with FD 72103
Air Differential Pressure and Fuel Flow

The variation in UHC concentration with FA and PHIP, for the initial seris
of fuel-staging tests is shown in figure 85. Additional curves, superimposed on
this figure for comparison include the variation in UHC concentration with FA
from tests of Combustor Scheme 4-IA without secondary fuel injection, and from
tests of baseline Scheme I-1B. The UHC concentration levels obtained using see-
ondary fuel injection were two orders of magnitude higher than those obtained
using the baseline I-lB configuration or the 4-lA nonstagei arrangement. UHC
concentration increased with increasing values of FA and with decreasing values
of PHIP. (For a given value of FA, PHIP was decreased by transferring fuel
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from the primary zone to the secondary zone fuel injectors.) The general con-
clusion from these tests regarding UHC emission levels obtained during fuel-
staging tests is that very high concentrations of UHC were observed whenever
fuel was supplied through the secondary injectors, and that the concentrations
increased in proportion to the amount of secondary fuel added.

Figure 86 shows the variation in CO concentration with FA and PHIP for the
initial series of fuel-staging tests. Superimposed on this figure are results from
baseline test series 1-1B and from tests of Combustor Scheme 4-1A without sec-
ondary fuel injection. As in the case of UHC emissions, CO concentration levels
increased only one order of magnitude. It would appear that UHC was being
quenched at a more rapid rate than the rate at which fuel was being converted to
CO.

Am* .

Figure 85. Comparison of Variations in UHC Con- DF 96063

cantration with FA and PHIP for TestsConducted with Combustor Schemes 4-1A
and I-1B

The variation In NOX concentration with FA and PHlP is shown in figure 87,
with reference curves for data obtained from tests of Schemes 1-lB and 4-1A
(without secondary fuel injection). The NOX concentration levels observed when
secondary fuel injection was incorporated were higher than those obtained from
either the baselfie tests or tests of Scheme 4-1A without secondary fuel injection.
NO, concentration levels generally increased with both FA and PHIP. At values
of FA less than 0. 0166, NOX concentrations increased directly with Increasing
values of PHIP; however, at values of FA greater than 0.0166, NOx concontra-
tion levels increased more rapidly with decreasing values of PHIP. It is sus-
pected that at an FA near 0.0166, a transition occurs in the mechanism(s) re-
sponsible for the formation of nitrogen oxides. For values of PHIP in the range
from 0.5 to 1. 25 up to an FA of 0.0166, NOX was most likely formed primarily by
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a thermally induced mechanism, i.e., as FA was increased, the reaction tem-
perature was also increased, the rate of reaction for NOx formation was greater,
and more NOx was formed. However, at values of FA greatc than 0.0166 for a
PHIP of 0. 5, the thermal mechanism appears to be supplartee nr hyperactivated
by another mechanism and NO concentration levels increase.d significantly. With
due reservation, because of a lack of detailed substantiatiov,, it is conjectured that
the other mechanism responsible for increasing NO concentrations is catalytic in
nature. When high NOx concentrations have been obseived in this experimental
program, primarily in the fuel-staging and atomization evaluatioa tests, high con-
centrations of UHC have also been observed. It is not inmonceivable that homo-
geneous catalytic reactions involving partially oxygenat, ( hydrocarbon species
could be responsible for the high NOx levels. Additional work should be under-
taken in this area to better understand mechanisms ccitributing to the formation
of oxides of nitrogen in gas turbine engine combustion ,-hamixrs.

MAMA

i lFigure. 86. Comparison of Variadoo•s in CO Con-. DF 96064
• ~ceo~tration with YA r~nd'PHIP tor TestsIC,.oducted wit Cor*bustor-,.lemes 4-IA

:.Pad. I-IB

. rn ur• .s &~

The varlatlot, incombustion efficiency, both EFFMB and EFFGA, with FA
Is shown In figure M8. Inasmuch as onlv two ýull-traverse tests were conducted.
only two data poi-'ts are shovm, for EF•'MB. Full temperature traverses were
necessary to cal :ulate mea&,ingful values of EFFMB. The decision to eliminate
most of the full-traverse tc.s4s that had been originally planned for evaluating axilsl
fuel-staging,. In deference to partial traverse tests, was predicated on the high
levels of objectionable ein•nsions observed while testing. Values of EFFGA shown
In figure 88 were calculated from partial-traverse concentration data, Concentration-
based values of combustion efficiency calculated from small population samples
have Inherently greater atcuracy than thermocouple-based calculations. Consequently,
values of EFFGA for both full and partial-traverse tests are presented In figure 88.
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In general, it can be seen that efficiency increases with FA despite the fact that
both UHC and CO concentrations also increase. This behavior indicates that e-,en
though the absolute concentrations of UHC and CO increased with FA, the fuel-flow
normalized concentrations, i.e., emission indexes, decreased. As shown in
equation 28, combustion efficiency increases as UHC and CO emission indexes
decrease.

I

*sm 44A.i

SA .." " i

Figure 87. Comparison of Variations In NOx Con- DF 96065

centration with FA and PHTP for TestsSConducted with Combustor Schemes 4-1A

and l-1B

"rhe reason -for the discrepancy between E FFMB and E FFGA is believed to
be due to catalytic reactions of combustor exhaust products such oc UHC and air
on the platinum/platinum--10% rhodium thermocouples and thermocouple sheaths
"in the exit traverse probe. If this does, In fact, occur in the immediate vicinity

* of thermocouples, erroneously high exit traverse temperatures would be recorded,
resulting In higher values of combustion efficiency than those calculated from
exhaust emission concentrations.

A second series of axial fuel- staging tests was conducted to ascertain
whether the poor results obtained with the axial fuel-staging concept were due
to the air distribution scheme (4-LA) and secondary fuel nozles (air-blasti used
or to the concept Itself. A leaner front end air-distribution scheme was selected
to decrease the quantity of quenching air aft. The fuel nozzles selected for use in
the secondary Injection zone were the 2-gph pressure-atomizing type that had
performed so well in the I-IA baseline test series. This nozzle-combustor
configuration was referred to as Scheme 2-lB.
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Figure 88. Comparison of Variations in Combustion DF 96066
Efficiency with FA and PHIP for Tests
Conducted with Combustor Schemes 4-1A
and 1-lB

Experimental evaluation of Scheme 2-1B demonstrited that the trends in
UHC and CO concentrations with FA and PHIP were similar to those observetd in
the first series; the concentration levels, however, were somewhat less in the
secoqd series. These results are shown In figures 89, and 90 for UHC and CO,
respectively, with results obtained from the Scheme 4-1A series shown superimposed
for reference. The slightly lower UHC and CO concentration levels are attributed
to both the air distributio( and fuel Injection modifications incorporated in
Scheme 2-lB.

Strangely enough, as shown in filgitre 91. significantly lower concentrations
of NOx were Abtained In the tests of Scheme 2-1B than vere obtained in the first

xital fuel-staging series using Scheme 4-IA. The reason for this trend to still
unclear. Conditions throughout the oombustors in the 4-lA and 2-lB series
should have been quite similar.

The variatin in combustion efficiency with FA and PIMIP is shown in
figure 92. As with Scheme 4-tA, combustion efficiency increased as PHIP was
increased.; the efficiency levels for Scheme 2-l1. however. were higher than
those for Scheme 4-1A. This trend follows because UHC and CO concentrations
in the exhaust gas fr=n the Scheme 2-B cornbustor were less than they were
from the 4-1A. The discrepancies between concentration-determined and tern-
perature-determined combustion efficiencies were also observed in the tests of
Scheme 2-1B for the same reasons described earlier.
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Flgure 89. Comparison of Variations in UHC Con-. OF 96067

centratlon with FA and PHIP for Tests
Conducted with Combustor Schemes 4-IA
and 2-1
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Figure 90. Comparison of Varlatlans In CO Con- DF
cemtrati with FA man PHI for Tests
Conducted with Combustor Schemes 4-lA
and 2-11
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Figure 91. Comparison of Variations in NOx Con- DF 9609
contrition with FA awl PHIP for Tests
CondueW with Combustor Schenmes 4-1 A
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In the fuel-staging tests conducted using combustor Schemes 4-1A and 2-1B,
very high concentrations of objectionable emissions were produced. The emission
levels were generally proportional to the amount of secondary fuel Injected Into
the burner, at a given value of PHIP. The results described might be due simply
to the method of secondary fuel injection and to the physical constraints of the
research burner used. If so, the axial fuel-staging concept mig.t not have received

* a completely fair appraisal. However, the extended combustion zone that results
when two fuel injection zones are widely separated can promote the formation of
NOX by increasing the resideace time of combustion gases at elevatec: temperatures.
Also, the low equivalence rutlos that weri> eliminated in the primary z.one during
low-power operation by providing a fixed low-power airflow distribution tend to

• reaVear in the secondary zone, downstream, under conditions in whieh seconN.-ry
fuel flowrates are low. This is the result of the large quantity of secondary com-
bIstion air requiredI for operation at valhes of Y*A corresponding to full-pow%,r
that, at intermediate valuvs of FA, cause low-.secondary-zone equivalence ratio$
and contribute to the high concentrations of UHC and CO observed.

Se. Evaluation of Reference Velocity and Ancillary Efiects

A limited numb,•r of full and partial traverse tests were conducted in an
attempt to examine the Influence of combustor reference velocity on 11C, CO,
and NOx emission levels. These tests were accomplished to support develop-
ment of t streatmtube combustor model. UVnortunately, with the oxpertmental
arrangement used, it w"s not possible to readily vary re ference velocity at fi.ed
values of FA wI'iout also varying the air and Nol flowrvtos. For example, to
sot a higher reference veloeity at a fix.-d vwlue of FA, it was ncessary to Woerctso
"both air and ftel flowratcs. Au a result, the lInvr anJ fuel nc'1z4 prossure drops
were Increased.

* The Ineres in fuel vaporlization and reotaut mixing rat#* within 6"v mm-
bustor, aftordod by higher fW| noule an4. liner pressurv drops, rp•pol-vely,
appeared to be a igpnclkant facto- In lowoertng UItC emission von'otrltknis.
Thix is roadily app.arent from the dta shown in table X W figure i.4. if refri...-
velocity, whch is eisas.tlally a mrasure of- rosidence time, w _,re Qc pri|;naty
fluenfcr, then, As Meerencv velocity was inervased, Ouw WIC~ onoevaration. would
also bc fpected to incroose toctaus of the reduced residmtve time !er 4he rv.ietr'.
within the combustor. However, as shown in figur# 93, the VitC co•,trA.Uto -

rvasied t -ivad. Winicathwg that the Pc't.. of tRa-r•*.d (Vol atwo.nitation andt r-"
-wtant mixing stiongly cixmtkractrd and ovierwhelmed tOe 0fetofrdce e1'~~

Onthe -other bd for CO o.i-Ution, As sho by the lower %Vrv In figur. A,
It would appear that as rntifnrcer velocity w*A; Incr*t*s , Ohw rection fMrot wa* d.10
plac"d toward the aft vd of the burner (combustor loadingwas incroased) and w.u
brought into contact with Ida of primary and tecondary air. Tsjots 40j'7o
air reduced local temeratures bWlow tOw quenching level for CO oxtidlon. ftee
Soiction i11. E.2, JTU) Itkrnwr P robing Stadti. ) With referane to f14Mrr r4, As
-rfervuee velocity *a iuvreaed froam approuituawly 75 to 100 1*, thee...'...

N

of It. 67 air jets on locil qumchlin vas sgniflcst. lowever~, as tho roference
#Mocity was Incre4sM from alprolmately 100 to tSO fps, th reaction'rtout *Ms
simply displaced aft without bleng wact-d upon by joy intermediatet x•ow air Ms Ifi•-
ure 84). 1lowever, we the reference velocity was increased to approxibuafrl
170 fps, the reaction front contactod the 17.0%. dilution air jeos, and) lcal quenching
of the CO oxldatim reaction was again obkerved, as shown by thO masured Increase
in CO concentraUon in the exhmust gas (fiSure 94).
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Table X. Summary of Selected Data for Tests Conducted Using
Combustor Schemes I-1A, I-1B, and 4-IA

Total Fuel Nozzle Reference Air Inlet Burner
Fuel-Air Fuel Flow, Pressure Velocity, Tempera- Pressure

Test No. Ratio pph Drop, pald fpe ture, * F Drop, %

1-IA-10 0.0040 87.50 22 102 403 1.73
.1-A-11 0.0039 87.50 22 102 400 1.78
I-IA-12 0.0027 60.80 9 102 395 1.70
I-IA-13 0.0067 148.00 63 102 390 1.72
I-1A-14 0.0080 173.00 96 101 400 1.74
1-IA-I 0.0060 130.10 49 102 407 1L74
I-lA- I1 0.0039 85.40 21 102 405 1.73
I-IA-17 0.0123 267.00 205- 102 400 1.78
1-IA-18 0,0165 356.10 375 101 400 1.83
1-IA-19 0.0188 40.60 4610 101 407 1.64
.I-IA-2 0.0081 17T.40 90 102 400 1.78

1-18-1 0.0082 179,06 24 104 400 1.79
i1-18, 0.l038 64.65 6 107 400 1.82
1-I1-3 0.0122 267.37 i3 l05 396 1.93
1-19-4 0.0041 134,96 14 148 3"5 3.431
1-1-MO. 0 Inc,3 X•61 3 1?0 396 3.40
1-18-4 0.0123 401.83 120 146 395 3.50
"I-1-7 0.189 403031 120 1t0 4100 18$2
1.111-8 0.0201 ?433.70 136 103 400 1.88
1-.8-9 0,0112 .67.63 64 105 401 1.80
1-18-10 0.018S 401.3? 120 103 400 1.89
1-18-11 0.006 324.14 78VI 405 4.51
-IB-12 0.0062 159.92 14. 79 240 1.72

1-111-13 0.0083 131.Z2 13 77 395 1.01
.1"18-14 0.0084 211.75 34. - 246 1.92
1-18-16 0.092. 282,4 $9 131 1•5 3.34
1-19-16 0.0081 177.52 24 104 400 1.74
1-1A8-1 0.0061 .132.87 Ft 104 410 1.73
1-18-18 0.0102 221.93 37 104 400 1.74
1.1A-19 0.0061 417.40 24 104 400 1.17

i-18-20 0.006* 1333.57 14. 104 4C1.76
1 .4-MA-1 0. 0071 133,P* 14 M.S 39" 1360
4-lA-t MAN06 119.53 .14 kM 4001. az

*4-lA-3 0.0039 85.94 0 306. 394 1.63
4-A4 0.0102 221,91 37 104 396- 1.65

44-4-5 0.0950 176.34 v' 106 406 1.63
4-IA-6 0. 0039 85.36 A 106 406 1.63
4-IA-1 0.0101 .21.48 S? 105 40- 1.68
4-IA-B 0.0061 134.33 14 106 4010 1.65
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The variation in NOx concentration with reference velocity and FA is shown
in figure 95. It appears from this curve that residence time had a significant in-
fluence on the NOx concentration levels observed. As reference velocity was in-
creased (residence time was decreased), the NOx levels decreased. This is
understandable inasmuch as NOx is formed by the prolonged residence of reactants
at elevated temperatures.
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Figure 95. Variatlun in NOx Concentration with Ref- DF 96073
erence Velocity and hllet Temperature
for Tests Conducted with Combustor
Scheme 1-lB

f. Evaluation of Inlet Air Temperature Effects

"A limited number of full- and partial-traverse tests were conducted to
examine the I'xfluence of inlet air temperature on UHC, CO, and NOx emission
levels,

Figure 93 and table X show the variation in UHC concentration with reference
* velocity and fuel nozzle pressure drop at an FA of 0.008 and inlet air temperatures

of 250 and 4001F for the 1-1B combustor° Refercnce velocity was u3ed as the
principal independent variable because the majority of tcsts involved were con-
ducted at a fixed value of FA and only inlet air temperature &.nd these quantities
affecting reference velocity were varied.

As discussed in paragraph B. 9. e, combustor pressure drop and fuel nozzle
pressure drop appear to be much more influential in reducing UHC emission levels
than reference velocity. However, it is readily apparent that regardless of whether
reference velocity, burrier pressure drop, or fuel nozzle pressure drop is used as
the independent variable, the influence of inlet air temperature is significant. For
example, at a reference velocity of 100 fps, the UHC concentration was increased
by a factor in excess of 6 when the inlet air temperature was reduced from 4003 F
to 250'F; at a reference velocity of 75 fps, the factor was approximately 5; and at
a reference velocity of 130 fps, the factor was approximately 7.
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These increases are the direct result of decieasing the inlet air temperature
* and are not the result of burner pressure drop or fuel nozzle presýýre drop varia-

* tions. In fact, in the tests conducted at 250"P, both of these variables were larger
than their 400"F conunterparts at comparable values qf reference velocity.

The effect of inlet air temiperature oiu CO concentration is shown in fig-
ure 94. Although only two data points were obtained at 2500F, these are adequate
to establish that CO levels were significantly higher at reduced inlet temperatures.
this trend is attributed to more effective qu~enching of the CO to CO2 reaction
caused by colder penetration air.

The effect of inlet air temperature on NOx concentration is shown in fig-.
ure 95. Concentration levels at 2500 and 4000 F were nearly the same at reference
velocities greater than 100 fps. However, at lower reference velocities the NOX
concentration levels varied Inversely with temperature. At given values off ref-
erence velocity and FA, the NOx levels observed at an inlet temperature of 400OF
were higher than they were at 250'F. This reflects the general temperature trend

* ~observed in other tests that NOx formation is enhanced as reaction tempei. ature is
-nc-reased.

g. Evaluation of Air-Blast Fuel Nozzle Effects

A single series of tests was conducted in which the air-blast fuel noz:!.-es
that had been used In the secondary injection zone of Combustor Scheme 4-lA
during the first series of fuel-staging tests were used Ir. the primary zone of one
of the research burner configurations. The objective of (he series was to deter-
mine if the poor emission levels obtained during the fuel-staging tests were
largely the 'result of the air-blast fuel r.ozzles that had been used.

To accomplish these tests, Combustor Scheme 2-3A was used. This comn-
bustor had the same general features as Scheme 2-1A; i.e., a primary-zone
equivalence ratio of 1. 0 at an FA of 0. 016, resulting from a PSAR of 0. 31. How-
ever, for Scheme 2-3A the OD liner, which had been modified to accommodate
staged fuel injectors, was returned to Its former, nonstaged condition. Directly
opposed, Intermediate- zone air penetration holes were added to both the OD and
ID liners, replacing the OD-only penetration holes that had been used in Scheme 2-1A
in conjunction with secondary fuel injectors. The total hole area and distribution
were kept the same as they had been in the basic 2-lA arrangement to maintain the
same liner total pressure loss.

* ~The variation in UHO concentration with FA Is shown~ in figure 96. Tncluded
* in this figure, for reference, are data obtained. from tests of baseline Combustor

Scheme 2-1A in which 4-gph, pressu re- atomizing fuel nozzles were used. UHC
concentration levels obtained nsing air-ls fuel nozzles were two orders of
magnitude greater than those obtained using the pressure-aoizing fuelnzls
Li addition, U.HC concentrations for Combustor Scheme 2-3A Increast-d with in-
creasinpr values or FA, Instead of decreasing as observed for Scheme 2-1A.
These results indicate that the air-blast fuel nozzles were directly re~ponsible
for the trends shown and that their spray quality rapidly deteriorated 'as fuel flow
was !ncreased, These results were verified when the air-blaot fuel, nozzle char-
acteristics, shown In figure 84, were obtahted. Under the conditlons of fuel flow
and air pressure drop used in the experimental program, values of fuel dropl~et
SMD were very high. -Consequently, the fuel. was not being properly prepared to
readily vaporize and react with air to form CO.
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-'RRFigure 96. Comparison of Variations in UHC Con- DF 96074
,_- centration with Fuel-Air Ratio for Tests

[, H Conducted with Combustor Schemes 2-3A
.and 2-1A
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FThe variation in CO concentration with FA is shown in figure 97 for tests

conducted using Combustor Schemes 2-3A and 2-1A, for reference. Both the
shape of the uurve and the CO concentration levels from the Scheme 2-3A tests
were different than those obtained from the 2-1A tests. The peculiar reversal
was double-checked on the test stand to be certain that an instrumentation problem
had not developed. CO concentrations were measured for tests commencing at low
values of FA and progressing to the higher, and for tests commencing at high values
and progressing to the lower; the double reversal in CO concentration with FA was
well defined. It is suggested that this trend is simply peculiar to the air-blast
fuel nozzles used.

The yariation in combustion efficiency with FA is presented in figure 98 for
Combustor Schemes 2-3A and 2-1A. The generally low ,Levels obtained for Scheme
2-3A are due to the high concentrations of UHC and CO that were observed in the ex-
haust gas. Although EFFMB and EFFGA showed the same general trends over the
FA range inestigated, their absolute values differed significan.tly. This situation
is very similar to that obtained in fuel-staging tests of Combustor Scheme 4-1A.
The hypothesis suggested earlier to explain the Scheme 4-1A results is also
suggested to explain the Scheme 2-3A results. The platinumi/platinum-,10% rhodium
thermocouples and sheaths served as catalytic surfaces on which UHC could react
to completion; thereby causing the thermocouple to indicate a higher value of emf
than it would have had no catalytic reaction been involved.
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The variation in NOx concentration with FA is shown in figure 99 for Com-
bustor Schemes 2-3A and 2-1A. Below an FA of 0.0087, the NOx coAcentration
levels for the pressure--atomizing fuel nozzles were higher than those obtained
with the air-blast. This trend reflects the fact that higher mean reaction tem-
peratures were achieved in tlcsts of the pressure-atomizing fuel nozzles (higher
values of combustion efficiency) than in those of the air-blast. At values of FA
above 0.0087, NOx concentrations obtained with the air-blast nozzles were higher.
A possible explanation for observations of this type was suggested earlier in para-
graph 7.e.

h. Evaluation of Circumferential Fuel Staging Effects

Circumferential fuel staging offers another means for controlling PHIP.
It requires no change in conventional combustor hardware other than providing
a vehicle for shutting off the flow to some of the primary-zone fuel nozzles during
low-power operattzg conditions.

Two types of circumferential fuel staging arrangements were investigated.
The first was alternate fuel nozzle staging in which fuel was supplied to seven of
14 fuel nozzles in an alternate "on-off" pattern in the baseline 1-lB combustor con-
figuration. The second was sequential fuel nozzle staging in which fuel was sup-
plied to seven fuel nozzles in sequence, and the burner was operated with the re-
maining seven fuel nozzles "off" in a half-lit condition. The latter arrangement
was much more effective in reducing UHC and CO concentration emission levels
than the alternate fuel nozzle staging arrangement. Both schemes, however,
yielded high NOx concentrations.

,'he e.xhaust gas temperature and concentration profiles from the cir-
cumferential fuel-staging tests were anticipated to be quite different from those
obtained in the more conventional tests. In the case of alternate fuel nozzle
staging, these profiles were expectei to be cyclic because only those fuel noz-
zles in alternating locations were to be in operation. In the case of sequential
fuel nozzle staging, these profiles were expected to be extremely warped because
seven nozzles in sequence serving half of the burner were to be in operation and
the other seven in sequence were not.

Consequently, if the gas sampling means used in previous tests of this
program were also used In the circumferential Wel staging tests, it would not
be possible to acquire a representative gas sample. As discussed earlier the
sample probe was initially arranged to acquire exhaust gas samples through inlet
ports in each of two •,-ms located 180 deg apart. Gas entering the ports in each
arm were then directed to a common manifold from which a consolidated sample
was then transferred to the analytical instrumentation system. If such an arrange-
ment were used to obti•a exhaust gas samples from a combustor in which a cyclic
concentration and temperature profile were anticipated, then one of the probe
arms would be acquiring exhaust gas diectly in line with operating fuel nozzles
and the other arm would be acquiring exhaust gas in line with an inoperative fuel
nozzle. The net result of mixing sample gases from the two probe arms then

vwould be a gas sample providing mean emissions concentrations at each circum-
ferential location rather than one providing the real, nonnormalized value. There-
fore, to acquire real, nonnormalized exhaust gas samples at the exhaust plane of
the combustor the gas path through one of the probe arms was closed. This was
accomplished using a valve located at the inlet to the mixture manifold immediately
aft of the probe locating ball. Traverses of 180 deg were then made usine the
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single sample probe arm, instead of 360 deg traverses using two arms. Employing
this technique, detailed descriptions of the emissions concentration sigaatures re-
suiting from circumferential fuel staging were achieved.
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Figure 99. Comparison of Variations in NOx Concen- DF 96077
tration with Fuel-Air Ratio for Tests
Conducted with Combustor Schemes 2-3A
and 2-1A

The variation In UHC concentration with FA is shown in figure 100 for both
sequential and alternate fuel staging. Included in this figure, for reference, are
data from baseline Combustor Scheme 1-1B.

In the sequential tests, half of the burner was operated at an effective value
of FA that was twice the overall value, and the other half was operated (or not
operated) at an effective FA of zero. It might be expected, thon, that the average
concentration of UHC at the exhaust plane would be that corresponding to the
average of zero and the value of UHC concentration in the exhaust gas corres-
ponding to the concentration measured in the baseline tests in which the value of
FA was twice the overall value of FA in the staging test. As may be seen in fig-
ure 100, this was indeed the case. At an overall value of FA of 0.008 in the
sequential fuel-staging test, the measured UIIC concentration was approximately
20 ppmv; this value was half that obtained at an FA of 0.016 in the baseline tests.
This result implies that the two halves of the burner function essentially indepen-
dently, each having its own FA and producing UHC concentration levels corres-
ponding to those obtained at the same half-burner value of FA in the baseline tests.

In tests of the circumferential alternate fuel-staging concept, UHC concen-

trations were significantly higher than those obtained in the baseline tests. This
result is attributed- to the interaction between adjacent reacting and nonreacting
regions in the primary zone. Hot gases from the reacting regions downstream of
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operating fuel nozzles expand into colder nonreacting regions where a sharp de-
crease in temperature and equivalence ratio occurs. Consequently, local UHC
concentrations Increase sharply within the chamber and at the exhaust plane.

Figure 101 shows the variation in UHC concentration with circumferential
location. The data shown for sequential fuel staging encompasses a 180 deg sector
centered at the interface between the hot (lit) and cold (unlit) sections of the burner.
Some spillage of UHC is evident from the hot sector into the cold. UHC concentra-
tion levels In the hot region are on the order of 40 ppmv, whereas those in the cold
region approach zero, for an overall average UHC concentration of approximately
20 ppmv. The data for alternate fuel nozzle staging show that peaks of UHC con-
centration occur downstream of the nonoperating fuel nozzles. This reflects the
low reaction temperatures and low equivalence ratios at these locations.

The variation in CO concentration with FA is shown in figure 102. Levels
for both the sequential and alternate staging concepts were higher than those ob-
tained in the baseline Scheme 1-1B (unstaged) tests. As in the case of UHC con-
centrations, these results are believed to reflect the interaction of hot reacting
gases with the cold air in the nonoperating sections of the combustor. Below
approximately 22009F, the conversion of CO to CO2 is terminated with high con-
centrations of CO observed in the exhaust gas. In the alternate staging tests,
the reaction zones downstream of each operating fuel nozzle were surrounded by
cold air from swirlers around nonoperating fuel nozzles. This promoted cooling
of the reactants and produced very high exit concentrations of CO. In the sequential
staging tests, contact between the hot reacting gases and cold air was limited to the
interface between the operating and nonoperating halves of the burner. While this
arrangement was less effective in cooling the combustion reaction, the sensitivity
of the CO to CO 2 reaction, plus the tendency of the hot gases to diffuse into the
cold half of the burner, resulted in a net increase in CO concentration in the ex-
haust gas relative to levels obtained in the baseline (unstaged) tests.

R -

Figure 100. Variation in UHC Concentration with DF 96078
Fuel-Air Ratio for the Circumferential
Fuel-Staging Tests Conducted with Com-
bustor Scheme I-lB
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j Figure 101. Variation in UHC Concentration with Cir- DF 96079
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Figure 102. Variation in CO Concentration with Fuel DF 96080
Air Ratio for the Circumferential Fuel-
Staging Tests Conducted with Combustor
Scheme 1- 1 B
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In figure 103, the variation in CO concentration with circumferential loca-
tion is presented. The curve for sequential staging exhibits considerable spillage
of CO from the hot sector into the cold sector, with levels of 100 ppmv measured
in the middle of the nonoperating half of the combestor (I. e., the data point at
257 deg). The curve for alternate staging exhibits the same periodic variation as
that found with UHC in figure 101. Although the CO levels are considerably higher
than the UHC levels, the periodic variation is less pronounced. This is believed
to reflect the greater sensitivity of CO to cold air temperatures and the ability
of CO to diffuse into the surrounding regions of the combustor.

The variation In NOx concentration with FA is shown in figure 104. In both
the sequential and alternate staging tests, higher levels of NOX were obtained than
in the baseline Scheme 1-1B (unstaged) tests. This can be partially explained by
the fact that higher peak reaction temperatures (caused by higher local equivalence
ratios) were produced by using only seven of the 14 primary fuel nozzles. However,
the levels obtained are higher than those associated with increased equivalence
ratios alone. For example, at an FA of 0.008 levels of 18 ppmv were obtained
in both the sequential staging and alternate staging tests. If half the burner had
been operating at an FA of 0.016 (twice the overall FA of 0.008) the baseline
curve indicates that a level of about 20 ppmv would have been produced in half
of the burner. In the remaining half, however, a level of zero ppmv would have
been obtained (corresponding to an FA of zero), with a resulting overall average
of 10 ppmv. This hypothetical case represents the maximum reaction tempera-
tures and therefore the highest NOx concentrations attainable at an overall FA
of 0. 008. The 18 ppmv level actually obtained was nearly twice as high. In other
tests, a correlation has been noted between high NOx concentrations and high con-
centrations of UHC. While this might account for the unusually high NOx concen-
trations in the case of alternate staging at very low values of FA (where UHC
levels as high as 205 ppmv were measured), it does not account for the fact that
high NOx levels were measured in the sequential staging tests where relatively
low UIIC concentrations (less than 40 ppmv) were observed. Thus, no apparent
satisfactory explanation is available currently for the high NOx levels obtained.

The data obtained in these tests, with the hardware described, Indicate that
simply staging the fuel flow to the primary zone nozzles in a conventional annular
combustor does not significantly reduce both UHC and CO at low power conditions.
Alternate staging was observed to be severely limited by interactions between ad-
"jacent regions of reacting and nonreacting flow. Sequential staging was observed
to produce a reduction in UHC concentrations at low power, but cause a slight

¶ Increase in CO and NOx concentrations because of the aforementioned interactions.
Unless both air and fuel are staged in the primary zone, eliminating the presence
of cold, nonreacting flow. these approaches appear to offer little promise.

I. Evaluation of Primary-Zone Film-Cooling Effects

Film-cooling air on the walls of a combustor contributes to a more hetero-
geneous combustion process. In particular, the layer of relatively cold air along
the flameside boundary of the primary zone is exposed to burning fuel droplets
that penetrate into the cooling film where they are totally or partially extinguished
by a sudden drop in temperature. In this way, high concentra'lons of partially re-
acted species can be formed in layers along the walls. Unless these species are
subtequently entrained into the main flow stream and are reacted to completion,
they contribute to the overall levels of UHC and CO concentrations measured at
the exit of the combustor.
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A limited series of tests was conducted to determine the portion of the exit-
plane emissions that were derived from the quenching of reactants in the film-
cooling layer of the primary zone. Combustor Scheme 2-1A (PSAR of 0.31) was
chosen for these tests as that arrangement having the best airflow distribution for
low-power operation (based on the air-staging test results). Film-cooling air was
prevented from entering the primary zone by means of temporary sheet metal
patches. To maintain constant combustor total pressure drop, the reduction in
total open hole area resulting from closing the primary cooling holes was com-
pensated for by an equal increase in the area of the primary penetration holes.
The combustor was then operated at values of FA In the low-power range. Corn-
parison of test results from this series with those obtained using Combustor
Scheme 2-l1A in the air-staging tests (with the full complement of cooling) made
it possible to determine the influence of primary zone film cooling on emissions
levels.

In the tests with no primary-zone film cooling, a slight decrease in the
concentrations of UHC anid NOx, and a slight increase in the concentration of CO
were observed. The variations in UHC, CO, and NOX concentrations with FA
are shown in figures 105 through 107 respectively. For reference, data are
included in these figures for the tests conducted previously with the full comple-
ment of cooling, The data obtained for Combuostor Scheme 2-1A 'without fil~m
cooling is confied to values of FA below 0. 008 because of the desire to avoid
excessive metal temperatures in the uncoolad sections of the combustor.

As may be seen in figure 105. the elimination of primary-zone cooling caused
a slight downward shift in UJIC concentrations but did not chaWg the general trend
of its variation with FA. This result io consistent with tbx. hypothesis that IAIC -st
formed in part by the extinguishing of buirning fuel in the film cooling layer of the
primary rone. When Wthi layer was eliminated hi those tests. a slight dec-line in
UUC conceotrations resultod.

In figure 106, it may be soen that an opposite shift occurred In CO concen-
trations whir~ fim-cooling air was removed. This result Is not unexpected bc-
cause of the manner in which CO is produced. CO It an Intormediale combustion
product foirmod when an otherwise eff~cient reaction Is cooled too rapidly.. This
process occurs more to the free-strea~m regions of the oombustor, wherv rela-
lively cold penetration air mixes with the products of combustion, than along the
flamos ide boundaries where only limite surface cvntact occurs between hot coin-
bustioin Cases Wn the layer of cold film-cooling air. Thus. the elimination of the
film-cooling layer would not be exp-ctod to reduce CO cOwlentrations significantly.
In fact. if the air that hW been used for film cooling Is added to the free stroam.
as was done In thiA case, It might be expected that CO concentrations would in-
crease, as they did to these results.

Tevariation in.'NOX concentration with FA It shown to figure 107. Lower
concentration lavels were obtained In the lasts with oo primary film cooling.
Reu ts of this type ordinarily indicate tither that peak reaction temperatures
have been lowered or that the residence time of recctant at elevated tempera-
tures has been dirminished. Blecause nothing was done to affect residoewe times,
thw former change must have occurred. This would be the case if the hypothesis
set forth in the discussion of CO cosefttrations Io true. The primary zone film-
cooling air, when readmitted as penetration air would have lower fth effective
equivalence ratio, therebyý reducing peak reaction temperatures and caosing a
decline in NOX ~cwentratims. ThWs, the results Obtained for oxides of altrwacm
also tend to support the. hypothesis for the lanvraso In CO) levels.
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Good fuel preparation was accomplisbed by mixing fuel and air in premixing
or carburetion tubes, which replaced the conventional fuel injectors used in cora-
bustor A. Control of primary-zone FA was provided by two methods, fu:-l andair staging. These drew upon the experience already gained with combustor A.

Except for those features related to premixing and the staging of fuel or air,
combustor B was identical to combustor A. This close similarity in design made
it possible to relaf e the results obtained with combustor B to those already obtained
with combustor A. Table M shows a summary of the design features of combustor B.
Details of the designs of the carburetion tube fuel injectors, were presented in an
earlier section.

The design ol combustor B was based on good fuel preparation and closely
controlled burning at desired values of FA. Good fuel preparation involves pre-
senting fuel and air to the combustion zone in as homogeneous a condftion as pos-
sible. Ideally, fuel preparation occurs before the onset of combustion; if it does
not, the final stages of fuel dispersion, atomizatior, and vaporization, and the
mixing of fuel with air occur simultaneously in the midst of the combustion process.
Burning then occurs at a variety of different local equivalence ratios as fuel, in
various stages of preparation, ignites. Only when proper preparation of all of
the fuel precedes ignition can it be ensured that combustion will occur at a nmown
or predictable value of equivalence ratio. Combustor B incorporated fuel pre-
paration -ans that provided a near-honiogeneous mixture of fuel and air to the
combusto, over a range of design-point equivalence ratios to establish the most
desirable value for reducing harmful exhaust emissions.

Conventional fuel injectors generally fall short of idCal fuel preparation in
several respects. First, liquid fuel i. dispersed in the air as a spray of fine
droplets. Vaporization occurs at the droplct! move through the air. At some
point, ignition of the very rich fuel-air mixture around the droplet occurs, anid
combustion takes place at high values of equivalence ratio. Although adequate
amounts of aJr may be available in the primary zone at large for lower equivalence
ratios, combustion occurs mainly at local equivalence ratios o:itside the ideal range.

Second, the mixing of burning fuel and air continues on a nonuniform. basis
as the reaution progresses. In some regions, excessive amounts of air may be
Imixed with the reacting constituents, lowering the temperature and quenching
the reaction. In other regions, inadequate amounts of air may be added, resulting
in oxygen-starved mixtures that cannot burn to completion before they pass out of
the primary zone.

'lThird, the quality of fuel preparation varies with engine operating conditions.
At full power, both fuel atomization and the distribution of droplets over the volume
of ;he primary zone are excellent. The droplets burn rapidly and mix effectively
with thfŽ available air. If sufficlem primary-zone air has been admitted to achieve
an average equivalence ratio just under stoichiometric, reaction products, in-

luding NOR, can be low. At low power operating conditions, or the other hand,
fuel injector pressure drop is reduced, resulting in relatively large droplets and
poor distribution over the primary-zone volume. Even with air-assist -type fuel
Injectors, which utilize inlet air pressure drop for better atomization, large
droplet burning can still occur at equivalence ratios outside the ideal range, re-
suling in incomplete combustion and large amounts of undesirable exhaust emis-
.sions.
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Table XM. Combustor B Basic Design Features

Type Combustor Annular, Static Fed,
Film Cooling, Carburetion1. ..~ . J.,Tubes With Swirler Discharge

Leagth, in. 16.0

Height, in. 4.0

SOuter Dia meter, ir. 18.0

Inner Tiameter, in. 10.0
S•Combustor Ref Area, sq in. 176. 0

•i:;Type Fuel Injectors Carburetion Tubes

iiNumber of Fuel Injectors 14

,.,•:':,Combustor Material IHastelloy X

.•!,:•:Wall Thickness, In. 0.: 062.5-:

Design Point Conditions

Fuel-Air Ratio 0.022

Volumetric Heat Release, 5.2 x 106
Btu/hr-atm-ft3

Based on

-hiet Pressure, psia 330

Combustor Airflow, lbm/sec 120

Combustor Ref Velocity, ft/sec 100

Combustor Total Pressure Drop, % 3.5
(Inlet Total)

ev•.t Good fuel preparation of the quality required for combustor B involves the
a omization and dispersion of liquid fuel in air, subsequent evaporation of the
cdropnucts, and thorough l ixing of rnel vapor and air prior co detroduction into the
combustor. The premixing or carburetion tubes -nb tere designed to satisfy all
these requirements. Six series of tests were condocted using combustor B to
evanorate and refine the selected premixing concept, and to investigate methods
of combininguthes concept with both air and fuel staging. The initial tests were
conducted over a low- power FA range, 0.004 to 0.010, to determine the effects
of primary-zone airflow distribution and combustor air pressure drop on emis-

•::: sions reduction. In the remaining tests, methods of extending combustor opera-
• tion into the !ntermediate and full-power ranges were Investigated. These means
•,.- included the use of air staging, circumferential fuel staging, and carburetion
ii:::tubes In a fixed combustor geometry.

'•;•b. Evaluation of Liner Total Pressure Drop Effects

To provide fuel-air mixture velocities in the premixing tubes sufficiently
high tn prevent flameholding and autoignition, an Increase in liner total pressure
drop 3.5%, from the 1.8% used in the combustor A tests, was required.
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Therefore, to relate the results obtained using combustor B to those obtained
using combustor A, the effect of increasing the liner total pressure drop for
combustor A from 1.8 to 3.5% had to be determined.

Accordingly, the first series of tests conducted with combustor B was
accomplished with a configuration (including the 4 gph pressure-atomizing fuel
nozzles) almost identical to Scheme 4-1A. The two notable differences were the
increased pressure drop feature, and a decrease in design-point PHIP from 1.0
to 0.8. This latter modification was made in order to establ.sh some commonality
with the remainhig combustor B configurations that were designed with a PHIP of
0.8. The new burner configuration, designated Scheme 5-1B, was achieved by
decreasing the size of all air-entry holes to effect the desired twofold increase
in pressure drop. The scheme sheet for the 5-1B configuration is shown in fig-
ure 109. Test r2sults obtained using this combustor were then compared with
those previously obtained using comibustor A Scheme 4-1A. Combustor
Scheme 5-1B produced lower concentrations of UHC, higher concentrations of
CO, and approximately the same concentrations of NOx as those generated by
Scheme 4-1A.

16.0

18.0 DMA

Design Point Characteristics
Overall Fuel-Air Ratio 0.008
Primary Zone Equivalence Ratio 1.0
Liner Pressure Lou 3.5% 10.0 WIA
Reference Velocity 100 fps
Fuel Injector Pressure Atomizing
Film Cooling Air Flowrate 25.8%

Test Conditions
Inlet Air Temperature 400°F
Inlet Air Presure 15.6 psis
Fuel.Air Ratio Range 0.004 - 0.012

Figure 109. Summary Sheet for Combustor B FD 72104
Scheme 5-1B

The variation in UHC concentration with FA for combustor Schemes 5-1B
and 4-1A (for reference) are shown in figure 110. Scheme 5-1B demonstrated
significantly lower concentrations than those obtained with the 4-1A configuration.
At values of FA greater than 0.005, UlIC concentrations were less than 10 ppmv.
This trend is attributed to an increased turbulence level in the primary zone
caused by the increased liner total pressure loss.

The trends in UHC concentration with FA for Schemes 4-1A and 5-1B are
quite different above an FA of 0. 006. The upward trend exhibited by Scheme 4-1A,
and not by 5-1B, is attributed to the 4-1A primary zone being over-rich.
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Scheme 4-1A was designed to have a PHIP of 1.0; Scheme 5-1B was designed to
have a PlIP of 0.8. The greater amount of air in the primary zone of the latter
scheme is believed to have prevented the primary zone from becoming over-rich
and contributing to high concentrations of UHC in the exhaust gas.

: The variation in CO concentrations with FA for combustor Schemes 4-1A
and 5-1B are shown in figure 111. Above an FA of 0. 004, the rate of change of
CO concentration with FA was much greater for Scheme 5-1B than for Scheme 4-1A,

* and at an FA af 0.010 the absolute value of CO concentration was also significantly
greater. These generally higher values are believed to be the result of two events.
First, the decrease in PHIP increased the amount of air in the primary zone that
was available to effect a greater conversion of fuel into CO (the low UHC con-
centrations attest to this). Second, a higher quenching effectiveness was achieved
in the secondary zone as a result of the greater liner total pressure loss.

The variation In NOx concentration with FA is presented in figure 112 for
Schemes 5-1B and 4-1A. The curves are similar in shape and magnitude, with
Scheme 5-1B exhibiting higher concentration levels at values of FA of 0. 008 and
0. 010, and Scheme 4-1A exhibiting higher levels at 0. 004 and 0.006. Both schemes
produced an increase in NOx as FA was increased (peak reaction temperatures in-
creased) and a subsequent decrease as values of PHIP exceeded unity and reaction
temperatures began to drop. The curve for Scheme 5-1B is somewhat shifted to
the right (higher values of FA) with respect to the curve for Scheme 4-1A. This
is believed to be a result of the increase in the quantity of air added to the primary
zone of Scheme 5-1B, which caused a corresponding shift in PtIP. If both com-
bustor schemes had been designed with the same value of PHIP, little difference
in the NOx concentrations would most likely have been observed despite the dif-
"ference in liner total pressure drops.
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Figure 110. Comparison of Variations in UHC Con- DF 96087
centration with Fuel-Air Ratio for Tests
Conducted with Combustor Schemes 5-1B
and 4-1A
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Figure 111. Comparison of Variations in CO Con- DF 96088
--- •:centration with Fuel-Air Ratio for Tests
•: Conducted with Combustor Schemes 5-1B

•- and 4-lA
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Figure 112. Comparison of Variations in COx Con- DF 96089
centration with Fuel-Air Ratio for Tests
Conducted with Combustor Schemes 5-1B
and 4-1A
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The variation in combustion efficiency with FA is presented in figure 113
for Schemes 5-1B and 4-1A. The results obtained for the two schemes are in
close agreement, reflecting the fact that differenwe'ý in the combined (weighted)
totals of UHC and CO concentrations were small.

Results obtained in these initial tests have established that increasing com-
bustor liner pressure drop from 1. 8% to 3.55% does not yield an across-the-board
reduction in objectionable emissions concentration at low power. On the basis of
these results, reductions in emission concentrations achieved in subsequent tests
with carburetion tube fuel injectors can be attributed exclusively to the premixing
concept rather than to increased liner pressure drop.

0 FA 44I A
90 0 E m s-

0 m.004 0.0 0.032 L .016 0.020 @M4
FLtIELAIR ILA 110

Figure 113. Comparison of Variations in Combustion DF 96090
Efficiency with Fuel-Air Ratio for Tests
Conducted with Combustor Schemes 5-1B
and 4-lA

"C. Evaluation of the Basic Premixing Combustor

The basic fuel-air premi~xing concept was evaluated using combustor
Scheme 5-1A. A schematic diagram showing the salient features of this con-
figuration is shown in figure 114 and a photograph of the physical hardware prior
to testing is shown in figure 115. The combustor airflow distribution was arranged
to provide a PSAR of 0. 18, with the entire primary-zone airflow entering through
the premixing tubes. The design-point PHIP with this arrangement was 1. 0 at an
overall FA of 0.008.

The first test series was conducted at values of FA in the low-power opera-
ting range from 0.004 to 0.012, both above and below the design-point FA of 0.008.
Results obtained showed that the concentrations of CO and NOx were significantly
lower than the values obtained during tests of the 5-1B configuration; and the UHC
concentraflons, above the lean blowout FA limit (LBO), were as good as they were
in the 5-1B series.
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Figure 114. Combustor Scheme 5-1A FE 125486

The improvements in low-power emissions obtained with the 5-1A arrange-
ment were made at the expense of increasing the LBO. The LBO observed ill the
5-1A series was approximately 0. 0049 and in the 5-1B series it was approximately
0. 002. For comparison, the LBO observed in the basline 1-1B series was 0.0014.

After the test series had been completed, an obstruction in the inlet to the
burner was discovered. A thermocouple junction bo:n used in the flashback moni-
toring system for the carburetion tubes had been mounted in close proximity to
the combustor, impeding the flow of air into one of the carburetion tubes. This
obstruction resulted in a lower airflow rate through the tube, which yielded a
locally high equivalence ratio in that section of the primary combustor zone being
fed by the partially air-starved tube. Emission concentrations at the exhaust
plane in line with the affected tube were noticeably different from those in line
with the other carburetion tubes. Consequently, the obstruction was removed
and the test series was repeated. A discussion of this first test series and the
effect of combustor inlet airflow distortion on emission concentrations and dis-
tribution is presented later in this report.
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16.0

32.6%b 18.0 DIA

Design Point Characteristics
Overall Fu*I-Air Ratio 0.006
Primary Zone Equivalence Ratio 0.8
Liner Pressure Loss 3.5% 10.0 OIA
Reference Velocity 100 fps
Fuel Injector Premixing Tubes
Film Cooling Air Flowrate 23.4%

Test Conditions
Inlet Air Temperature 400OF
Inlet Air Pressure 15.6 psia
Fuel-Air Ratio Range 0.004 - 0,012

Figure 115. Summary Sheet for Combustor B FD 72105
Scheme 5-lA

Tests accomplished with combustor Scheme 5-1A were accomplished at
"reference velocities of approximately 120 fps instead of at the nominal design-
point value of 100 fps. This change was necessary to compensate for a problem
that had been encountered when modifying the combustor hardware to the 5-lA
configuration. The combustor total hole area after modification was approximat -ly
20% greater than that needed to provide a liner pressure drop of 3.5%. To com-
pensate for this, combustor airflow rate was increased until the desired 3.5% lF1er
total pressure drop was achieved. The effect of the resulting increased refercn',e
velocity on emissions concentration was considered to be essentially negligible,
however. In the combustor A test program, it had been found that higher valuet
of reference velocity, as produced by increased airflow rates, generally resulttd
in higher concentrations of CO and lower concentrations of NOx. Inasmuch as the
tests with combustor B Scheme 5-lA produced the lowest CO levels observed in
any test up to this point in the Phase 1I experimental program, the effect of the 20%
increase in reference velocity can probably be discounted. The lower NOx levels
that were observed, however, could be due in part to the higher reference velocities.
The observed effect of reference velocity on NOx concentration was discussed earlier.

The variation in UIIC concentration with FA is shown in figure 11.6 for
Schemes 5-lA and 5-lB. Both schemes produced very low levels of UIIC at low-
power operating conditions; at values of FA greater than 0. 008, the UIIC con-
centrations produced by combustor Scheme 5-1A were slightly lower. The dif-
ferences, however, are on the order of but 1 ppmv. At values of FA below 0.008,
however, Scheme 5-lA exhibited a sharper increase in UHC concentrations as FA
was decreased. This trend was a consequence of the higher LBO experienced
with Scheme 5-lA. A concentration of 38 ppmv at an FA of 0.0049 marked the
beginning of an exponential rise in UIIC at the onset of LB3O for Scheme 5-1A.
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In comparison, the UHC concentration obtained with combustor Scheme 5-1B
was 15 ppmv at an FA of 0.004; this value of FA, however, was well above its
lean limit, and the value of UHC concentration observed was simply the result
of a low value of PHIP.

120

10060

0'•• 4M UTIO

Figure 116. Comparison of Variations in UHC Con- DF 96091
centration with Fuel-Air Ratio for Tests
Conducted with Combustor Schemes 5-1A
and 5-LB

The variation in CO concentration with FA is shown in figure 117 for corn-
bustor Schemes 5-1A and 5-lB. The curve for the Scheme 5-IA data passes
through a minimum value of 58 ppmv at an FA of 0.006. This concentration was
the lowest obtained for CO up to this point in the experimental program. Condi-
tions appeared to be nearly ideal in the primary zone in order for these low con-
centrations of CO to have been achieved. At the FA of 0.006, the fuel-air mixture
discharged through the carburetion tube had an equivalence ratio of U. 8; this value
was sufficiently high for efficient roaction, but lean enough to provide the .ieces-
sary air for initiating the conversion of CO to CO2 . In addition, quenching air
was added to the primary-zone reaction products sufficiently far downstream to
preclude dilution air from terminating the CO-to-CO 2 reaction. At values of FA
above 0.006 the primary zone became fuel-rich, resulting in a shortage of air
for the oxidation of CO. However, the concentration levels and the rate of change
of CO concentration with FA at values of FA above 0.006 are somewhat deceiving.
In nearly all tests conducted in this experimental program burner inlet temperature
was maintained at a value of approximately 4000F. Consequently, all emission con-
centrations above those corresponding to low-power, or idle, must be tempered in
light of this normalization. In an actual engine situation, burner inlet temperature
is not a fixed value, but increases as the power demand (increased values of FA)
is increased. From both kinetic studies and direct observation, as discussed in
Section [II, CO concentration decreases as burnor inlet temperature Increases.
Therefore, values of CO concentration above an FA of 0. 006 would, in a real
engine situation, be lower than those shown in figure 117. However, to ascertain
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relative effects and trends, comparing emission concentrations for a given con-
figuration with those of a baseline system has been shown in this program to be a
good, reasonable, comparative experimental technique. Detailed evaluation of a
final combustor configuration should be accomplished in an experimental arrange-
ment that more closely simulates actual engine conditions. Now, at values of FA
less than 0. 006, the combustor inlet temperature used in the experimental pro-
gram was approximately the same as it would have been in practice; however, the
primary zone became lean, resulting in lower flame temperatures and a less effi-
cient reaction. Higher values of CO concentrations were achieved because the
rate of conversion of fuel to CO was slower at the lower equivalence ratios and the
CO-to-CO2 reaction was delayed. This delay resulted in relatively large con-
centrations of CO being in the reaction products entering the dilution zone from the
primary. Consequently, the jets of dilution air quenched the CO before it could be
oxidized. In comparison, Scheme 5-1A exhibited a relative overall decrease in CO
concentrations in the low-power FA range, which was primarily due to better pre-
paration of the reactants by the carburetion tube fuel injectors.

K- "As fl

Figure i11. Comparison of Variations in CO Con- DF 96002
centration with Fuel-Air Ratio for Tests
Conducted with Combustor Schemes 5-1A
and 5-11B

The variation in NOx concentration with FA is shown in figure 118 for comn-
bustor B, Schemes 5-1A and 5-113. Both curves are similar; they each initially
increase with FA and then decrease. In the case of Scheme 5-I1B, NOx concen-
tration increases with FA to a value of 0. 008, reflecting the increase In re-
action temperature with FA; and then decreases above an FA of 0.008, re-
flecting the nonincrease In temperature beyond this value of FA, for the reasons
presented in the preceding discussion on CO emissions. The curve for Scheme 5-lA

Sis shifted somewhat to the right of that for 5-lB. This is attributed to PHIP being
lower for the 5-IA arrangement. NO concentration levels observed for Scheme 5-IA
were lower than for 5-113 because of Ale increased design-point reference velocity
for Scheme 5-1A. As discussed earlier, increased reference velocity results in
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a decreased residence time. The lower the residence time in the primary zone
for a reacting fuel-air mixture, the lower will be the resulttne NOx concentration.

30

PUBAW,• IATSO

Figure 118. Comparison of Variations in NOx Con- DF 96093
centratlon with Fuel-Air Ratio for Tests
Conducted with Combustor Schemei &-1A
and 5-1B

The variation in combustion efficiency with FA for combustor Schemes 6-1A
and 5-1B are shown in figure 119. Higher efficiencies were obtained with
Scheme 5-1A than with 5-1B, primarily as a result of the much lower concentra-
tions measured at the low-power condtiton. Over the eatire FA ram• evaluated,
EFFGA obtained for Scheme 5-1A was K-eater than 99%. Close agreement was
also obtained between EFFGA and E I,. in this series.

d. Evaluation of Primary Zone Airflow Distribution

Although the carburetion tubes were designed to admit , ll the primary-zone
air required for complete combustion at an overall FA of 0. 008, it was conjectured
that better performance could be obtained (better flame statiliration, lower values
of LBO, and lower emissions) if part of the combustion air were admitted to the
combustor through primary penetration holes.

A series of tests was conducted, therefore, in which the primary zone air-
* flow distribution (the relative proportions of carburetion tube and penctration

airflow) was systematically varied. The defining parameter used in these tests
was PXPAR. the premixing-to-penetrntion airflow rate ratio. In the basic pro-
mixig combustor arrangement (Scheme 5-1A) described in the previous section,
PXPAR was Infinite; all primary-zone combustion air was introduced into the
burner through the carburetion tubes and the quantity of primary-zone penetration
airflow supplied was zero. In the current test series, additional values of PXPAR
(1.8, 1.0, 0.6) were Investigated. A separate combustor coMfgration with ap-
propriate penetration bole and carburetion tube deflector areas for the desired
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flowsplit was used to evaluate each value of PXPAR. The three new configurations
were designated Schemes 5-2A, 5-3A, and 5-4A. Their salient features are pre-
sented schematically in figures 120 through 122. Data were obtained for each
scheme at several values of FA for concentrations in the low-power range. Com-
parisons of the emission concentrations and the combustor operating character-
istics at these values of PXPAR and FA made it possible to determine, within the
limitations of the hardware, the best split between carburetion tube and primary
penetration airfiows to achieve the greatest reduction possible.
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Fig~iv 120. Sunmmary Stwet for Combustor B1 1D 72106
Scheme 5-2A
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The test results obtained r,,vealed thatr emissions concentratiFns, LBO, and
general performance were affected by variations in PXPAR. in particular, adjust-
ments in PXPAR brought about a reduction in CO (by a factor of 2) with respect to
"the very low levels obtained with the basic preinixing configuration (Scheme 5-1A),
discussed earlier. Generally, it was found to be more advantageous to inject some
of the primary-zone airflow through penetration holes in the liner than to supply all
of the air through the carburetion tubes.

The variation in UHC concentration with FA is shown in figure 123 for
S(Jflexee 5'- IA, 5-2A, 5-3A, and 5-4A: these schemea represent values of
PXPAR of , 1.8, 1. 0, and 0. 6, respectively. The generally low UHC con-

- --. . ccrntrations observed with Scheme 5-IA were again observed with the three new
s'=hemes; UHC concentration- less than 10 ppmv were obtained with each at values
of FA greater than 0. 006. These levels are well below the program goal of 10 ppmw
(1- ppmv). At values of FA above O007W there was no significant differenc.e in con-
cfatratlon levels for the feer schomes. This 'rosult reflected the basic importance
of premixing fuel aW air to promote an efficient reaction. By comparison, the
.nfluenc* of primary airflow dittribution appeared, as far as UIIC w eoncerncd
to be of secondary importance. At values of FA les than 0. 007, differences can
be noted in the rates at-o *hieh-ýHC comt trimion kovla increased as FA w1ks do-
creased and LOO was aproeachd. "it_ differt cwes retlect the influence of
primary airflow distribution (PXPA170 on LoO, which it t•ldeussod later in this
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The variation in. CO concentiation with FA is shown in figure 124. All four
schemes exhibit,,d very low concentrations of CO near an FA of 0. 006. The
bucket-shaped concentration - FA curve obtained with Scheme 5-1A was also ob-
tained for Schemes 5-2A, 5-3A, and 5-4A. However, the low CO concentration
exhibited by Scheme 5-1A was improved upon by two of the three new combustor
schemes, in inverse proportion to PXPAR. With combustor Scheme 5-1A, the
value of PXPAR was c and the CO concentration was 58 ppmv; with Scheme 5-2A,
PXPAR was 1. 8 and the concentration of CO was 32 ppm,,; and with Scheme 5-3A,
PXPAR was 1. 0 and the CO concentration observed was 28 ppmv. With Scheme 5-4A
in which the PXPAR was 0. 6, however, the CO concentration increaced to 51 ppmv.
These results showed that PXPAR had a decidedly influential effect on CO concen-
tration levels and that for a given general combustor configuration PXPAR could
be optimized to reduce CO concentration.
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Figure 124. Comparison of Variations in CO Con- DF 96096
centration with Fuel-Air Ratio for Tests
Conducted with Combustor Schemes 5-1A,
---2A, 5-3A, and 5-4A

,The reason suggested for the trends observed, at least in part, is that the
primary penetration air in Schemes 5-2A and 5-3A promoted better mixing, and
resulted in more CO being converted to CO 2 in the favorable environment in which

i the PHIP was 0. 8. In poorer mixing environments (such as in Scheme 5-1A),
more CO passed from the primary zone unreacted and was quenched by dilution

* air. Although the shifting of combustion air from the carburetion tubes to the
primary penetration holes made less air available for premixing, any resultant
detecioration in quality of fuel preparation that might have occurred was out-
weighed by the benefits of better primary-zone mixing: down to the PXPAR of
0. 6 (Scheme 5-4A).

The variation in NOx concentration with FA Is shown in figure 125. The
"family of curves for the four schomes is confined to a relati-vely narrow band.
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At values of FA greater than 0.008, nearly identical results were obtained; how-
ever, below an FA of 0. 008, some variation was experienced. The trend shown
simply indicates that NOx concentration increased as peak reaction temperatures
were increased by increasing FA. Above an FA of 0. 010 the tendency for NOx
concentration to increase with FA for Scheme 5-1A decreases. This trend Is due
to an over-ri,!h condition In the primary zone. At values of FA less than 0.008,
Schemes 5-1A and 5-2A exhibited somewhat lower NOx concentration levels than
the other two schemes. This trend may be a result of more thorough premixing
of fuel and air. In Scheme 5-1A, all combustion air was admitted into the primary
zone through the carburetion tubes. This resulted in good premixing of fuel and air,
faster reaction rates, and short residence times at elevated temperatures. As
a result, this scheme produced the lowest NOx concentration levels. In Scheme 5-2A,
which utilized a modest amount of primary penetration air, the NOx concentration
levels produced were higher than those in Scheme 5-1A, but lower than those in
Schemes 5-3A and 5-4A. This implies that an intermediate degree of premixing
results h, intermediate concentration levels of NOx. It thus appears that NOx
levels in the low-power range are directly related to the degree of premixing.
ft is also evident that with the premixing concept NOx levels were reduced below
those achieved using conventional pressure-atomizing fuel injection. This may
be seen by comparing the levels obtained here with those obtained for Scheme 5-1B
in which 4-gph fuel nozzles vwere used (figure 118); NOx concentrations observed
with the pressure-atomizing system are higher by 5 to 20 ppmv.
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Figure 125. Comparison of Variations in NOx Con- DF 953097
• centrutlon with Fuel-Air Ratio for Tests
•:: Conducted with Combustor Schemes 5-lA,5-2A, 5-3A, and 5-4A

' Combustion efficiencies obtained using Schemes 5-2A, 5-3A, and 5-4A were
•: ~very clos". to those obtained using Scheme 5-lA. The data for these schemes have

not been presented graphically because of their close similarity to the curves pre-
•;•: sented for Scheme 5- 1A in figure 119. Instead, values for both EFFGA and EFFMB
?-'" are presented ih cabular form in Appendix VI. High efficiencies were 'btained
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throughout, in keeping with the low levels of UHC and CO concentrations measured.
Generally close agreement between values of EFFMB and EFFGA was also obtained.

In the initial tests of tlre premixing concept using Scheme 5-1A, a value of
LBO was measured that was considerably in excess of that obtained with the pres-
sure-atomizing nozzles using Scheme 5-1B. With Schemes 5-2A, 5-3A, and 5-4A,
high values of LBO were also measured. In the discussion of the basic premixing
combustor, presented earlier, an LBO of 0.0049 was quoted for Scheme 5-1A.
This value corresponded to the point at which the energy level of the exothermic
process was so low that the reaction would not propagate when the fuel flow was
increased. The determination of this point is difficult and subject to error. For
the purpose of comparing values of LBO in this discussion, an alternative defini-
tion was chosen. LBO was defined as the point at which the concentration of UHC
exceeded 10 ppmv as FA was decreased. Although this point does not truly repre-
sent blowout, it does identify the sharp increase in emissions that appears imme-
diately before LBO occurs. With reference to figure 123, values of LBO of 0.0058,
0.0063, 0.0056, and 0.0056, according to the aforementioned definition were ob-
tained using Schemes 5-1A, 5-2A, 5-3A, and 5-4A, respectively. These results
indicate that for all but one of the schemes, as the amount of carburetion tube
airflow was decreased (PXPAR decreased), LBO decreased slightly. The excep-
tion was Scheme 5-2A (PXPAR = 1.8), in which the highest value of LBO was
measured. The decline in LBO with decreasing PXPAR appears to reflect the
inherently narrow flammability limits of a premixed reaction. These limits occur
because of the homogeneity of the mixture, which eliminates locally rich pockets
of fuel and air that can sustain the combustion process at very low values of FA.
The high value of LBO observed with Scheme 5-2A is not readily understood.

During accomplishment of the tests in this program, visual observations
of the combustion process within the research burners were periodically made.
As shown in figure 50, the rig case and traverse case were separated by a finite
distance. By standing aft of the rig case at an angle approximately 30 deg to the
axis of flow, it was possible to see within the burner up to the dome and injectors.
Information on items such as flame structure, flame-front location, and quantity
of luminous flame were obtained. In the premixing tests the quantity of luminous
flame observed near the injectors was very revealing. In general, at values of
FA corresponding to a low-power design point (0. 006 - 0. 008), a predominatly
blue fl,%-me was observed. At greater values of FA, as the tubes became more
heavily loaded with fuel, large droplets of fuel began to be emitted in the discharge
flow from the carburetion tubes. This resulted in a luminous flame indicative of
droplet burning and elevated emissions levels. In tests of this series, the amount
of luminous flame decreased as FA wa3 decreased, and disappeared entirely,
leaving only blue flame, prior to L130.

PXPAR also had an infl -cuce on the quantity of luminous flame present.
At an FA of 0.008, the flame within combustor Scheme 5-1A (PXPAR = 0) was
approximately 10% luminous; with Scheme 5-2A (PXPAR = 1. 8), zero; with
Scheme 5-3A (PXP.M I 1. 0), 5%; and with Scheme 5-4A (PXPAR = 0.6), 50%.
It appeared that the increased degree of mixing promoted by primary penetration
air jets in "ohome 5-2A helped to further atomize and vaporize the small quantity
of large droplets in the discharge flow of the carburotion tubes and, as a result,
qerved t. eliminate the luminous flame. In the other three schemes, luminous
flame was encountered either because of the absence of primary penetration air
(in Scheme 5-1A) or because of excessive amounts of penetration air (in Schemes
5-3A or 5-4A) that resulted in less carburetion tube air available for premixing
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fuel and air. Thus, if the quantity of luminous flame is used as an indicator of
premixing and mixing effectiveness, Scheme 5-2A can be cited as the best con-
figuration, representing a well-balanced combination of carburetion tube and pri-
mary penetration hole airflows.

e. Evaluation of Fuel-Air Premixing in Combination with Air Staging

- -Tests conducted using combustor B up to this point in the program were
accomplished at values of FA in the low-power range. These tests were designed
to determine the basic operating characteristics of a premixing-type burner and
to optimize PXPAR at low-power for an Injector-burner combination. Improve-
ments hi, low-power emission concentrations attainable with good fuel preparation,
as provided by carburetion tubes, were ascertained.

Emission-free operation over the FA range from low to high power requires
that the proper proportions of fuel and air be maintained in the combustion zone
at all ope:Tating conditions. In the combustor A test program it was demonstrated
that FA could be controlled by i'..sing the air-staging concept. The method of air
distribution employed involved varying primary and secondary airflow distributions
simultaneously in order to conserve the overall total effective hole area of the
burner and maintain liner total pressure loss at a constant value. As the primary-
air hole area was reduced at low power, for example, the secondary-air hole area
was increased. Consequently, liner pressure drop was eliminated as a variable
in the air-staging evaluation tests.

A major difficulty in implementing the type of air-staging described above
is in devising a means for varying both primary and secondary hole areas using
practical combustor hardware. The problem can be simplified, however, if only
the primary-air hole area were varied, allowing liner total pressure drop to vary
within allowable limits. This approach was evaluated in the test series described
in the following paragraphs,,

A variable airflow distribution bvrner was simulated using two fixed-
geomotry configurations of combustor B. Scheme 5-5A, described in figure 126,
represented the low-power configuration; Scheme 5-7A, described in figure 127,
represented the full-power configuration. The overall operation of the simulated
combustor was evaluated by combining the results of the tests conducted using the
two burner schemes. During high-power combustor operation, simulated by using
Scheme 5-7A, the primary-air penetration holes were fully open, admitting the
amount of air required to achieve complete combustion at a design-point FA of
0. 022. The liner total pressure dr:)p at this value of FA was 3. 5%. Now, as FA
was decreased, the primary-air penetration hole area was decreased to maintain
a constant value of PlIIP. Accordingly, burner pressure drop increased because
the secondary-air hole area was not opened to compensate for the decrease in
primary zone air hole area. At a low-power FA of 0. 008, using combustor Scheme
5-7A, the primary-air penetration holes were completely closed; all of the air
required for combustion was admitted into the burner through the carburetion tubes.
Liner total pressure drop for Scheme 5-7A at this FA had increased to approx-
imately 77.
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16. ---------
25.7%18.0 DIA

Design Point Characteristic$
Overall Fuel-Air Ratio 0.008
Primary Zone Equivalence 0.5

Liner Pressure Loss 7.0% 10.0 DIA
Reference Velocity 100 fpsFuel Injector Premixing Tubes
Film Cooling Air Flowrate 41.1%

Test Conditions

Inlet Air Temperature 400OFInlet Air Pressure 15.6 psieFuel-Air Ratio Range 0.007 - 0.011

Figure 126. Summary Sheet for Combustor B FD 76109Scheme 5-5A
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15.9%16.1%18.0 DIA

Design Point Chsract,!nsticg
Overall Fuel-Air Ratio 0.022
Primary Zone Equivalence Ratio 0.7Liner Pressure Loss 3.5% 10.0 DIARefernce velcity 100 fpsFuel Injector Premixing TubesFilm Cooling Air Flowrate 31.7%

Test Conditions
Inlet Air Temperature 400OFInlet Air Preoth rl. 15.6 psi&Fuel-Air Ratio Range 0.006 - 0.022

Figure 127. Summary Sheet for Combustor B FD 76110
Scheme 5-7A
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Although it was expected that this simulation of a variable airflow distribution
combustor would produce lower emissions at idle (because of the increased liner
total pressure drop), and generally good performance at full power (because of
premixed fuel injection), the test results were generally disappointing in both
respects. At low power, simulated by using Scheme 5-5A, LBO increased
significantly to the highest value observed to date in the experimental program:
0. 007. At high power, simulated by using Scheme 5-7A, extremely high con-
centrations of UHC and CO were obtained; the values were higher than those
observed in the tests of the baseline combustor A Scheme 1-1B, which also had
a design-point of 0.022, but which also used pressure-atomizing fuel nozzles.

The variation in UHC concentration with FA is presented in figure 128
for Schemes 5-5A and 5-7A. Scheme 5-5A displayed very low UHC levels at
values of FA greater than 0.008. These compared to the levels obtained in
previous tests using combustor B. Below an FA of 0. 008, UHC concentration
levels increased sharply because of the very high LBO. Scheme 5-7A exhibited
very high concentrations of UHC at full-power values of FA. These levels are
believed to be the result of poor fuel preparation at high values of FA; the fuel
"flows were extremely high, the airflows were extremely low, and premixing of
the two was poor. Consequently, the distribution of the fuel and air discharging
from the carburetion tubes into the primary zone of the combustor was inadequate.

The variation in CO concentration with FA is shown in figure 129. Included
with the data for Schemes 5-5A and 5-7A are the data for Scheme 5-3A (also
shown in figure 124), in which test series the lowest concentrations of CO were
observed, prior to the series of Schemes 5-5A and 5-7A. In the FA range
between 0. 008 and 0. 010 Scheme 5-5A produced even lower concentrations of
CO than Scheme 5-3A. These lower values of CO concentration observed with
Scheme 5-5A are believed to be the result of the increased liner total pressure
loss.
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Figure 128. Variation in UI1C Concentration with DF 96098
Fuol-Air Ratio for Tests Conducted
with Comnbustor Schemes 5-5A and 5-7A
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Figure 129. Variation in CO Concentration with DF 96099
Fuel-Air Ratio for Tests Conducted
with Combustor Schemes 5-3A, 5-5A,
and 5-7A

The very high CO concentrations obtained with Scheme 5-7A are believed
to reflect overloading of the carburetion tubes with fuel at high values of FA,
as discussed earlier, and quenching of reaction products by primary penetration
air at intermediate values of FA.

The variation In NOx concentrations with FA is presented in figure 130
for Scheme 5-5A only. Data for NO concentrations were not obtained with
Scheme 5-7A because of an instrumentation malfunction; consequently, no data
for NOx with Scheme 5-7A are presented. In the curve for Scheme 5-5A, the
NOx concentration observed at an FA of 0. 0084 (28 ppmv) was the lowest value
obtained at that fuel-air ratio in the full-traverse tests accomplished using corn-
bustor B. However, a very high concentration of NOx (55 ppmv) was observed
with the same combustor configuration at an FA of 0. 0105. The sharp increase
in concentrations between these two values of FA is believed to reflect the sharp
increase in reaction temperatures as FA was increased from 0.008 to 0.010
(PHIP increased from approx'imately 0.8 to 1.0). The slope of the curve is
steeper than that obtained for Scheme 5-lA (in widch all combustion air entered

* through the carburetion tubes, as it did in Scheme 5-5A) because of the differences
In liner total pressure drop. The 7% pressure drop in Scheme 5-5A promoted
better mixing and fuller realization of the maximum reaction temperatures at a
given value )f FA, than the 3.5% value in Scheme 5-IA.

The variation in combustion efficiency with FA is presented in figure 131.
The high levels obtained with Scheme 5-5A reflect the very low concentrations of
UHC and CO measured at values of FA above LBO. In Scheme 5-7A, relatively
high levels m re obtained in the intermediate and full-power ranges. The dif-
ferences between EFFMB and EFFGA observed in the test series of Schemes 5-5A
and 5-7A are attributed to the same causes discussed earlier for series exhibiting
similar trends. No explanation is readily apparent for the values of EFFMB above
100%1 158
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Figure 130. Variation in NOx Concertration with DF 96100
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Tests conducted of the air staging concept with combustor B have indicated
that several features of the simulated variable-airflow-distribution burner must
be changed. First, the restriction of not varying carburetion tube airflow must
be lifted to prevent overloading of the tubes at high fuel flowrates. Second, the
flameholding capability of the carburetion tubes must be improved to lower the
lean blowout limit at high values of liner pressure drop. Third, the primary
penetration air must be introduced more gradually to ease the quenching of CO.
If these changes are accomplished, the concept of air staging investigated In
these tests shows great promise for producing low emissions over the entire
FA range from idle to full power.

f. Evaluation of Circumferential Fuel Staging with Ccmnbustor B

With combustor A, it was determined that simply staging the fuel flow to
the primary-zone pressure atomizing fuel nozzles In a conventional annular
combustor did not yield significant reductions in low-power emission concentrations.
The two types of circumferential staging evaluated, alternate and sequential, were
found to be severely limited because of interactions between adjacent regions of
reacting and nonreacting flow in the combustor, as discussed earlier. It was
concluded that unless both the fuel and air were staged in the primary zone, cir-
cumferential staging holds little promise as a method for reducing low-power
emissions.

Despite the poor results obtained with circumferential fuel staging using
combustor A, it was conjectured that better results might be obtained if car-
curetion tube fuel injectors were used. The premixed fuel-air emanating from
the carburetion tubes might react nearly to completion before appreciable inter-
ference occurred from adjacent streams of cold air. Accordingly, a brief series
of tests was conducted using Scheme 5-7A, described in the preceding section,
to evaluate both the sequential and alternate modes of the circumferential fuel-
staging concept. As in the tests conducted using combustor A Scheme 1-1i,
fuel flow to seven of the 14 carburetion tubes was stopped; but thc airflow was
not blocked in the fuel-inoperative tubes.

Results obtained using combustor B were not significantly different from
those obtained using combustor A with pressure-atomizing fuel norzles. No
significant reductions in UHC or CO concentrations were obtained with either
mode of fuel staging with combustor B.

The variation In UIiC concentration with FA is shown in figure 132 for both
alternate and sequential circumferential staging. Included for references arc data
for Scheme 5-7A In the unstaged mode. The concentration levels obtained with
the sequential staging arrangement are higher than those obtained using the unstaged
configuration. In the FA range evaluated, a given UJIC concentration was achieved
with the senuential-staged burner at half the FA at which this concentration was
achieved with the nonstagvd configuration. This is untsual because even though
only half the combustor is operating at twice the overall FA with the staged burner,
the overall average IJlC concentration observed corresponded to the entire com-
bustor operating at twice the overall FA. The reason for this o'sult may be seen
by referring to figure 133, where the variation in UIIC concentrations with
circumferential location at an FA of 0. 008 are presented. In the curve describing
the sequential staging data it Is notcd that a sharp peak in UJIC concentration
occurs just within the nonoperating half of the burner. The concentration peak ob-
svrved indicated that a strong interaction occurred between the two halves of the
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burner. It is conjectured that part of the reacting mixture near the interface of
the two halves moved into the nonoperating side of the burner where a sharp de-
crease in equivalence ratio and temperature occurred. Locally high levels of UHC
concentration resulted, which accounted for the aforementioned peak. The UHC
concentration levels obtained for the alternate circumferential staging con-
figuration are much higher than those obtained in the unstaged case, as shown
in figure 132. It is suggested that the interaction described for the sequential
staging system was responsible for the high UHC concentrations observed with
the alternate system as well. In figure 133, it may be seen that concentration
peaks in the alternate staging data curve tend to occur at nonoperating nozzle
locations. This is ascribed to interactions between adjacent regions of reacting
and nonreacting flow, In which reactants were cooled and diluted by their contact
with the surrounding cold air; consequently, high local concentrations of UHC
were formed.

The variation In CO concentration with FA is presented in figure 134. The
curve describing the sequential staging data is virtually an extension of the
unstaged curve. The CO concentration levels obtained with sequential staging at
a given value of FA were approximately half those obtained in the unstaged tests
at twice the value of FA. As discussed earlier in the section on circumferential
fuel staging using combustor A, this result implies that the two halves of the
burner function essentially independently, with the overall average exit con-
centration being the average of zero (the concentration corresponding to an FA
of zero), and the vwdue corresponding to twice the overall FA in the unstaged tests.
Verification of this Is shown in the curve describing the sequential staging data,
figure 135, wherein there appeared to be a clear separation In concentration
levels between the operating and nonoperating halves of the burner. The curve
describing the data obtained for the alternate staging arrangement, in figure 134
shows that CO concentrations were higher than those for sequential staging, and
higher than those projected for the unstaged combustor in the low-power range.
The reason suggested for this trend can be seen by referring to figure 135, where
the curve describing the data for the alternate staging arrangement shows very
high concentrations of CO in line with both operating and nonoperating carburetion
tubes. CO produced in the reacting regions of flow appeared to diffuse readily
into the nonoperating regions, with the result that appreciable ouenching occurred
in both regions, and that the overall average exit concentrations were high.

Data for NO concentrations were not obtained in the circumferential staging
tests using Scheme 5-7A because of an instrumentation malfunction. Consequently,
information relating to the variation in NOx concentration with FA was not
deermined.

The variation in combustion efficiency with FA is shown in figure 136.
The levels obtained during both sequential and alternate staging tests reflect
the UIi"C and CO concentrations levels discusscd earlier in this section. In

-the case of alternat staging, goo. agreement was obtained between E1FNII

and E FFGA. In the case of sequ(ntial staging, however, the values of FFMB
wee above 100;. These efficiency levels might be the result of thc. method
used to determine EFFMB. In calculating EF FMB in this test program an
area-w-vighted technique was used. Gener,,Ily, the area-weighted average is
very nearly equal to the mass-weighted average. However, In situations wherein
strong temperature and mass differences cKcur over large distinct areas of the
exit flow field, area weighting the average exit temperature could yield results

exit flow fiel. ..



different from mass weighting. This point was not pursued further because of
the generally poor emission concentration levels obtained with the circumferential
fuel staging concepts.
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Figure 132. Variation in UHC Concentration with DF 96102

Fuel-Air Ratio for the Circumferential
Fuel-Staging Tests Conducted with Corn-
bustor Scheme 5-7A
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Figur• 136. Variation in Combtation •fficlency with 1W 96d06
Fuad-Air Ratio for tht• Circurntervnt1i:=
.ueI-Stagtng Teit~s Conduectd with Corn-

huster $cheme 5-7A

g. Ev.tiluation of (arhnuretion Tube-s with a El ed-Geonetry ( ombu•{or

Although some¢ forn of air or fuel staging will probably be nce•ar'y t•o
tnehlve low concentrations of oht~tonable vXhiaust omissilo,. ov.er a wide r~nn•e
of fuel-air rtiols, a si (licant reductlon might be, achiewed if the prembisng
concept were used In eumbiu~ttion with a flte-d-geometr- combustor that had a
coiwentlonal. full-poer FA design paint. Th' Qlnnl test s~rrts trf Phase, 11 was

ktm&cted usin.g a mnodbftcutinn of co Lbuslor 11 to evaluate the pnten~lial of such
a configu ration.

Cobut , 1 Sheme •.-7A ha'd been designed previously for fuil-powet

operation. In the nar-staging test, tlbis c nfitguratio€n w"s operated over the
i i: FIA range from Q. 008 to 0.02?.. ,however. as di cu.•wod ea:rlier, high con-

• ~centrnti~s of UHlC arid CO were proniiced at intermediate, and full-power values

First, the small ear•uretlon-tube discharge .area that was• required to simuhate
air-staging restricted the. airflow and caused poor firol atomhtation at high fuel

i [fiowrates. S~ecnd, the rather large primary-air penetratio-n holes quenched theI
• (C0 ciidntion reaction and cause-d high concentrations of CO in the t-ombusto~rexhaust gas. Ina this final series of tests, the features contributing ¶.o p~or

perfortnance Sn Scheme 5~-7A were correc-ted; the carburetion-tube dischargeI
] i area wans increased, and the large primary-air" pene.tration holes used in Se~h-tie
S•.• 5-?A were replaced by a cormbination of smalleyr holes In the primary and Inter-

mediate zones. The resultant configuration, designated Sc•heme &-SA, is
S[ described in figure 137.
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The variation in UHC concentration with FA Is shown in figure 138. Very
low concentrations were obtained, with the maximum level of 12 ppmv observed
an FA of 0.0241. These results surpassed the program goal of 10 ppmw (18 ppmv)
ITHC at low power. The curve describing the data passes through a minimum
point of 5 ppmv at an FA of 0. 0072. The gradual slope between that point and
the maximum point at an FA of 0.0241 has been attributed to a slight deterioration
"in the quality of fuel preparation as the carburetion tubes became more heavily
loaded with fuel.
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Figure 138. Comparison of Variations in UHO Con- DF 96107
centration with Fuel-Air Ratio for Tests
Conducted with Combustor Schemes 5-8A
-and I1-B

The variation in CO) concentration with FA Is shown in figure 139. A
minimum concei.tration of 69 ppmv was measured at an FA of 0.0072. From
that point, CO levels increased gradually to a maximum of 725 ppmv at an FA
of 09 0241. At values of FA greater than 0. 007, the concentrations measured
were lower than those obtained in any other tests with combustor A or with
combust:r B. These results reflect the successful combination of the primary-
zone airflow diatributaon used in Scheme 5-2A (which produced very low CO
ooncentrations at low power), tind the gradual introduction of air in the Inter-
mediate zone in the amount required for complete combustion at full power,
without excessive quenching of CO at low power. Although further reductions
will be required to achieve the program goal of 10 ppniw CO at idle, the results
obtained in Scheme 5-8A repredent a substantial improvement with respect to
previous results and provide a strong endorsement for the methods employed.
It is suggested th-at the desired reductions can bo effected by further tailoring
the hole pattern for the gradual addition of Intermediate- zone air, and by
providing better premixing through refinements in carburetion tube design.
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Figure 139. Comparison of Variations fIn CO Con- DF 96108
centration with Fuel-Air Ratio for Tests

for reference is the curve describin tedta for the 6ae~ecombustor A con-~

oedescribing the baseline scheme. Tt Is suggested that this result Is due to
the better fuel preparation achieved in Scheme 5-8A, which produces a more
lutense reaction with higher peak temperatures.
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The variation in combustion efficiency with FA is presented in figure 141.
The curve for Scheme 5-8A represents fulfillment of one of the original program
goals: an entirely flat efficiency curve at near-100% levels over the entire FA
range, from idle to full power. The values for both EFFMB and EFFGA are in
close agreement and, except for one point, are above 99.5% over the entire range.
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Figure 141. Comparison of Variations in Combustion DF 96110
Efficiency with Fuel-Air Ratio for Tests
Conducted with Combustor Schemes 5-8A
and 1-lB

In general, very good performance was obtained using the carburetion-tube
fuel Injectors in a fixed geometry combustor designed for operation at full power.
By utilizing the concept of an extended primary zone with the gradual addition of
combustion air, reduced emissions were obtained over the entire FA range fromidle to full power. The approach taken in these tests shows great promise and

confirms the possibility of an ultimate solution to the general emissions problem
that avoids the use of variable geometry hardware.

h. Evaluation of Airflow Blockage Effects

In the Phase ai experimental program, an effort was made to exclude com-
westor inlet airflow and pressure variations as additional variables to consider
in evaluating design concepts for reducing undesirable exhaust emission con-centrations during low-power operation. Consequently, a large plenum chamber
was installed upstream of the burner and the burner itself was contained within
a large-volume case to diffuse the supply air to low velocities and simulate
static-fed operation. The external aerodynamics of the experimental arrangement
were, therefore, completely repeatable from test to test.
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However, in the initial five tests conducted with combustor B, Scheme 5-1A,
locally nonuniform airflow was inadvertently produced by a blockage within the
rig plenum. A thermocouple junction box used in the flashback monitoring system
for the premixing tubes had been mounted in close proximity to the combustor,
as shown In figure 142, obstructing the airflow into one of the premixing tubes.
This arrangement caused the primary zone In the vicinity of the obstructed tube
to be fuel rich, which resulted In locally high concentration levels of UHC and
CO.

The data obtained with this arrangment are presented in the following
paragraphs to Illustrate the effects of a nonuniform inlet airflow on exhaust
emission concentrations. In figure 143 the variations in UHC and CO con-
centrations with circumferential location are presented. Both curves exhibit
a peak In the vicinity uf the obstructed premixing tube. In addition, the high
concentration levels diffuse Into adjacent regions of the annulus with some of
the high concentration influence still evident, in the case of CO, as far away
as 90 deg.

In subsequent tests, the thermocouple junction box was removed from Its
initial location and was mounted at the rear of the rig plenum where no inter-
ference with the combustor inlet airflow pattern could occur. The circumferential
profiles of UHC and CO obtained with this revised arrangement were uniform,
with no concentration peaks present of the magnitudes previously observed.
These profiles are shown In figure 144.

The locally high concentration levels that had been produced in the tests
with the obstructed premixing tube resulted in significant increases In the overall
average exit concentr-ations of UHC and CO. In figures 145 and 146, the variations
in UHC and CO concentrations with fuel-air ratios are presented In tests with
blockage and in tests without blockage. At an FA of 0.006, UHC concentration
levels were in excess of 100 ppmv higher in the case with blockage; CO con-
ceritration levels were 150 ppmv higher.

The variation in NOx concentration with FA Is presented in figure 147. Con-
centration levels for the blocked and unblocked cases were comparable in the FA
range from 0.005 to 0. 006, but diverged at higher values of FA with lower levels
being obtained In the tests with blockage. This result Is charged to the slightly
lower average reaction temperatures encountered in the tests with blockage.

The results obtained In these tests emphasize the need for developing
methods for eliminating or counteracting the effects of inlet airflow distortion
in future applications of low-emission combustors.

i. pH Measurements

For each full-traverse test conducted, the pH level of the combustor
exhaust gas was determined. A portion of the gas that was abstracted for
analysis from the exhaust stream at the exit plane of the combustor was con-
densed, removed from the condenser, and examined. Initially, pH paper,
accurate to 0. 1-pH unit, was used for analyses; later a Beckman Model SS-1
pH meter was added to the Instrumentation system and used. Good agreement
between the two methods was obtained when they were used to scrutinize a
common sample.
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Figure 143. Variation in UHC and CO Concentrations DF 96111

with~ A Blockage

irp

Figure 144. Variation in UtC and CO Concentration DF 96112
with Clrcumferentil Location for Tests
with No Blockage
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Figure 146. Comparison of Variations in CO Con- DF 96114
eentration with ftel-Air Ratio for Tests
with Blockage and No Blockage
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Figure 147. Comparison of Variations in NCx DF 96115
Concentration with Fuel-Air Ratio
for Tests with Blockage and No
Blockage

The condensation and collection systems included a tightly coiled, 10-ft
section of 1/4-in. OD stainless steel tubing and a small stainless steel bulb.
The bulb ws affixed to the tubing and served as a liquid collector. The tubing
an.I bulb werte located in a stainless steel contuiner that, when filled with a
L_;Wre of water and ice, functioned as a batch condenser.

After each fuil-traverse test, the flow of exhaust gas in-to the condenser
was halted, and the exhaust condensate was transferred from the condensation.
system, using gaseous nitrogen under pressure, Into a polypropylene container
for examination. The condensation system was then purged free of moisture
using gaseoue nitrogen until operotting conditions for the next full-trav~erse test
point were achieved. The condensate drain line was thou closed; exhaust gas
was allowed to enter the condenser; and liquefaction of the sample gas was
again begun.

The ba~sic system and procedure just described were Incorporated into the
experimental program prior to-commencing the Scheme 1-B test series. The
system and procedure used In the Scheme I1IA series was found to be unsatis-
factory with respect to system cooti-g effectiveness and sample residence time
In the condenser. This change In the mcxlus operandi for obtaining exhanat gas
condensate Is considered to be the principal reason for the difference In pH level
&,tained In the seven tests of Scheme I1-A and that obtained In the remaining
tests of all other combustor schemes evaluated under Phase 11.

The p11. data obtained for all fall-traverse wtsts conducted under Phase HI
are shown in Appendix IV and figure 148. Excluding the I1-A test series, pH
levels. for tests conducted with combustors A and B ranged from L o to 4.2
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over a range of fuel-air ratios from 0.0038 through 0. 0241. The only con-
culsions apparent are that the exhaust emissions were definitely acidic and
that the acidity increased slightly as the overall fuel-air ratio was increased.
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Figure 148. Variation in pH with FA for Fu It- - F 96' 6
Trawerse Testa' of Combustors A
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SECTION V

COMPARISON OF PREDICTED AND MEASURED EMISSION CONCENTRATIONS

A. GENERAL

This section presents UHC znd CO emissions concentration predictions ob-
tained using the streamtube combustor model described in Section Hf. The corn-
bustor conigurations and operating conditions chosen for input to the model cor-
responded to the JT8D probing test series (shown in table IV and figure 13)r a~d
to selected combustor A and B test points. (See Section IV.) The predicted
CO and UHC concentrations have been compared with the corresponding experi-
mental data. Examples from the parametric study were selected to correspond
to test cases conducted under the combustor A test program Inpofar as possible,
and the predicted reoults were compared with the experitmental data where ap-
plicable. In the cuise of inlet pressure variation, no excvt. ee experimental data
exist for comparison with the predicted concentrations.

B. JT8D PROBING STUDIES.8

Predicted CO and U•HC conCentration profiles and FA profiles have been
compared with the experimenWt. prbing. data In figures 149 through 151 f6r the
idle. condition and in figures 152 through 154 for the approwch condition. The
profiles have been plotted at. the correct axial location•, depicting the actual
combustor geometry at each proe. locuton. The predicted conc.ptration levels
are In geeral agree4ment with the mneasured values, -pariclal (or th proc

4 onditlon. tack of detail In the central region of the burner 4as a ownasuentA,- 6f
the streamtul arrangement tlncirporated n thi %o oid6Z.Th discrepancy between
predicted and measured FA pr'flies near t11. tatw of te wburtet• ospocafsly op-
. .parnt in the i. .,le ce is a measure of the diferec htwn-w a the total Mi fWlow.
rtte, a;Vwox1nute by the. meaasur valuea, ndte, aamw of wlvprized and

S'i>-reacte,0 (predicted vlue•), The two values approhed o"e another with inove)e.

dow• the-bumer.: This Is in quialitative ogeementwith the d.repwc• y
endtmlybsed and oxygen-deficiency-based comtbstion dlictoncie* found oar
ft front ofthcburner. eh Section 111.)

T)W measured Wn predicte .nhA4"s-plane eoncetrations are thown, In
* table V1I. As lndicated': there is onily quafltAlve. 4Ptolmn with the tUG1:M.

Scentratlon levelts sad poor agreenwnt with thM C1- valuea. The. prO-dlctd eto,.st
lvels, at t•h present state of mo.do.devolopnwnt respoodorti~ttvely Mort,
strocl- to changes In PA-n to hnlot t-mperature variations ThIs isco. try
to OW experimeni trends. The values .A FA-reportedwin table.XII.0etod the
s.eat values of 0.0075 aMd 0.0131 set•i they representwd mwtsp a'vraWes MOd.
henote did not include, Nel-tme wall cooling air st t1w periphery of te cimnbwter.,

..- " . .. . .1 7.'
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Figure 151. Variation In Prbdicted and Measured FD 72117
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Figure 152. Variation in Predicted and Measured FD 72118
CO Concentrations within JT8D
Burner (Approach Operation)
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Figure 153. Variation in Predicted and Measured FD 72119
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Burner (Approach Operation)
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Table XII. Comparison of Predicted and Measured JT8D Probing Data

........ __ _ Exhaust Plane Emission Concentration

Experiment Predicted
Condition CO UHC FA CO UHC FA

Idle 920 900 0.010 315 233 0.0088

Approach 320 0 0.018 1223 81 0.0150

C. PHASE 1 - COMBUSTOR A

Predicted values of CO and UHC concentrations were compared with the
exhaust traverse data obtained from the tests conducted using combustor A in
Phase II. Comparison of the predicted and experimental data are shown graph-
ically as follows:

1. Figures 155 and 156 show comparisons of the effect of air
staging using Schemes 1-IB, 2-1A, 3-1A, and 4-1A.

2. Figures 157 and 158 show comparisons of the effect of fuel
staging using Scheme 2-lB. Scheme 2-1A results (unstaged)
are shown for comparison.

3. Figures 159 and 160 show comparisons of the effect of fuel
staging using Scheme 4-1A.

In all cases, as will be the convention for the remainder of this section,
the predicted points have been indicated by darkened symbols that have been
connected by straight lines. The fuel-staging cases have been confined to a
single value of PHIP, 0.5.

With the exception of the 1-1B configuration, the predicted CO concentra-
tions exhibited substantial agreement with the measured data. The UHC concen-
tration predictionh. generally exceeded the measured values for those cases in
which fuel was not staged, often by as much as an order of magnitude, and tended
to underestimate the measured values in the fuel-staging cases. The predicted
trends are generally correct, however. There ts reason to believe that the UHC
concentration predictions for the fuel-staging cases can be brought into line with
the measured values by adjustment of the radial distribution of secondary fuel.
The reason for the strong lack of agreement in the 1-lB case is not readily
apparent.

D. PHASE II - COMBUSTOR B

Predicted CO and UHC exhaust concentrations were compared with the
measured values for Scheme 5-1A of the premixed-tube combustor in figures 161
and 162. As observed for combustor A, there was reasonable agreement between
the predicted and measured CO concentration values, while the predicted UHC con-
centration values exceeded the measured values by one and a half orders of magni-
tude. However, the predicted UHC concentration values for the premixed configura-

K! tion were substantially below the corresponding predictions for the nonpremixed,
exhibiting the correct qualitative trend.
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Figure 157. Comparison of Predicted and DF 96119
Measured Variations in CO
Concentration with FA for
Fuel-Staging Tests (Scheme 2-1A)
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figure 158. Comparison of Predicted and Measuired DF 96120
Variatioas In U1HC Concentration with
FA for Fuel-Staging Tests (Scheme
2-1A, 4 gph Fuel Nozzles in Primary
and Secondary)
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Figure 159. Comparison of Predicted and Measured OF 96121
Variations in CO Concentration with FA
for Fuel-Staging Tests (Schetnes 4-1A,
4 gph Fuel Nozzles in Primary and
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Figure 161, Comparison of Predicted and Meafvired DF 961.23
Variations in CO Concentration with
FA for Scheme 5-1A Tests
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Figure 162. Comparison of Predicted and Measured DF 96124
Variations tv UHC Coocentratioo with
FA for Scheme 5-1A Tests
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E. PARAMETRIC STUDY

The parametric variation of predicted CO and UHC exhaust concentration
was investigated with respect to the following Input variables:

1. Figures 163 and 164 show comparisons of the effect of inlet
air temperature using Scheme 1-111 at an Inlet air pressure
of 1 atm, FA of 0. 0082, and reference velocity of 100 fps.

2. Figures 165 and 166 show comparisons of the effect of inlet
air pressure using Scheme 1-lB at an inlet air temperature
of 400"F, FA of 0. 0082, and reference velocity of 100 fps.

3. Figures 167 and 168 show comparisons of the effect of ref..
erence velocity using Scheme 1-1B3 at an inlet air pressure of
1 atm, FA of 0. 0082, and Inlet air temperature of 400*F.

4. Figures 169 and 170 show comparisons of the effect of air-
blast fuel injection (increased fuel droplet size) using
Scheme 2-3A at an inlet air pressure of 1 atm, inlet air tem-
perature of 40(rP, and reference velocity of 100 fps. Data
for Scheme 2-1A (pressure-atomizing fuel nozzles) are shown
for reference.

5. Figures 171 and 172 show comparisons of the effect of dome
cooling. using Scheme 2-2A (reduced dome cooling) at an inlet
air temperature of 400WF, inlet air pressure of I atm. and
reference velocity of 100 fps. Data for Scheme 2-1A are shown
for reference.

Analytical model, input coaditions were chosen to correspond to toot points
accomplished in the Phase 11 comibustor A. test program. -This was done to pro-
vide experimental verification of the model predictions wherever possible. Only
the cases involving variaton of inlet prv-ssure have been presenited without cor-
responding experimenta data.

In the cases of variation of Inlet temperature sad reference velocity, it was
unfortunate that all testing was coniducted utilizing the 1-18 coofiguration. This
configuration exh~bited the worst agreem~ent between predicted &ad measured
values of concentrations, The predicted effect of inlet temperature variation
showed poor qualitative and quantitative agreement in the cmoo of CO and only
weak agreement In the case, of UJIC. The predicted effect of inlet pz'easure was
quite strong, .although the validity of the predictions cannot be determined with
the Itmited data at hbud. '1he protdicted effect of reference velocity exhibited
qualitative agreement with the measured-values in the case of 00), but showed
the reverse trend for UHC. The extent to which this~ lack of agreement was due
to the difficulties with -Scheme 1-186 described ab~ove, has not been dotereitnd.

The ai-ls fuel injectors used In Scheme 2-3A produced a relatively ooarse
spray. T11is was simulated in the model by an increased 1njpt value of initial fuel
depict size, 200 m~icrons. As shown in tig~ares 189 and 170# the model predictions
inclicate a reduction In CO concentration and essentially unchwnge UIIC concentra-
tion with Increated fuel droplet size. The predicted UHC trend ts to particularly
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poor agreement with the experimental data. This poor agreement indicates that
there is more involved that a simple increase in fuel droplet size, as a significant
change in radial fuel distribution.

The effect of reduced dome cooling, in the configuration investigated, was
both predicted and experimentally measured to be small. Returning to the pattern

of the air and fuel-staging cases, the predicted CO concentration values showed
good agreement with the corresponding measured values, while the UHC predic-
tions exceed the measured values by approximately an order of magnitude.

F. DISCUSSION OF THE MODEL PREDICTIONS

Examination of the predicted CO and UHC concentrations within the combustor
indicates that these emissions result from premature quenching of the respective
chemical reaction mechanisms as the streamtube temperature was reduced by air
addition. CO concentration level is controlled by the kinetic conversion to CO-,
while the UHC concentration level reflects both raw fuel, which has failed to Ignite,
and intermediate hydrocarbons, for which oxidation has been halted. Examination
of the detailed predictions indicates that CO conversion is quenched at a higher tem-
perature than the hydrocarbon oxidation reactions. Thus, continued hydrocarbon
reaction nroduces CO below the temperature at which conversion w C02 can occur.
With respect to the combustor internal flowfleld CO is quenched In the downstream
portions of the central streamtubes, following dilution air addition, and everywhere
in the wall cooling streamtube. Quenched UHC is principally confined to the outer
wall cooling air streamtube.

The increase In exit plane CO and, particular0y, UHC concentrations with
combustor wall fuel injection (fuel staging) Is the result of severe quenching by
dilution air addition downstream of the fuol injection site. Examination of the,
detailed model predictions indicates that for the particular configuration Investi-
gated, insufficient time has been provided for the rate limiting processes of fuel
droplet vaporization and chemical reaction of the secodtdary Awl,

The degre of agreement obtained between the predicted and experimentally
measured values of CO ands UtC concentrations, both within the burner and at the
exhaust plane, Indicate that the modeling approach is fundamentally sound. In
addition, the gemerally good agreeont in absolute level obtained for CO concen-
tration indicates that the CO mechanism Incorporated In the model Is correct.
There are# howevor, significant instances where the model Is unable to predict
the observed levels and treads, The most serious shortcomings are the generally
high predicted values of UHC in the exhst and the lack of a strong trend wlth
changes in Inlet temperaturo. xtensive experimentation with the an*ytical model
has indicated that these prfblems will not be rectified by simple changet in kinetic
rates, toel distribution, or other items that constitute the input data. Rather,
the discrepancies ooted in this section IndiCate a degree of inadequacy in the com-
bustion models as presently formulated. particularly the physical model treating

ofel-air mixture preparation prior to and during burning. O•.e identified, thto
aspeets of the model requf ring further development can be treated on an individual
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SECTION VI

NOMENCLATURE FOR TEST DATA SUMMARY

The following nomenclature was used for the test data summary.

Symbol Definition Units

PSAR Primary to secondary airflow ratio
FA Overal fuel-air ratio -

PHIP Primary zone equivalence ratio
PSFR Primary to secondary fuel flow ratio -

PHINT Intermediate zone equivalence ratio -

TT3 Combustor inlet total- temperature
VREF Combxstor reference velocity ft/sec
LPL Combustor total pressure loss %
EFFMB - Combustor efficiency from temperature

-measurements %
EFFGA Corabustor efficiency from gas analysis

measurements %
"PT3 .: .Combustor Inlet total pressure psia
X tvfean absolute humidity ibm H20/lbm dry air

The-iollowing symbdis refer to overall average exit concentrations of the
S~noted species,.

HCTOA UHC volumetric concentration ppmv
HCTPW UHC mass concentration ppmw
HCTDX UHC emission index Ibm UHC/1000 Ibm JP-5
COOA CO volumetric concentration ppmv
COPW CO mass concentration ppmw
CODX CO emission index Ibm CO/1000 Ibm JP-5
NOOA NO volumetric concentration ppmv
NOPW NO mass concentration ppmw
NODX NO emission index Ibm NO/1000 ibm JP-5
NO20A NO2 volumetric concentration ppmv
NO2PW NO2 mass concentration ppmw
NO2DX NO2 emission index lbm N0 2 /1000 Ibm JP-5
NOXOA NOx volumetric concentration ppmv

" NOXPW NOx mass concentration ppmw
NOXDX NOx emission index lbm NOx/1000 lbm JP-5
CO20A CO2 volumetric concentration ppmv
CO2PW CO2 mass concentration ppmw
CO2D CO 2 emission index Ibm C0 2 /1000 Ibm JP-5
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APPENDIX I

JT8D COMBUSTOR CONCENTRATION AND
FUEL-AM RATIO PROFILES

Concentration and fuel-air ratio profiles obtained during probing tests on
the JT8D combustor are shown in figures 173 through 184.
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APPENDIX II

COMBUSTION EFFICIENCY AND TEMPERATURE PROFILES

Combustion efficiency and temperature profiles ob.ained during probing
tests of the JT8D combustor are shown in figures 185 through 192.
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APPENDIX Ill

PROCEDURE FOR CALCULATING REACTION RATES FOR FUEL AND CO

This appendix describes a procedure for calculating the reaction rates for
fuel and CO as a part of the turbulent flame laboratory studies.

Reaction rates are first determined by solving the continuity expression,
equation 33, below, for the particular species of Interest. As will be shown,
some simplification can be gained by solving for the reaction rate at points where
at least one of the variables is known to be zero. With reference to the nomencla-
ture of figure 193, the continuity expression for the species of interest (J) is

-sj. PU C. t 0C. at ac.-

T C33

where

-f Cj concentration of the soectes (j)

t turbulent diffusivity

P density

:xt U. Uy are the velocitics in X, Y, and Z directioas

X distance downstream of t, flameholder

k direction normal to flow within the sampling plane.

Z direction normal to Y
Qj. re-action rato for spc•ea j

Assuming that the (lmo Is two dimenstobAl, 1,e,, that no v-irltio occurs
in the Z dlrection, equation 33 twecoiest

Som4.sImplIflcation is obtalned by solving for Qat ZCj/,Ay, 0; then -quatio
34 beoomes:

P U~ xa x2 .6 y2 Q)

The various derivatives of Cj In equation 35 can be evatuated graphically from
tho species ooncentration proftiles. The diffustvlty terms, however, must be
evahuated from the momentum equation as follows:

where P static pressure. S216i
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where:

pu2 f(xy)

Therefore,

I ~ & dyj P dy +[~1 di [UJ(xY) (39)"~ ax @" •x ÷ u . (9
-i -1(,Y)d (x, Y2)

But, along a streamline:

"U d Y x dx

Therefore,

Y2 2•4x f x , y (40)

IY X " YI " (x, Y')

Substitutlng oquation 40 inUe 37 y.elds tho tinal form:

YI Y! i2

Hokwe -so•vir equaU#M 41 for OW dima ,isiity. OWe tr*-A.M1nvUz f(l oach flunw

3

The I mRss flow At Any loatlo, • V x 4)

Therforir. tOh fraction of now bcjwv-n 0 •md vi "
f .PVX d.

Oi~r a dw~t 3 in. wide. 0

•Ualon 42 is used to defllne the deasimd M mtuine (4o1ts to the X
directinl where the frtction oo flow to convt.) with lgeradon.s aleted
grnlhkauy.

KquaUon 41 caa now be evalu d bet*oen s*keted sreamline with
lttecralolns uW differeattlcms done graphlcally. ID each cs, theO wper v mif.
of hInMtrat , Y2- -ovrespmis to the 50% streim!ne, while Lha lower limit. YI,
corresponds to some other streamltne betwn 0 and Ir1, The values el dif"'uAvty
determinWd In thk manner represnt an average between the valhs at V2 tad Y1.
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In the limiting case, as Y 1 approaches Y2 the value of diffusivity corresponds to
the desired value at dCj/dy 0. 'lowever, in this case, the indeterminate form
0/0 is obtained as show in equation 43.

Y9  Y2{ P d{ I2 i
Limit e Limit . 0

•- I4Y2YI* Y •x Ux0

7-- Y..Y

Application of LI'Hospital's Rule allows evaluating th diffusivity in the
limiting case ky taking derivatives of both the numerator and denominator of
equation 43 with respect to Y-2-YI and evaluat~ng -he resultant expression
-at Y! Y2  In our case, these derivatives are taken graphically using a suf-
• ietent nunbr of points, values of numerator and denominator in equatior 43•
to (efllne a smooth curve -.s the Unmit is appioarc".t.

The resulting values of diffusivity, wlfen used In equation 35 to determine
the reactihn rates, acc•m•.:td for leqs than tO, of the final answr. This relatively
qstail gradient elirninates concmrn over the a.ccuracy of the graihical approach used
in generating vaues of ditfusivity.

V,

2 U
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APPENDIX IV

FA, X, AND pH TEST IrTA

Table X-1II eontains FA, X, and pH data obtained from tests conducted on
oombustors A and D during Phase H.

Humidity data are presented for each test, while pH data are presentej
for f'•aI-traverse tests only.

.......... .



Table XIII. FA, X, and pH Test Data

TEST FA x PH

1-1A-1 0.0039 040118
1-1A-2 0.0080 0.0119
1-IA-3 0.0083 0.0144
1-JA-4 0.0039 0.0144
1-1A-5 0.0122 0.0143
1-1A-6 0.0183 0.0144
1-1A-7 000120 0.0100
1-1A-8 0.0121 0.0094
I-1A-9 0.0123 0.0109
-I-JA-10 0.0040 0.0142
1-lA-11 0.0039 0.0107
J-JA-12 3.0027 0.0062
1-1A-13 0.0067 0,0069
1i-IA-14 0.0080 0.0116 5.7000
1-IA-15 0.0060 0.0134 5.6000
J-1A-16 0.0039 0.0136 5.8000
1-1A-17 0.0123 0.0142 5.1)00
1-1A-18 0.0165 0.0144 4.9000
1-IA-19 0*0188 0.0146 5.0000
1-IA-20 0.0081 0,0142 t.3000
1-1i0-i 0.0082 0.a0132 2.5000
1-11-2 0.0038 0.0116 2.8000
1-1-1-3 0.0122 0.0137 3.4000
1-IR-4 0,0041 0.0142
1-1H-5 0.0083 0.0142
I -!-6 0.0125 0.0142

-7 0.0189 0,0152 3.9000
l..i-- 0.0200 0.0147 4.4000
.- i--9 0.0122 0*0147
1-I'-1O 0.0185 0.0146
1-1"-11 0.0084 0.0146
1-VY-12 0.0082 0.3154
1-1K-13 0.0083 0.0156
1-IB-i1 0.0084 0.0155 3.1000
"1-1B3-15 0.0082 0.0163
1-14-16 0o0081 0.0140 4.20001-1R-17 0*0061 0.0139
1-lVi-18 0.0102 0.0141

0•0092 0.0145 3.4000
1-1"•'20 0.0062 0,0152
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Table MIL. FA, X, and pH Test Data (Continued)

TEST FA X PH

4-1A-I 0.0062 0*0161 4.2000
4-IA-2 0,0084 0,0?22 3.8000
4-1A-3 090039 0.0151 4,4000
4-IA-4 0.0102 (100153 307000
S-JA-5 080080 O*0160
4•1A-6 0.0009 080160 3.8000
4•IA-7 0.0102 0.0163 392000
4-'A-8 0.0061 0.0164
4-JA-9 0.0085 0,OW 3,9000
4-1A-1O 0.0125 0,0145 3.1000
4-'A-i1 0.0166 0*0143
4-1A-12 0.0206 0.0142
41 .•-IA-13 0,0064 0.0143

4•-A-A14 00104 0o0142
4-IA-15 0.0163 0.0142
4-lA-16 0.0124 0.0142
4-IA-17 0.0166 0.0152

S4-JA-18 0.0208 0.0152
4-IA-19 0,0146 0.0152

'4-A-20 0.0075. 0.0152
3-lA-i 0.0072 0.0166 4.7000

* 3-lA-2 0.0092 0,0166 4,4000
3-1A-3 0:0124 0.0169 4*1000
3-IA-:4 0.0144 0.0176 3.9000
3-1A-5 0.0042 0.0176
.3-IAM6 0.0133 0.0176
2-lA-1 000059 0.0154 3*4000
2-JA-2 0,0091 0,0155 3,1000
2-"A-3 0#0132 U,()177 3.0000
.2"1A,- 0.0162 0.0155
2-1A-5 0.0196 000155
2-2A-1 0.0040 0.0181 3,9000
2-2A-2 0.0060 0.0183 399000
2-2A-3 0.0080 0,0164 3.8000
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Table XIII. FA, X, and p1l Test Data (Continued)

TEST FA X PH

2-3A-1 0.0061 0.0170 3o0000
2-3A-2 0.0082 0*0169 2.9000
2-3A-3 0.0134 0.0172 2.8000
2-3A-4 0*0113 0.0172
2-3A-5 0.0093 0.0171
2-3A-6 0.0081 0.0170 3.3000
2-3A-7 0.0040 0.0171
2-3A-8 0.0050 0.01712-3A-9 0.0060 0.0171
2"1B-I 0.0039 0.0156

"0"21R2 0,0086 0,0158 2.7000
2-1H-3 0.0158 0.0156 2.6000
2-19-4 0.)196 0.0157 2s6000
2"I1B-5 0,0119 0.0156 2s5000
"Z-1H-6 0*0160 0,0157 2.9000
2-ý1-7 0.0200 0.0157 2e6000
2-18-8 0.0160 0.0156 2.7000
2-1B-9 0.0200 0.0170 2*7000

*1
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-I Table XIII FA, X, and pH Test Data (Continued)

TEST FA x PM

5-1b-1 0.0040 0.0152 3.7000
5-18-2 0.0081 0.0152 3.5000
5-14-3 0.0101 0.0165 3e2000
5-14-4 0,0061 0,0165 3.3000
5-1A-1 0.0070 0.0151 4.0000
5-1A-2 0.0087 0.0151 3s8000
5-1A-3 0.0100 0.0157
5-1A-4 0.0051 0.0157 3.5000
5-1A-5 0.0060 0.0157
5-1A-6 0.0082 0.0158 3.5000
5-1A-7 0,0071 0,0158
5-lA-8 0.0060 0,0158 3.9000
5-1A-c 0.0101 0.0140 3.1000
5-1A-I10 0.0121 0.0140 3.8000
5-1A-11 0.0060 0.0140
5-IA-12 0.0049 0.0140
5-2A-1 0*0081 0.0161 3.4000
5-2A-2 0.0100 0.0161 3.3000
5-2A-3 0.0059 0,0167 3.8000
5-2A-4 0.0079 O00167
5-2A-5 0.0068 0.0167
5-2A-6 0.0055 0.0167
5-2A-7 0.0063 0.0167
5-3A-1 0.0083 0.0162 3.1000
5-3A-2 0.0062 0.0162 3.5500,
5-3t.-3 0.0102 0.0137 3*1000
5-3A-4 0005s 4 0e0137
5-3A-5 0.0057 0,0137
5-3A-6 0.0067 0.0137
5-4A-1 000080 0.0080 3.0000
5-4A-2 0.0099 0.0080 209000
5-4A-3 0.0050 0.0080
5-4A-4 0.0054 0.0080 3.1000
5-4A-5 0.0059 0.0080 3.2000
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Table XIII. FA, X, and pH Test Data (Continued)

TEST FA PH

5-5A-1 0.0084 •,153 3.40005-5A-2 0.0105 0.0153 3.20005-5A-3 0.0073 0.0156
5-5A-4 0.0075 0.01565"5k'5 0.0076 C,01565-5A-6 0.0078 0.0156 3.60005-7A-1 0.0080 0.01m 3.703005-7A-2 0.0118 0.0141 3.60005-7A-3 0.0157 C.0144 3.10005-7A-4 0.0228 0.0144 3.40005-7A-.5 0.0086 0.0153 3,10.l5-7A-6 0.0043 0,0153 4e2000
5-7A-7 0.0086 ',0151 4OOO05-7A-F 0.0079" 0,0151 3.30005-7A-9 0.0050 0.0131 3,00Do5-8A-1 0,0085 0.0147 4.1000

05-8A-2 00129 0.0141 3#80005m8A-3 0.0173 0.0150 3*70005-8A-4 0.0241 0.0153 3o50JO5-8A-5 0.0075 3.0153
5-PA-6 0.0072 0,0153

.0 0066 000153
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APPENDIX V

TEST DATA FLOWPATH

Three types of data were recorded during combustor testing in Phase II,
as shown in figure 194. Test stand data included those variables used to monitor
overall stand conditions; rig data included those variables needed to determine
operational and performance characteristics of the combustor configurations
being evaluated; and gas analysis cart data included those variables needed to
determine distribution and concentrations of exhaust emissions.

Each set of data taken included ambient readings that were used to correct
instrunent bias errors. In addition, the gas analysis cart data included a three-
pc,•!. prerun calibration (zero point, half span and full span) for each of the ana-
lyzers. The three-point prerun calibration was reinforced by conducting periodic
multipoint calibrations for each analyzer.

All raw data were hand recorded on specially prepared forms to facilitate
keypunching of the data on IBM computer cards. The keypunched cards were
then processed using a data reduction computer program with which combustor
operating and performance characteristics were calculated. A complete set of
computer printouts for data obtained during the accomplishment of Test Matrix
Point No. 5-8A-1, using Combustor Scheme 5-8A, is included in table XIV.
The information shown in the data set is self-explanatory.

II
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Figure 194. Test Data Flowpath FD) 72142
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APPENDIX VI

CONTROLLE 1) AND MEASURE D
TEST DA4TA

Table XV contains controlled and measured data for tests conducted on
combustors A and B during Phase II. Specific data presented, where applicable,
for each test are Test No., FA, PSAR, PSFR, EFFlMB and EIFGA.

EFFMB and EFFGA are presented for full-traverse tests conducted using
combustors A and B. EFFGA is also presented for the partial-traverse tests
conducted using combustor B.
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Table XV. Controlled and Measured Test Data

TEST FA PSAR PSFR EFFMb EFFGA

1-1A-1 0.0039 0.1300 - 95.3707
S1-1A-2 0.0080 0.1300 - 97.2642

1-1A-3 0.0083 0.8600 - 97.9572
1"1A-4 0.0039 0.8600 95.3076
.1-A-5 0.0122 0.8600 - 100.6059
1-lA-6 0.C183 0*8600 - 96.8054
:-1AA7 0.0120 0.8600 - 9603939
1-1A-8 0.0121 0.8600 - 97.3765
1-1A-9 0.0123 0.8600 - 97o8921
1-1A-10 0.0040 0.8600 - 95.1156 96.5187
1"1A-11 0.0039 0.8600 - 94.2456 95.7597
1-1A-12 0.0027 0.8600 91.4564 95.8919
1-1A-13 0,0067 0.8600 - 97.3486 9942110
1-IA-14 0.0080 08600 - 96*3593 99.1183
I-IA-i5 0.0060 0,8600 - 96.3392 98.5600
1-IA-16 0.0039 0.8600 92.7296 96.4868
1-1A-17 0.0123 0.8600 - 96.8093 99.155H
1 -A-18 3.0165 0.8600 - 96.9268 99,1109
1-1A-19 0.0188 0.8600 - 97.3378 99,1675
1-1A-20 300081 0.8600 97*1934 9849859
1-1•'I 0,0082 0.8600 " 98.3389 97.8067
1-18-2 0,0038 0.8600 95.0533 95,8203
1-1H-3 0.0122 0.8600 - 98.4827 98.6296
1 -1M-4 0.0041 0.8600 -
1-18-5 0°0083 0.8600 -
I-1H-6 0.0125 0,8600 -
1-1,I-7 0.0189 0.8600 - 99.6490 99.2104
1-1MH8 0.0200 0.8600 - 98.7894 9901272
.. 1".9 0.0122 0.8600 -

4- 1-1 0.0185 0.8600 -
..1-11 0.0084 3.860C -

1-1H-12 0,0082 0.8600 -
.I-IH-13 0.0083 0.8600 -
-11t3-14 0.0084 0.8600 -

1-Iti-15 0.0082 0.8600 -

1-18-16 0.0081 0086U0 - 98.2068 95.9935
I- Ii-17 0.0061 0.8600 -

1-16-18 0.0102 0.8600 -
I-1m-19 0u0082 0.8600 - 106.3314 9t*29b9
1-11-20 0.0062 0.8600 "
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Table XV. Controlled and Measured Test Data (Continued)

TEST FA PSAR PSFR EFFr EFFGA

4-IA-1 0.0062 0.1300 98.6618 98.7589
4-JA-2 0.0084 0o1300 - 98.6543 98.5832
4-1A-3 0.0039 0.1300 " 97.3776
4-JA-4 0.0102 0.1300 " 97.6430
4-lA-5 0.0080 0.1300
4-JA-6 0.0039 0.1300 97.7924 98.6482
4-1A-7 0.0102 0.1300 98.2758 98.5987
4'1A'e 0.0061 0.1300 "
4-1A-9 0.0085 0.1300 0.9408 8u.0106 66.1069
4-1A-10 0.0125 0.1300 0.4798 86.4386 69.3337
4"IA-11 O.0166 0.1300 0.3218
4-IA-12 0.0206 0.1300 0.2447
4-1A-13 0.0064 0.1300 1.6580
4-IA-14 U.0104 0.1300 3.3018
4-IA-15 C.0163 0.1300 0.32'1
4-IA-16 0.0124 0.1300 108609
4-IA-17 0.0166 0.1300 0.9655
-IA-18 0.0208 0.1300 0.6449
4-IA-19 0.0146 04300 2.2904
4-lA-?. 0.0075 0.1300 0.6963
3-IA-1 0.0072 0.2100 - 98.2579 9$.67)a
3-1A-2 0.0092 U0Z1JO 98.5368 9d*73a7
3-1A-3 0.0124 0.2 120 - 97,9891 98.5880
3"IA-4 0.011'4 0.210c 97.6891 98.4946
3-1A-5 0,0042 W.21U 4.

3-1A-6 0.0133 0.210" 2*2954
2-lA-I 0,0059 0.3100 - 98,6618 98.9140
" 2-A-? 0.0091 0.3100 1 97. B22 9t.90Q9
2-IA-3 0.0132 0.3100 - 97.6687 Q9.7852
2-1A-4 0.0162 0.3100 - 92.3248 98#6659
2-IA-5 0.0196 0.31^0- 90,9037 98.5688
2-ZAw1 0*.0o00 0.310C - 95.3216 98,7i78
2-2A-2 3*006C 0.3100 " 95.397' 98.7505
2-2A-3 0.0080 0.31CC " 95*3269 96.6519
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Table XV. Controlled and Measured Test Data (Continued)

TEST FA PSAR PSFR EFFN-B EFFGA

2-3A-1 0.0061 0*3100 88.0620 78.6367
2-3A-2 0.0082 0*3100 91.2547 81.3607
2-3A-3 0.0134 0.3100 93*6552 73.5601
2-3A-4 0.0113 0.3100

S2-3A-5 0.0093 0.3100
2-3A-6 000081 0.3100 93.2044 83.6889
2-3A-7 0.0040 0.3100
2-3A-8 000050 0.3100
2-3A-9 0.0060 0*3100
S2-U4-! 0,0039 0.3100
2-iM-2 0.0086 0*3100 2*392? 97.551k) 75.I164

2-Iti-3 0.0158 0.3100 0.6278 98.3736 7261284
124Il-4 .000196 C*3100 0,4479 99.5859 80.3401

2-*1-5 0.0119 003100 2.1558 99*3046 05.3204
0.32-1f-h 0016C 043100 1.0493 97.1245 8192969

S2-1fý-7 000200 0.3130 0.7013 98.3780 3 *1815
.2-1h8 0#0160 0.3100 3*2359 98.0406 93o5634

2-lt-9 0*0200 0.3100 9.5762 97,7283 9V.4346

iF
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Table XV. Con•rtolled and. Measured Test Data (Continued)

TEST FA PSAR PSFR EFMb EFFGA

5-1•-1 0 .04'O 0*1300 97,4302 98.91695-1B-2 0.0081 0.1300 97.3160 98.3266
5"18-3 0.0101 0:1300 96•4252 9U.17955-18-4 0.0061 0*1300 98.5180 9a.74625-1A-1 0.0070 0.1625 98*5524 99.13435-IA-2 0.0087 0,1613 99,5990 9888235-IA-3 0 .OiO0 3'. 1618- 95.499375-IA'4 0.0051 0,1608 - 95. U5 93.33595-IA-5 Q0060 0.1608 99.457 45-"A-5 0. -082 -3#1636 - I--.6,5-2tA-7 O0.0C *0 .

99*6455
5-JA-0 O.060 0.1639 V9.99620

-A 
-1 

97".* 75vo0

0,0061 90a 6 , 9-,4-8695 "2A 2 • • .-000 ,1 30 -• • 9 •, (,,]i- 96. t•6025-A,3 O.0.9 0,2738 -- 99,223 9.B
5-2A-2 33. .1, 

9
5 ~~~0474 v9015

**'%-63 - 99* 7-21

• . .-" • .... ÷' -- 9 . • 7
5-3A-3Z26

99,38

A..J3 -0 7635 14 Q - ,. 3 4 7 7 '

2 4 4,
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Table XV. Controlled and Measured Test Data (Continued)

TEST FA PSAR PSFR EFF'm EFF GA

- 5-SA-2 0001O0 0 646 - 101.250u 98e9647
5-5A-3 0.0073 0- 1 1 &52 - 99.3473
5-5A-., 0.3075 0465- 9Y.4893
S5- l 3.0076 •.. 1651 a 99.5234
5"5A-6 0.0'78 0.1649 - 131.187, 99.b762
5-7A1 0#0080 -0.85.31 450,.143 9 .t7b
5-7A-2 0.0118 0.5533 - 97.,63b 9u2z5bz
5-'A-3 0.0157 " 98.2366 96.315-"A-4 ,i2 Q, 2a;t

"5-A-5 -0+ , IV'7.3373 90*2019
0.-0 .0 3 0 .534, -105*6456 9d,76s7
0 60 6 0.$5)?c 17

5-7A--9 97.Q59 90.2 U066

"0.0050 J*e545 -961388 96,33"1
5-A- Q0085 -4.3141 -0 IU .5i 99.7162

-0.012 31-34 ~ 949342 99.6 7425.f"Ae3 0.017) 0.3 36 9c.. 8 99,549$
5-BA-4 .0.60241 0#3 146-9.09 925* .=; 5-16A--$ 040075 0.• a 99.7096

2 5-6A-e 0 G00.2 -. 39 - 99, 3 572 $5-GA-7 0.0066 0.3091-9963
,i.

t

4 a
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APPENDIX VII

SAMPLE-GAS FRANSFER LINE
TEMPERATURE DATA

Table XVI contains sample-gas transfer line temperature data obtained
from tests conducted on combustors A and B during Phase I1. (See Section IV,
paragraph B. 5 for a discussion of the traverse and gas sample transfer systems.)
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Table XVI. Sample-Gas Transfer Line Temperature Data

TEST FA TSG1 TSG2 TSG3 TSG4

-1A-1 0*0039 465.2500 340.5000 8107500
-1,A-2 0.0080 496.2500 3487500 83.7500

I-1A-3 0.0083 445.0000 322.5000 355.0000
1-1A-4 090039 410.0000 315,0000 350.0000 342.5000
1-1A-5 0.0122 480.0000 333.7500 351.2500 343.7500
1-1A-6 0.0183 530.0001 353o7500 355.0000 342.50001-IA-7 0.0120 479.0000 328.2500 332.0000 336.7500
1-lA-8 0.0121 550.0001 38tý.2500 333o0C00 349.2500I-IA-9 0.C123 486.2500 335.0000 327.5000 354.2500
1oA-10 0.0040 493.7500 382.5000 365.0000

1-lA-11 0.0039 427.5000 328.7500 325.0000
1"1A-12 0.0027 452.5000 317.5000 325*0000
1-1A-13 0.0067 433.7500 310.0000 323.7500
I-IA-14 0.0080 471.2500 328.7500 328.7500
1-1A-15 0.0060 447.5000 313.7500 377.5000
1-1A-16 0o0039 433.7500 317s5OO0 353.7500
1-1A-17 0.0123 473.7500 318*"500 373.7500
1-11,1118 0.0165 .12.5001 341.2500 380.0000-4A-19 00.188 536.2501 347.5000 322.500011A-20 000081 446.2500 320.0000 348.7500
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Table XVI. Sample-Gas T:ansfer Line Temperature Data (Continued)

TEST FA TSG1 TSG2 TSG3 TSG4 HCAT1

1-1B-1 0*0082 526.2501 347.5000 353.7500 323.0000 316.6951
1-18'2 0.0038 455.0000 342.0000 354.5000 334.2500 336.6898
1-18-3 0.0122 487.5000 345.0000 332.0000 316.0000 309.6317
1-•B-4 0.0041 420.0000 310.0000 360.0000 335.0000 315.6084
1-18-5 0.0083 46540000 320.0000 375.0000 350.0000 316.0431
1-18-6 0.0125 510.0000 330.0000 350.0000 330.0000 313.0005
1-18-7 0.0189 548.7501 348.7500 350.0000 325.0000 304.6331
I-1B-8 0.0200 568.0001 366.2500 353.0000 323.7500 331.6912
1-18-9 0.0122 505.0000 350.0000 317.0000 270.0000 294.7444
1-18-10 0.0185 555.0001 360.0000 350.0000 315.0000 329.5178
1-18-11 0.0084 472.0000 347.0000 355.0000 325.0000 344.7260
1-18-12 000082 455.0000 320.0000 390.0000 350.0000 298.6564
1-18-13 0.0083 475.0000 330.0000 395.0000 355.0000 298.2217
1-1B-14 0.0084 431.7500 320*0000 357.5000 32745000 328.3224
1-1B-15 0.0082 440.0000 325.0000 337.0000 335.3000 366*0299
1-18-16 060081 460.0000 327.5000 343.1500 303.7500 324.9537
1-18-17 0.0061 41590000 310.0000 343.0000 310.0000 322.9978
1-B1-18 0.0102 480.0000 :135.0000 350.0000 320.0000 312.1311
1-10B19 0.0032 455.6666 M30.0000 361.6666 313.3333 319.5204
1-1B-20 0.0062 470.0000 330.0000 350.0000 300.0000 312.1311
4"1A-1 0*0062 471.2500 322.5000 310.0000 321.2500 288.9850
4-1A-2 0*0084 482.5000 327.5000 307.5000 313.7500 298.2217
4-1A-3 0.0039 485.0000 283.7500 318.7500 327.5000 313.3264
4-5A'. 0.0102 553.7501 303.7500 318%7500 333.7500 289o6370
4-IA-5 0.0080 450.0000 325.0000 31500000 310.0000 293o4403
4-1A-6 0.0039 413.7500 315.0000 317.5000 333.7500 295.1790
4-1A-7 0.0102 471.2500 327.5000 317.5000 332.5000 297.8958
4-1A-8 0.0061 430.0000 315.0000 315.0000 360.0000 302.5684
4-1A-9 0.0085 451.2500 30f*0000 313.7500 338.7500 278.9877
4"1A-10 0.0125 500.0000 328.7500 318.7500 301.2500 286.3770
4-lA-1l 0.0166 505.0000 335.0000 320.0000 350.0000 284.7470
4-1A-12 0.0206 555.0001 360.0000 320.0000 340e0000 293.0057
4-1A-13 0.0064 485.0000 336.0000 315.0000 300.0000 293.8750
4-lA-14 0.0104 45•oO000 310.0000 310.0000 350.0000 289.9630
4-lA-15 0.0163 505.0000 330.0000 310.0000 345.0000 305.6111
4-1A-16 0.012'> 475.0000 315.0000 31040000 340.0000 300.3950
4-1A-17 .0*0066 505.0000 330.0000 310.0000 345.0000 292.1364
4-1A-18 0.0208 550.0001 350.0000 310.0000 345.0000 301.6991
4-1A-IQ 0.0146 495.0000 340.0000 310.0000 350.0000 302.1338
4-1.A-kO 0.0075 425.0000 295.0000 310.0000 350.0000 206,9203
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Table XVI. Sample-Gas Transfer Line Temperature Data (Continued)

TEST FA TSG1 TSG2 TSG3 TSG4 HCAT1

3-lA-1 0.0072 462.5000 308.7500 332.5000 308.7500 300.7211
3-1A-2 0.0092 456.2500 305.0000 323.7500 310.0000 307.2411
3-1A-3 0.0124 492.5000 331.2500 315.0000 328.7500 310.7184
3-1A-4 0.0144 480.0000 331.2500 318.7500 28807500 306.9151
3-1A-5 0.0042 440.0000 315.000 315.0000 260.0000 302.1338
3-1A-6 0.0133 48040000 340.0000 315.0000 310.0000 312.5658
2-"lA- 0.0059 418.7500 306.2500 288*7500 336.2500 312.4570
2-1A-2 0.0091 445.0000 322.5000 300.0000 328.7500 314.8478
2-1A'3 0.0132 465.0000 343.7500 311.2500 327.5000 307.5670
2-1A-4 0.0162 475.0000 355.0000 330.0000 335.0000 310.8270
2-lA-5 0.0196 485.0000 360.0000 330.0000 340.0000 323.4325
2-2A-1 0*0040 365.0000 311.2500 316.2500 328.7500 330.7131! 2-2A-2 0*0060 388#7500 31897500 325*0000 321*2500 309*1970

2-2A-3 0.0080 42205000 32513500 32317500 309.5000 30325464" 2-3A-1 0#006.1 41295000 316*2500 310#0000 320*0000 315*6084

2-3A-2 0.0082 422s5000 32807500 29040000 306.2500 326.25782"3A-3 0*0134 453*7500 337o5000 301#2500 320*0000 311*3704
•"2-3A-4 0*0113 435*0000 330*0000 305P0000 335o0000 307*3497
• 2-3A-5 060093 410*0000 31500000 310@0000 330*0000 305*1764
•• 2-3A-6 0*0081 420.0000 313*7500 318*7500 328*7500 302*8944

2-3A-7 0s0040 375*•0)00 294*0000 30040000 295*0000 296*0484
2-3A-8 0.0050 380.0000 297.0000 315.0000 310.0000 292,1364
2-3A-9 0.0060 39240000 305.0000 318.0000 315.0000 302.5684
2-1B'I 0,0009 385,0000 32510000 30500000 345*0000 285e6163S•2"1B-2 0*0086 396o2500 315*0000 305,0000 343,7500 323,8671

S 2m-183 0*0158 436e2500 3J3*7500 307*0000 336o2500- 302*0250
2"1B"4 0@0196 411o2500 326o2500 3030.500 333*7500 306e6978
•!2-18-5 0*0119 397#2500' 31142500 300*0-000 335#0000 300,286-4

• 2-IB-6 0e0160 416*2500 33060000 297*5000 317#5000 303*1117
2-IB-7 0*0200 407*5000 326o2500 300*0000 33lo2500 305*3937

• 2-IB-8 0#0160 371*2500 297#5000 296*2500 318*7500 303#4378
S 2-18-9 0,0200 407s5000 332#5000 295*0000 330*0000 305*5023
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Table XVI. Sample-Gas Transfer Line Temperature Data (Continued)

TEST FA TSG1 TSG2 TSG3 TSG4 HCAT1

5-18-1 0.0040 416.2500 313.7500 331.2500 346.2500 280.2916
5"1B'2 0.0081 455.7500 330.7500 310.0000 308.7500 331.4738
5-1IB3 0.0101 477.5000 345.5000 290.0000 291.2500 347.6652
5-18-4 0;0061 442.5000 321.2500 307.5000 303.7500 332.7778
5-IA-1 0.0070 366.5000 298.0000 347.2500 349.0000 284.6383
5-1A-2 0.0087 381.2500 334.5000 315.7500 323.0000 301.8078
5"1A-3 0.0100 360.0000 290.0000 290.0000 252.0000 304.3070
5-lA-'4 0.0051 362.5000 297.5000 300.0000 315.5000 302.1337
5-1A-5 0.0060 370.0000 300.0000 300.0000 315.0000 303*8724
5-1A-6 0.0082 416.2500 321.2500 300.0000 352.5000 283.1170
5-1A'7 0.0071 405.0000 31590000 280.0000 335.0000 324.3018
5-1A8 0.0060 396.2500 310.0000 275.0000 344.5000 315.0651
5-1A-9 0.0101 450.0000 345.0000 286.2500 362.5000 313.7611
5-1A-10 0.0121 455.0000 370.0000 303.3333 333.3333 320.3898
5-1A-1i 0.0060 365.0000 280.0000 300.0000 325.0000 303.4378
5-"A-12 0.0049 350.0000 270.0000 300.0000 325.0000 294.3097
5-2A-1 0.0081 393.7500 307.5000 328.0000 392.5000 232.5868
5-2A-2 0.0100 405.2500 306.7500 339.5000 363.0000 232.1522
5-2A-3 0.0059 399.2500 315.0000 346.0000 326.0000 247.0395
5-2A-4 0.0079 400.0000 305.0000 325.0000 310.0000 268.2296
5-2A-5 0.0068 395.0000 300.0000 330.0000 320.0000 277.3577
5-2A-6 0.0055 390.0000 290.0000 3300000 325.0000 260.8402
5-2A-7 0.0063 400.0000 305.0000 337.0000 325.0000 269.0990
5-3A-1 0.0083 422.5000 321.2500 332.5000 326.2500 242.9101
5-3A-2 0.0062 400.0000 310.0000 342.5000 352.5000 270.4030
5-3A-3 0.0102 440.2500 335.5000 338.0000 330.2500 315c6084
5-3A-4 0.0054 390.0000 000 330.0000 330.0000 314.7391
5-3A-5 0.0057 400.0000 285.0000 335.0000 330.0000 316.4778
5-3A-6 0.0067 405.0000 295.0000 335.0000 330.0000 313.0005
5-4A-1 0#0080 417.0000 315.0000 310.2500 353.0000 280.2916
5-4A-2 0.0099 428.2500 335.5000 321.5000 334*2500 336.2551
5-4A-3 0.0050 374.0000 300.0000 323.5000 326.0000 313.8698
5-4A-4 0.0054 383.7500 315.0000 324.7500 326.2500 286.9203
5-4A-5 0.0019 379.2500 321.2500 326.2500 332.0000 283.2257
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Table XVI. Sample-Gas Transfer Line Temperature Data (Continued)

TEST FA TSG1 TSG2 TSG3 TSG4 HCAT1

5-5SA-1 0,0084 419.0000 330.5000 331.7500 240.0000 268.4469
5-5A-2 0.0105 443.OCOO 345.0000 325.7500 233.7500 293.8750
5-5A-3 0.0073 407.0000 320.0000 325.0000 235.0000 297.3524
-S5A-4 0.0075 407.0000 320.0000 325.0000 240.0000 299.0911
5-SA-5 0.0076 407.0000 320.0000 330.0000 260.0000 292.1364
5-SA-6 0.0078 413.0000 325.0000 326.2500 375.0000 293.0057
5-7A-1 0.0080 402.5000 308.7500 288.7500 357.5000 242.2582
5-7A-2 0.0118 406.7500 319.7500 306.5000 340.0000 300.1777
5-7A-3 0.0157 440.0000 339.2500 309.2500 319.2500 330,0805
5-7A-4 0.0228 442.5000 341.7500 308.0000 297.5000 344.1878
5-7A-5 0.0086 412.5000 343.0000 293.7500 296.2500 283.5516
5-7A-6 0.0043 367.5000 310.0000 295.0000 325.0000 286.0510
5-7A-7 0.0086 408.7500 342.5000 297,0000 329.2500 290.7236
5-7A-8 0.0079 393.0000 331.2500 286.2500 300.0000 317.5645
5-7A-9 0.0050 3730500 315,5000 296.2500 327.5000 315*9345
5-"A-1 000085 426.2500 338.7500 306.2500 347.5000 264,2090
5-BA-2 0.0129 442.5000 341e2500 317.5000 355.0000 286.8117
5-8A-3 0.0173 451.2500 351.2500 322.5000 350.0000 246.4962
5-8A-4 0.0241 528.7501 391.2500 325,0000 340.0000 238.5635
5-BA-5 0.0075 265,0000 215.0000 315.0000 335.0000 243.0189
-58A-6 0.0072 260.0000 210.0000 315.0000 335*0000 237.8028
5-BA-7 0#0066 255.0000 205.0000 315.0000 335.0000 230.8481
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Table XVI. Sample-Gas Transfer Line Temperature Data (Continued)

TEST FA SITJ HCAT1

1-1A-i 0o0039 373.8539 389.9367
1-1A-2 0.0080 404.1720 387.3286
1-1A-3 0.0083 326*3665 306.9151
I-IA-4 0.0039 312.5657 302.8944
l-lA-5 0.0122 313.0004 306.8064
1-LA-6 0.0183 317.0211 312.2398
I-1A-7 0.0120 358.8579 301.8076
l1lA-8 0.0121 275.0757 342.8038
i-IA-9 0.0123 353.4246 336o47241-1A-10 0.0040 352.0119 351.5772
1-1A-1l 0.0039 335.0598 333.4298
1-1A-12 0.0027 329.7351 357.4452
I-A-13 0.0o67 339.0805 326.5838
1-1A-14 0.0080 274.4236 314.7390
I-IA-15 0.0060 314o6304 336.6898
1-lA-16 0.0039 356.0325 321.5851
I-IA-17 0.0123 356.7932 364.9432
1-1A-18 0.0165 340@6018 344.7311
1-1A-19 0,0188 323*9757 330*9304
1-1A-20 0.0081 318.5424 318.2164
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APPENDIX VIII

MEASURED TEST DATA

Table XVII contains measured data for tests conducted on combustows A
and B during Phase II. The operating variables listed are Test No., FA, TT3,
PT3, VREF, and LPL.
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APPENDIX VIII

MEASURED TEST DATA

Table XVII contains measured data for tests conducted on combustors A
and B during Phase II. The operating variables listed are Test No., FA, TT3,
PT3, VREF, and LPL.
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Table XVII. Measured Test Data

TEST FA TT3 PT3 VREF LPL

11lA-1 0.0039 397.5000 14o8071 109,010U 1.56071-1A-2 0.0080 399.1666 14.7071 109.5554 1.90181-1A-3 0.0083 400.0000 15o2066 104.5762 1.8201I-IA-4 0.0039 396.6666 15.2068 105o2934 1.8188I-1A-5 0.0122 396.6666 15.3068 105.4227 1.88381-1A-6 0.0183 396.6666 15.4067 104.1490 1.96711-1A-7 0.0120 402.3333 15&4068 105.2706 1.88011-1A-8 0.0121 400.0000 15.4067 103,9805 1o81131-JA-9 0.0123 397.5833 15.3442 103.9606 1.82021-1A-10 0.0040 403.3333 15.2067 105.1596 1.78921-lA-il 0.0039 400.0000 15.2068 106.0094 1.84631-IA-12 0.0027 395.0000 15.2067 104.6763 1.7541I-IA-13 ,.0067 39030000 15.1068 104.9614 1.7767I-IA-14 0.0080 400.0000 15.2565 103,2986 1.79241-lA-15 0.0060 407.0833 15.2067 105.3431 1.79261-IA-16 0.0039 404.5833 15.1317 105.6971 1*78921-IA-17 0#0123 400.0000 15.2067 104.8283 1.8357I-IA-18 0.0165 400.0000 15.3066 104.0760 1.8875I-IA-19 0.0188 406.6666 15.5066 103.3529 1488731-1A-20 o.001a 400#0000 15.3068 105.0962 1.8407I-IH-i 0.0082 400.0000 15.4066 103.5378 107934I-1H-2 0.0038 400.0000 15.2319 106.5658 1.81561-15-3 0.0122 395.2500 15.4068 104.5276 1.8330i-H-4 0.000,1 395*0000 16.0142 147,9809 3943061"18'5 0.0083 395.0000 16.0639 146.1865 3.39841-15-6 0.0125 395.0000 16.1890 140,0898 3,49551-lb-7 0.0189 400.0000 15.6064 101.3933 1.81611-l-s8 0.0200 400.0000 15.5066 103.0721 1.8789I-IH-q 0.0122 402.0000 15.4068 104.9705 1.82791-18-10 C,0185 400.0000 15.5066 103.3026 1*88801-1i-11 0.0084 405.0000 16.7196 171.2228 4.51361-18-12 0o0082 250.0000 15.1545 78e5513 1*25791-18-13 0.0083 395.0000 15*0035 76.9858 1.00021-18-14 0,0084 245.7500 15o4074 99.2096 1.92481-18-15 0.0082 245.0000 16.0134 130.5596 3*31831-18-16 000081 400.0000 15.4067 104.0196 17355I-IB-17 0.0061 k1060000 15.4066 104.2829 1.71721-I1-i8 0.0102 400.0000 15.4067 104o4922 1.7405l-itI-19 0.0082 400.0000 15.4066 103.6038 1.76901-18-20 0.0062 400.0000 15.4066 103.6258 1.7596
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Table XVII. Measured Test Data (Continued)

TEST FA TT3 PT3 VREF LPL

4-1A-i 0.0062 398.7500 15.4066 103.3657 1.5984
4-1A-2 0.0084 40,0J000 15e4066 103.9347 1.6184
4-1A-3 0.0039 393.7500 15.2318 105.7094 1,6326
4-JA-4 0.0102 395.0000 1593317 104.3135 1.6489
4"1A-5 0.0080 405.0000 15.4067 104e9061 1.62844-IA-6 0.0039 405.0000 15*3068 105.5062 1.6301
4-1A-7 0.0102 4Ut.0000 15.3318 105.3779 1.6769
4-1A-8 0.0061 400.0000 15.4069 105,7051 1.6483
4-1A-9 0.0085 402.5000 15.3067 10407816 1.6319
4"IA-13 00125 400.0000 15,4066 103.8295 1.6934
4"JA-1i 0.0166 405.0000 15.4067 104o9174 1.7940
4-iA-12 0.0206 405.0000 15,6066 102.9732 1.9017
4-lA-13 0.0064 405.0000 15.2068 106.0195 1,6265
4-JA-14 0.0104 40QC0000 15.4068 105.4024 1,6889
4-iA-15 0.0163 405.0000 15.4068 105.4024 1.8355
4-1A-i'1 0.0124 40500000 15*4068 105.4290 1.7168
4-IA-17 0.0166 400.0000 15.4066 103*7183 1*7537
4-iA-1R 0402J8 400.0000 15.5066 103.0598 108485
4-1A-19 0,0146 400.0000 15.4066 103.8499 1*7054
4-IA-20 0.0075 400.0)00 15.4066 103.8499 1.5984
3-IA-i 0.0072 490o00oU 15*3066 104*2314 1.6146
3-IA-2 0.0092 4,0)0. 0c 15.306) 104.4951 1.6299
3-1A-3 0*0124 400.0000 15.3067 104,5189 1.6631
3-IA-4 0.0144 400.0000 15.4066 103.8627 1.6800
3-IA-5 0.0002 406 *0000 15.3067 104.5366 1.6342
3-lAb 00.f .0 .0000 15.3067 104,5366 1*6888
2"A-i 0.0051, 405.0030 15.3318 105*6529 1.6888
2-lA-2 0.009. 395.0000 15.4067 103.6851 1.6546
2-IA-3 0*U1I` 395.0000 15e4066 103.6938 107028
2-1A-4 o0U162 395.0000 15.5066 I02.9525 1.7654
2-lA-5 0.*196 395.OOOC 15.5066 102.9525 1*8303
2-2A-1 0.0040 395.0000 15.1880 105.6865 1.6453
2-2A-2 0.0060 395.4166 15.2067 104.8535 1,6563
2-2A-3 0.0080 406.6666 15.2818 106.1722 1*6903
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Table XVII. Measured Test Data (Continued)

TEST FA TT3 PT3 VREF LPL

2-3A-1 0.0061 402.5000 1502067 104.9825 1,6654
2-3A-2 0.0082 405.0000 15.2817 104,9861 1.6962
2-3A-3 0.0134 406.6666 15.4566 103,7096 1.6982
2-3A-4 0.0113 405.0000 15.5065 103.0750 1*7084
2-3A-5 0.0093 409.0000 15.5065 103.4675 1,6652I23A-6 0.0081 487.9166 15*2054 99.2510 1.3369
2-3A-7 0.0040 394.3333 15.2067 104.5940 1.6684
2-3A-8 0.0050 394.3333 15s2067 104.6146 1.6735
2-34-9 0.0060 394.3333 15,2067 104.6146 1.6888
2-le-1 0.0039 405.0000 15.2068 106.3324 1,7453
2-1B-2 0.0086 406.'500 15.2067 105.7647 107218
2-18-3 0.0158 410.0000 15.5254 104.0019 A08054
2-1F-4 0*0196 407.2500 15#5816 10303556 1.7524
2-1m-5 060119 405.5000 15.4566 103.740' 1.7198
Z-0.-6 0,0160 405.0000 15*5065 102,7303 1.7845
2-1j-7 0.0200 405•O000 15.5065 102.8559 1.8723
2-1•-8 0.0160 405.0000 15.4066 103.80Q4 1,794t
2-19-9 0.0200 405.0000 15.5066 10303342 1,8698
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Table XVII. Measured Test Data (Continued)

TEST FA TT3 PT3 vRE, LPL

0,00040 400.U000 15 5C67 1Q4 .2614 3.5231
5-18-2 0.0081 400.0000 15.6067 1Qa.51s4 3 6 11
5-1•-3 0.0101 398.7500 15.7066 102#6464 3i4583

.00061 39 aQ,00 15.6066 102*5407 3.4112
5-lA-I 0.0070 399.0833 15.7089 1lb.9504 3.5852
5-1A-2 0.0087 396.4166 15.7340 119.0971 305?09
5-IA-3 2.0100 398.3333 15.7089 118.8355 3o62J5
5-lA-4 J). 0051 396.0000 1b.6715 119.2710
5-lA-5 'l.2060 39590000 1547089 116.5i03 3,!j~l
5-lA-t 0#C02 409.8333 1507590 12Q.1705 3.6ý36
5-IA- 7  J.0071 393*3J33 15.7091 119.60Q2 34.9t2

1 A-.$ 0.0060 39*.0033 15.7091 119.61.2C 3.59f6
5-1A-9 .o01CI 390..0...C 15.7090 119°0698 )A4153
5-1A- •. C.J 1 392.222 15.8090 i11.9251 6Z
V5-1-Ii 0.0060 39u*0o00 C 5?7089 I18*2102 30615ý
5-1A-j? a.0049 391.0000 15.0 89 lle*2536 3.5923
5-2A-1 -oQ0C8 1a75ý0 16.0091 119o5149 W=1i!

10C- 394*Z500 115.08o07 1U9.1?79? j5
5-2A-3 C.2C59 39O.52Zý 15,7C%7 Ai.%5034 3.6156

-0-.-°079 395.C 15.707, 111.7301 3.6912

5-2A-9 *, 68 3 9 5 ~7 07 9 l111.6636 365
5-2A-6 ai0Q55 39500-DC )5.!Q•9 l11.73'1 }.b7i5

-2A-o *.oOb 39C°0 15.707.9 3i3 . - 69
5-3A-A 0 •3 20.; 15,68zy 1 C93•4 7346 3.479
5- - 230O •2 .00 15.6323 1 6 67C4 .-.525

* -A-b 9,.005? '4,D.D 1 * 8373 10e.298C9 3o501

S5-41-2 013.099 313. ( 2 11.5l5-3A -i 7, 1 1 Iv 98,ý 9o9

$5-4A-1 ýý05C 3',*0333 15.6076 10;*9. 7 277 3*0
-.- 04 •394.9166 15.6075 3C890i

c 0t4- C~C59 3 96.75 'o 15 1 C', 7 82; 3.3'
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Table XVII. 'Measured Test IData (Continued)

TE$T PA 1TS PT3 VNLF LPL

551 a~j4 401.2530 16*1813 96.2724 7*0805
5-5U-? .0105 401.6666 16.206C 96.1657 7,0729

. 090073 401.6666 16.1063 9o.7063 7.1198
A 4- 0- 075, 4016666 16.1060 96.5345 7a1130

t-S.3fl7i 21.b666 16.1061Q 96.8191 7.1199
5-L.O '' '00.166 16.1359 96.265-J 7&0656

C .08C, 40' .000 15.6574 109*.226 3.6855
424a2 ,3333 15.077 109.1231

-3 0 a 1 3 1 3. 7073
5-A-.3 0.'157 435.1,0C 15.5072 107.096L 3#72V2

4-7A- 3a0228 ' 3 C.It, s6.0373 106.9393 j.*971
3.0h )..30 15.6136 1Od.8 9 5 3.07236t
0.3' 1 C.,J 15.6375 Q 9.292 t

3.005 636 ~ 15.37 10357629

5.-9 6. "S "" 109025

3-i- .s2'.1 398,75%? 1%.9057 9•.Q'83 3.6045

6 3

0.004 ?9 .9 . 15.;A CiTe 5c3siae 3.66;45
2.222~~~~~ 39.22 13869 li.

3.N 395.22 95es 1 3.9501 3. b5a.I9



"APPENDIX IX

UItC EMISSION CONCENTRATION DATA

Table XWIII contains data on UHC emission concentrations obtained during
tests on combustors A and B during Phase II.

4
I
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Table XVHI. UHC Emission Concentration Data

TEST FA HCTOA HCTPW HCTDX

1-lA-I 0.0039
I-1A-2 000080
1-1A-3 0.0083
1-.]A'4 0.0039
1I-A-5 0.0122
I-.IA-6 0,0183
I-IA-7 0.0120
1-IA-8 00121
1-IA-9 0.0123
I-IA-IO 0.0040 61e6251 34#108• 8o5427
-IA"'I1 0.0039 56.9303 31o5095 8.0023

I-IA-12 0.0027 80.56'9 44.5891 16.2092
1-1A-13 0.0067 9,8200 5@4351 0.8161
1-1A-14 0.0080 3.0074 Zs0519 0.2585
I-lA-15 0.0060 14.2497 7o8869 1.3281
1-IA-16 0.0039 59.1249 3267242 8.3887
1-IA-17 0.0123 2.1i.37 191699 0.0975
1-1A-18 0.0165 11,7593 6#5085 0.4054
1-1A-19 0.0188 !*6521 3.1283 0.1711
1-1A-20 OOOC61 3.9825 2e2042 0.7560
1-18f-1 0.0082 107.5631 59.5336 7.3294
I-0H-2 0,0038 102,8424 56.9208 15*0356
1-1•-3 0.0122 69.2340 38.3194 3.2194
I-1I-4 0.0041 65.6944 36.3602 8.8365
I-IH-5 0.0083 12.8180 7,0944 0.8710
1-1PB-6 0.0125 2o5706 1.4227 0.1165
1-1•-7 0.0189 26.487C 14#6599 0.8021
I-IB-8 0.0200 19,3743 1007232 0.5520
1-1H-9 0.0122 51,3671 28,4304 2.3763
1-1B-10 0*0185 13.0184 7.2054 0.4011
1-1H-11 0,0084 3.9476 2.1849 0.2650
1-18-12 0.0082 948.3106 524.8675 65,3201
1-18-13 0.0083 210e8014 116e6735 14.2596
1-Ib-14 0.0084 637.7398 352.9739 42o8674

0,-.h-15 0,0082 264.2197 146.2393 18.2194
1-1H-16 0.0081 192.4040 106.4911 13.2804
l-1fS-17 0.0061 295,3423 163.4649 26.9386
1-18-18 0.0102 138.7717 76,8068 7,7120
1-1H-19 0.0082 19.6973 10.9020 1.3547
1-18-20 0.0062 35e6102 19.7094 3.2456
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Table XVIII. UHC Emission Concentration Data (Continued)

TEST FA HCTOA HCTPk HCTDX

4-lA-i 0.0062 28*5400 15.7962 2.5913
4-IA-2 0.0084 40.7383 22e5477 2,7644
4. A'3 0.0039 41.4849 22.9609 5*9570
4-.A-4 0.0102 8245923 45.7128 '4.5836
4-IA-5 0.0080 38,1838- 21s1338 2,6723
"4-IA-6 0.0039 30.8e45 17,0733 4a4129
4-lA-7 090102 46.4606 25,7148 2o5777
4-JA-8 0.0061 29.2213 16.1733 296994
4-JA-9 0.0085 3943.8813 2i82*8452 261.6429
4-1A-10 0.0125 5097.1836 2821.1704 231.2247
4-1A-11 0,0166 5992.8759 3316e9150 205.9362
4-IA-12 0.0206 6521.4423 3609.4638 180a6336
4-IA-13 0.0064 4002t3051 2215.1816 348.0082
4-IA-14 0.0104 1462.2795 809.3371 79.5130
4-lA-I5 0.0163 5773.3759 3195.4272 200.8321
4-IA-16 0.0124 2292.8461 126990361 104.6342
4-IA-17 0.0166 4278.4550 2368.0234 146%5152
4-1A-18 0.0208 5500.8320 3044.5800 150.9718
4-1A-19 0.0146 2052.6923 1136.1167 80.0016
4;-1A-20 0.0075 4013.8549 2221.5737 301.3622
3-IA-i 0.0072 64.0760 35.4645 4o9763
3-1A-2 0.0092 57.2497 31.6863 3o5061
3-1A-3 0.0124 52.3652 28.9829 2.4047

3-1A-4 0.0144 41.9885 23.2396 196615
3-IA-5 0.0042 58*4228 3263356 7o8324
3-IA-6 0.0133 1154*9492 639*2369 49*2080
2-1A-i 0.0059 36.7522 20.3414 3.4871
2-1A-2 0.0091 42.0802 23.2904 2v6174
2-1A-3 0*0132 23.3322 12*9138 1"0048
2"IA-4 0,0162 13.6196 7T5381 0.4781
2-IA-5 0.0196 8.7457 498405 0.2554
2-2A-1 0.0040 33.2044 18.3778 4.6613
2-2A-2 0.0060 33.5082 18.5460 3e1319
2-2A-3 0.0080 31e2009 17,2690 2.1930
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Table XVIII. UHC Emission Concentration Data (Continued)

TEST FA HCTOA HCTPW HCTDX

2-3A-1 0.0061 1794.0285 992.9523 164.9206
2"3A'2 0.0082 2139.3466 1184.0776 14703393
2-3A-3 0.0134 4985.0976 2759.1337 211.2952
2-3A-4 0.0113 4177.0966 2311*9238 208.9642
2-3A-5 0#0093 2900.6347 160594328 176.6095
2-3A-6 0.0081 1872,2080 1036.2229 129.7994
2-3A-7 O.0040 1772.7624 98i#1821 248.2805
2-3A-8 000050 1969.6835 1090.1733 219.2986
2-3A-9 0.0060 2124.5312 1175.8776 198.0233
2-1B-1 0.0039 39.8226 22.0408 5*6666
2-1B-2 0.0086 2964.1074 1640.5634 194.3981
2-1h-3 0.0158 6020.2588 3332.0708 217.0537
2-1j-4 0.0196 5115.9082 2831.5336 148.9452
2-1H-5 0.0119 2273.1157 1258.1157 108.1560
2-1B-6 0.0160 3946.9589 2184.5483 140.1850
2-1H-7 0.0200 4367.7597 2417.e4516 125.1784
2-1H-8 0.0160 1087*0524 601.6578 38.6364
2-1i-9 0.0200 2260.2548 1250.9975 64o6360
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Table XVIII. ULIC Emission Concentration Data (Continued)

TEST FA I1CTCA HCTPW HCTOX

5-1H-1 0&0040 14.6459 8.1062 290598
5-1H-2 0.0081 3.4013 1.8825 0.2365
5-1tV-3 0.0101 2.7831 1.5404 0.1550
5-1t,-4 0.0061 3e5222 1.9494 0.3238
5-IA-i 0*0070 13.3096 7,3666 1*0736
5-lA-2 0.0087 9.0132 4.9886 0U5t48
5-JA-3 0.0100 0.9322 0.5159 0.0526
5-1A-4 0.0051 390.0789 215.8994 42o6446
5-IA-5 0.0060 10.1085 5.5948 0.9380
5-JA-6 0.0082 2.8729 1.5901 0.1976
5-1A-7 0.0071 3.0592 1,6932 0.2410
5-1A-3 0.0060 8.5623 4.7390 0.7965
5-JA-9 0.0101 1.5277 0.8455 U.0853

S5-1A-10 0.0121 103538 0.7493 0.0635
5-lA-1i 0.0060 5.0665 2.8042 0.4754
5-1A-12 0.0049 38.2738 21.1836 4*3476
5-2A-1 0.0081 1*8261 1.0107 0.1271
5-2A-2 000100 0.2474 0.1369 U001405-2A-3 0.0059 1#4982 0.8292 0.1421
5-2A-4 0.0079 i.2493 1*2449 0.1604
5-2A-5 0.0068 2.0760 1.1490 0.1710
5-2A-6 0.0055 55.1486 30.5234 5.6414
5"2A-7 090063 8e2011 4.5391 0.7261
5-3A-i 0.0083 2,7599 1.5275 001880
5-3A-2 0.0062 3*1.727 107560 032877
5-3A-3 0.0102 2.5807 1.4283 0.1427
5-3A-. 0.0054 19.2937 10.6786 2.0121
5-3A-5 0h0057 2.9650 1.6411 0.2907S5-3A-6 0.0067 1#2249 1*2314 O.1859

9,; -4A-2 060099 103915 0 07701 0#0786
S5-4A-3 040050 27,0068 14*9476 3#0073
•.5-4A-4 0*0054 17*0128 9e4162 1*7495

5-4A-5 0.0059 103444 007441 0.1258
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Table XVIII. UHC Emission Concentration Data (Continued)

TEST FA HCTOA HCTPW HCTDX

5"5A-' 0.0084 1.3475 0#7458 0.0906
5"5A-2 0.0105 0*4589 0*2540 0.0246
5-5A-3 0.0073 18.6228 10*;"73 1.43065-5A-4 0.0075 11.0179 6.0981 0.8227
5"5A'5 0.0076 8.3981 4.6481 0.6209
5-5A-6 0.0078 3#8806 241478 0.27825-7A-1 0.0080 4.6276 2.5613 003274
5-7A-2 0o0118 31.7289 17#5612 1.5215
5.7A'3 0.0157 38.5893 2103582 1,39375-7A-4 0.0228 13.2895 7#3554 0.3333
5-7A-5 0.0086 62.1974 34.4248 4.0745
5-7A-6 0.0043 10.2758 5.6874 1.34225-7A-7 0.0086 37o3513 20*6730 2o45515-7A-8 0.0079 262.4821 145.2776 18.6332
5-7A-9 0.0050 93.2510 51.6122 10.4697
5-8A-1 0.0085 4.7737 2,6421 0.3157
5-BA-2 0.0129 6.6659 3*6894 0.29365-8A-3 0.0173 844945 4.7015 0.2795
5-SA-4 0.0241 12.1430 6.7208 0.2790

5-8A-5 0.0075 5.2859 2.9256 0.3943
5-8A-6 0.0072 4v5969 2o5443 0#3605
5-8A-7 0*0066 7*5090 4.1561 0.6340
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APPENDIX X

CO EMISSION CONCENTRATION DATA

Table XIX contains data on the CO emission concentrations obtained during
tests on combustors A and B during Phase II.
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Table MX. CO Emission Concentration Data

TEST FA COOA COPW CODX

1-IA-I 0.0039
1-lA-2 0.0080
1-IA-3 0,0083
1-IA-4 000039
1-1A-5 0.0122
1-1A-6 0.0183
1-1A-7 0.0120
1-1A-8 0.0121
1-1A-9 0.0123
I-lA-i1 000f40 436a4757 421,9194 105.6740
-lJA-1l 0.0039 57267857 553.6835 140.616'

1-1A-12 0&00?7 268.4751 259.5216 94*3424
J-IA-13 0,0067 203.1857 196#4096 29.4945
i-IA-14 0.0080 297.1625 28742523 36*1978
1-1A-15 0Q0060 335.6276 324.4346 54.6336
1A-16 0#0039 435*0118 420#5043 107,7944
I-IA-17 0.0123 419.0335 424.3919 35.4045
1-1A'18 0.0165 594.3217 674.5013 35*7863
I-IA-i9 000188 653.1143 631.3332 34#5418
1I-A-23 0.0081 344,7686 333,2708 41.7410
I-IH-l 0O0082 476.3499 462.3972 5b69276
1-11-2 0.0038 404.1546 390,6762 103.1967
1-Pi-3 0.0122 520*9436 50365102 4203080
1-'•ir. 0.0041 520.4455 503.0888 122.2646

1tiS 0.0083 464.0108 448*5363 55.0694.
I-b-6 0.0125 560.7419 542.0413 44,4070
1-1lH-7 0.0189 559,4598 540.8021 29.5925
1-MR00200 690.6225 667.5905 34#3691

1-1rA-9 090122 443.8099 429.0090 35.8586
I-iO-iu 0.0185 600.3560 5U0.3343 32.3075i-fr-li 0.0084 529.0128 51103704 62.0334
I-XH-12 0.u082 747.6822 722.7474 89.9463
I-lh-13 0.0083 387.7640 374.8322 45.8113
l-1f8-14 0008* 4 716.5463 692.6499 84*1199
1"1t•'15 0.0082
l-l$-16 0.0081 867,1156 838,1976 104.5312
1-1-17 0.0061 750.1453 725.1284 119.4996
1-18-18 030102 971.6640 939.2594 94,3098
1I-1-19 0.0082 546.1646 527.9503 65.6038
1-16-20 00062 491.5258 475.1336 78.2437
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STable XIX. CO Emission Concentration Data (Continued)

TEST FA COUA COPW COOX

4-1A-I 0.0062 251.7602 24303641 39.92344-1A-2 0.0084 392.6242 379.5303 46.5318

41A-3 0.0039
4-IA--4 0.0102 _
4J-A-5 0.0080 371.2796 358.8976 45.3817
4-1A-6 0.0039 142.5090 137.7563 3516057
4--A-7 0.0102 482,9884 466.8809 46.8016
4-lA-8 0.0061 246.8308 238.5991 39.8244
4-1A-9 0.0085 1248.7553 .1207.1098 144.6881
4-lA-IU 0.0125 1996.8090 1930.2163 158.2016
4-lA-11 0.0166 2783,9007 2691.0649 167.0793
4-1A-12 0.0206 3450.4516 3335*3803 166#9173
4--A-13 0006* 4 607'7718 587,5029 92.2975

k4-IA14 0,0104 1121*1391 1083.7495 10604T26.
f. 4-lA-15 0,0163 27t3*1528 2661.3359 167.2645

4-lA-lb. 002611.88 1274,7043 105*1015
4-IA-17 0.0166 2220#3295 2146.2822 .. 32.,795 .

1 AIf 0,0200 3029,7924 2928,7500 145o22824-IA-19 0,0146I1••9 310Q 9.42 :

4-lA-20 0,0075 1053#4670 10-1803342 138.1396
3-IA-1 0,0072 2)3*89 226.89 609.7 31024
.,A-2 0*0092 3,89SI -. 3 29 .8310 33-.587:

3-1A-3 0,0124 62.3923 57998.709 46.1136
3-IA-4 0,0144 806.3754 779,9665 7600

I-1A*6 0.0133 119907858 1152589u3 -b9.4 577
2-IA-1 0,0059 17*.3501 81.5358 20.99042"1IA-2 0#0091 30•1•412 .298,8314. 3 3 * 5-815
2-IA-3 0 0O132 6410*3923 599*gg7025 46,6637 L
2 .1A .1, O *Q I62 $8 6,3 471 ý56 *78"78 5• 4 0 47
2-IA-5 0,0I96 1 167*8024 1128*8566 .59.5773

.2-ZA-1 0,*0040 126*397fl 122#1825 30#9902

2-2A-? 0.00b6 230.3230 22Z,6'18 37.* 59-S
2-2A-3 0.0080 378.3322 365.715 46&4417
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Table XIX. CO Emission Concentration Data (Continucd)

TEST FA COOA COPW CUDX

2-3A-* 0.0061 567.9292 548.9888 9,.1822S2-3A-2 0.0082 519*4078 !C,#6857 62.4764
2-.3A-3 0.,0134 1.043.6650 1008.8591 77,2587
2-3A-4 0.0113 675,1102 652.59$5 58.9851
2-3A-5 000093 554.*0106 535.5345 58.9127
2-3A06 00801 416 1895 40243097 500941
2-3A-7 OOGO40 445':0803 430.*270 108,8681,
2t•-3A-8 0.00501 608.4742 5e8.1018 118,3 83
2-3A-9 0,.0060 66#3.504 605.4619 101.9626
-2-W-1 0.0039 244*8$40 236.6689 ..60 # 8 4 74
Zm'1tP'2 0.0086 790 710 764.-"2058 90,554,'
2-W-13 0.0158 1740.*4938 16•2i4402 109#5960
2-1--4 I-6,0.096 1 .5141• 1'61h*2990 97.9066
2-1I-5 0,0119. 1062v0209 -1026i6030 8t,253
• 2-I.-6 0*016.0 162-2s895 1W*10t7-C 1004.6324

-l.- 0.0200 1895.046.1 Ei.V•3.1 6.-]7 1 94,3551
2-1o-a 0.0160 132:1.2287 1214 $16bZ .. D1

2"•1•,09 0.0200 1730.6635 .6?2.kT • 7
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Table MIX. CO Emission Concentration Data (Continued)

TEST F~A COUA C CPw U

0.0040 145.9021 14-1.0364 35.8389
0.0081 576.1145 556.9012 69.9666

5-IK-3 0.0101 787.#430 760.9et17 76,6213
5-84 0.0061 3 1.911 311.1812 51#6966

5-IA-1i 0 q 07 Q 223.4650 216*01A.5 31#4819
5m1A-2 0 4 0e7. 393.706-7 380.5767 ~4461T'1

5Aw30.0100 431.0436 416*66d5 42*5161
S-IA-.4 .0041 377.3182 364.7348 2Qd
5u1..~ 0000 6101816 S9,.1413
5~~60.0082 273.*5105 264*3840 3248573
5Iw- 0.0071 100*8013 97#4396 1.3#8741
aý p 0.00060 58.9200 5b95 $0. 9 05 7277
ý-j -9 10101 790,80$7 -764043ý5 1771181

I A* 0' 0*0121 1163*Z14 1124*4670 9536
5*51An1 1 6.0060 4308236 4*7&1955 b8,019
S-IA-12 O*CO49- 145*6502 140.7928 2S.8959
5-2A-I 0*0081 174,,1206 168913215 21*1801

ý-Az 0.0,00 1.89*41.9$ 0$3,0915 48.3a51
5*2A*t3 0*0051k 3Z40111 31*0016 54,3139

5-A4 0.0071 120.1452 116.138'0.94
5-w2A**S U00065 4800040 *6,40-01 6.9091

$2A6 0.300" 232,3897' 2244'6396 41*5216S
I' 52-7 o063 36*6226 350*012 5.6636

5-3A-.1 0.0083 172.7024 166.9429 20,S'464
)Au2 0.0062 28. 7016- .270.66 ft.5'71

6-A-. Qe-0,UtO2 t75.191,8 459#9292 -45.9656.
0#0054 64*4789 62*1265 I Is7446

S0)A0 OSO 23.2162 22.463 3#98000
0"A6.0*06? 797 3607299 5054?'

DOd059 5071979 49.0662 8.30)1
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Table XIX. CO Emission Concentration Data (Continued)

TEST FA COOA COPw CODX

5-5A-1 0.0084 152.2807 147o2022 17*8844
5-5A-2 040105 467,4956 451a9049 4•38862
5-5A-3 0.0073 15309501 148.8159 206559
5-SA-4 0.0075 135,2193 130,7Q089 17i.3495-SA-5 0.0076 133.05Z1 128:6149 17.1817

5-5A-6 .0.0078 132.8690 128.64.79 16*6365
5-7A-1 0.0080 458#8861 4430824 56.7119
5-7A-2 0#0118 793,9854 16-7*5063 66.4970
5-7A-3 0.0157 10Q.27023 990,5289 64o6386

0A02•O -1023*1857 989.0629 44,8294
5-7A-5 0*0006 491.6796 '75.2823 56.2-47
5w7A.-f 0t.00'.) 196.55*2 19040011 44#$423
3-A?0,0046 484*69..4 468.3-301 55*6424

5-7A-8 OiO79 995,0571 961.8723 1230691
511,-9 00050 529,3753 $11.7208 103,8042

0*0085 87*2095 84,3011 10*07?)
• .•02 0,.~Z9 161,0811 t5 l 12.3928

5MOA003 0-0-173 308.8959 298.59'.) 17*7$26
3-OA'4 0,0241 726.6977 70244626 j0*.1Z7
S-OA-5 000075 79.7546 77.0948 10,3916
5-4A-6 0,0072 6869$13 6616518 904463
_58A-7 0,0066 78"6?39 76.0502 11.6020
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APPENDIX X

NITROGEN OXIDE EMISSION CONCENTRATION DATA

Table XX contains data on the oxides of nitrogen (NO, NO 2 and NOx)
emission concentrations obtained during tests on combustors A and B during
Phase II.
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Table XX. Nitrogen Oxide Emission Concentration Data

TEST FA %O, GA NCP'. ,lgC)X

1-1A-I 3.0039
1-IA-2 0.0080
I-IA-3 ' 0083
1-1A-4 0.0039

1-1A-7 0.0)120
1-1A-' 0.0121
I-IA-9 0ot_123
1- -1' 0.Ot4o
1- w . .39 1506731 16.23(:9 4.1236
1-IA-12 0.00;'7 7.8369 8.1188 2.9513
1-IA-13 0.0067 13.4913 13.9767 2.0988
1-IA-14 0.0090 1i.E;834 19.5627 2.4651
1-1A-15 .0G060 13.8772 14.3764 2.4210
J-IA-16 0.0039 10.1333 IU.49 78 2.6910
1-1A-17 0.0123 24.3397 25.2153 2.1035
l-1A-1p 0.L165 30.6460 31.74P5 1.9775
1-1A-19 0.0188 29.8328 30.9059 1.6909
I-1A-2o 0.0081 17.4496 18.0773 2.2641
1-Wi--1 0.0082 6.0525 6.2702 0.771,)
1-ihI-? 0.0038 0.9524 0.9867 0#2606

) 6-0.0122 7.4903 7.7597 0.651")
1-•-4 0. 0041 1*7968 1.8615 0.4524
1"lK-5 0.0083 11.8935 12.3214 1.5127

0 -. ".3125 13.7640 14.2591 1.1681
'0.0189 21.3159 22.09?7 1.2083

Sl-1h-8 0#0200 23.1245 23,9564 1o2333
0.0122 14.2380 14.7502 1.2328

I o-1F;- 0.0185 22.5111 23*32V9 1*2982
1-1iI-11 0.0084 7.3081 7.5710 j.9184
-1•-12 0.0082 4. 1075 4.2552 0.5295

1-WB-13 0.0083 12.1a43 12.6226 1.5427
S-1IP-14 0.0084 3.2641 3.3815 0.4106
-1-15 (0)J082 1.6126 1.6707 v.2081

1-iI-16 0.0081 11.0407 11.4379 1.4264
1-1H-17 0.0061 8.4069 8.7093 1.4352
1-1!1-18 0.0102 12.1879 12.6264 1.2676
1-1*-19 0.0082 13.6717 14.1636 1.7599
1-1H-20 0.0062 14,0653 14.5713 2.3995
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Table XX. Nitrogen Oxide Emission Concentration Data (Continued)

TEST FA ,.OOA NOPW NODX

4-19A-1 0C0052 17,&5143 18,1443 2.9765
*4-A2 0.0084 27.1161 28.0915 3.4441
4-IA-3 0.0039 12.5317 12.9825 3.3682
4-IA-4 0.0102 23.1847 24.0187 2.4083
4-JA-5 0.0080 16,5687 17.1648 2a1704
4-1A-6 0e0039 11*4490 11.8609 360656
4-1A-7 0.0102 21.8703 22.65T0 2.2712
4-1A-8 0.0061 12.9473 13.4130 2t2387
4-IA-9 0.0085 7&4961 7.7554 0.9295
4-lA-10 0.0125 11.9565 12,3866 1.0152
4-1A-11 0.0166 20.9832 21.7380 1.3496
4-JA-12 0e0206 29.6347 3007007 1.5364
4-lA-13 0.0064 5*1386 5.3235 0,8363
4-lA-14 0,0104 12.0913 12.5262 1.2306
4-1A-15 0.0163 4?.6461 44e1802 2.7767
4-lA-1 0.0124 62,9704 65,2357 5.3788
4-¶A-17 0.0166 81*8829 84*8285 5.2485
4-JA-18 0.0208 98.8605 102e4168 5.0785
4-1A-19 0.0146 104*0420 107.7847 7o5898
4-JA-20 0.0075 108.9818 112,9022 15.3154
3-IA-1 0.0072 12,8544 13*3168 1.8685
3-1A-2 0,0092 14.9576 15.4957 1@7146
3-1A-3 0.0124 18.2728 18,9302 1*5706
3-A-'4 0.0144 19*5469 20.2501 1.4478
3-1A-5 0.0042 10.6968 11.0816 2*6842
3-IA-6 0.0133 13,3650 13.8458 1*0658
2-1A-1 090059 10.9438 11.3375 1.9436
"2-lA-2 0.0091 14.9358 15,4731 1.7389
2-1A-3 0.0132 23s7938 24*6498 1.9180
2-1A-4 0.0162 22.7619 23o5807 1.4957
2-IA-5 0.0196 24.6429 25e5294 1.3473
2-2A-1 040040 4.6881 468568 1*2318
2-2A-2 0.0060 6.4283 6.6595 1.1246
2-2A-3 0.0080 10.8049 11.1936 194215
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Table XX. Nitrogen Oxide Emission Concentration Data (Continued)

TEST FA NOOA NOPW NODX

2-3A-1 0.0061 2.8818 2.9855 0.4958
2-3A-2 0.0082 3.8795 4.0191 0.5001
2-3A-3 0.0134 6.0736 6.2921 064818
2-3A-4 0.0113 7.7615 8.0408 0.7267
2-3A-5 0.0093 8*7491 9*0638 0.9970
2-3A-6 0.0081 3,7778 3.9137 0.9402
2-3A-7 *0040 5.0478 5.2294 1.3232
2-3,08 0,0050 605113 6o7455 193569
203.-9 0,0060 7.7687 8.0481 1.3553
2-lb-I 0.0039 3.8423 3.9805 10234
2-1H-2 J.0086 4.9072 5o0837 0.6024
2-IP-3 0.01r8 6,6832 6.9236 0.4510
c-li-4 0.01 5 80,146 8.9244 0.4694
2-18-5 000119 9.9118 10*2684 0.8827
2-UL-~b 0.0160 14.7978 1503301 0,9837
2-1H-7 3*U200
2-lb-8 O&O1O
2-1 H-9 1602O0
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Table XX. Nitrogen Oxide Emission Concentration Data (Continued)

TEST FA -OOA NUPW NUDX

5"1-1 00040 8.2721 8*5697 2e1776
5-1B-2 0.0081 17.6586 18.2938 292983
5-1B-3 0.0101 20e4019 21.1358 2.1280
5-16-4 0.0061 14a5134 1590355 2e4978
5-1A-I 0.0070 8.3522 846527 1.2610
5-1A-2 0o0087 14s8075 15.3402 107984
5-1A-3 0.0100 24e4038 25*2817 2o5797
5-1A-4 0.0051 5*4049 5.5993 1.1059
5-1A-5 0.0060 5.1130 5.2969 0.8881
5-1A-6 0.0082 21.3164 22*0832 2,7444
5-1A-7 0.0071 12.7318 13,1898 1.8780
5-1A-8 060060 9.5260 9*8687 1.6586
5-"A-9 0.0101 31.1849 32&3068 3.2591
5-IA-10 0e0121 28.0162 29.0241 2o4607
5-lA-1I 0.0060 14.2012 14,7121 2.4944
5-1A-12 0.0049 1007295 1161155 2.2813
5-2A-1 0.0081 20.3814 21.1146 2,6566
5-2A-2 0.0100 25.9526 26.8862 2.7497
5-2A-3 0.0059 10.0455 10.4069 1.7838
5-2A-4 0e0079 23.9250 2407856 3,1942
5-2A-5 0.0068 1735156 1891457 2.7018
5-2A-6 0.0055 6o4586 6.6910 1.2366
5-2A-7 0.0063 12.7521 13.2109 2e1135
5-3A-1 0.0083 19.4522 20.1523 2o4802
5-3A-2 0.0062 10*4277 10.8028 1*7703
5-3A-3 0e0102 27.0658 28,0394 2.8022
5-3A-4 0.0054 13.0529 13o5225 2.5480
5-3A-5 o0.057 15.3695 15*9224 2#8213
5-3A-6 0.0067 2203356 23*1390 ý94947
5-4A-1 0.0080 22.4289 2.62358 2.9291
5-4A-2 0.0099 28s3525 29.3724 2*9986
5-4A-3 0,3050 13.0653 13.5353 2.7231
5-4A-4 U,0054 14.0008 14,5045 2.6950
5-4A-5 010059 1803910 19a0526 3*222b
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Table XX. Nitrogen Oxide Emission Concentration Data (Continued)

TEST FA 4OOA NOPW NOX

5-5A-1 0.0084 16*4530 17.0448 2e0709
5-5A-2 0.0105 35.0695 36.3311 3#5282
5-5A-3 0e0073 15.7437 16.3101 2*2638
5-5A-4 0.0075 15.2936 15.8438 2@1376
5-5A-5 0.0076 16.7790 17.3826 2.3221
5-5A-6 0.0078 17.1948 17.8133 203073
5-7A-1 0.0080
5-7A-2 0.0118
5-7A-3 0.0157
5-7A-4 0,0228
5-7A-5 OO.86
5-7A-6 0.0043
5-7A-7 0.0086
5-7A-8 0.0079
5-7A-9 0.0050
5-8A-1 0.0085 13s1890 13o6635 1.6328
5-8A-2 0.0129 25.6025 26*5235 201110
5"'8A-3 0.0173 30*6088 31.7099 1.8852
5-'8A-4 0.0241 40.4871 41.9436 1l8039
"5-8A-5 0.0075 16.8073 17o4119 2*3469
5-R-A-6 0.0072 13o635f 14.1263 2.0020
5-e-A-7 0.0066 10.6230 11*0051 1.6789
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Table XX. Nitrogen Oxide Emission Concentration Data (Continued)

TEST FA NO2OA NO2PW NO2DX

1-1A-I 0*0039
1-1A-2 0.0080
1-1A-3 0.0083

---JA4 0.0039
"1I-IA-5 0.0122
1-1A-6 0.0183
1-1A-7 0.0120
1-1A-8 0.0121
1-1A-9 0.0123
1-1A-10 040040
1-1A-11 0.0039 168184 2.8882 0.7335
1-1A-12 0.0027
1-1A'13 0.0067 6.1496 907676 1.4668
1-1A-14 0.0080 3.1722 5.0385 0.6349
I-JA-15 0.0060 4.0696 6.4640 1.0885
1-1A-16 0.0039 5.8696 9.0230 2.1899
1-1A-17 0*0123 8.6249 13.6993 1.1420
1-1A-18 0.0165 12,6161 20.0387 1.2482
J-1A-19 0.0188 12*9611 20.5867 1.1263
1-1A-20 0.0081 9.1906 14.5979 1.8283
.1-1-1 0.0082 6.1296 9.7360 101986
1-1B-2 0.0038 5.1633 6.2012 2.1663
S1-"1-3 0.0122 9.9832 15.8568 1.3322
1-18-4 0,0041 1.7409 2.7652 0,6720
1"1H-5 0.0083 103801 2,1920 0.2691

:. -1h-6 0,0125

1-1H-7 0.0189
11-. 0.0200 4.8286 7.6695 0.3940

1-1H-9 0,0122 3,1560 5.0126 0,4189
1.18-10 0,0185 4.6754 7.4262 0.4134

b1-1t-11 0.0084 2.9554 406942 0.5694
1I1--12 0,0082 10.3701 16o4713 240498
10-1-13 o0083 10o6498 16o9156 2,0674
1"18-14 0*0084 10#2311 16,2505 1.9735
1-10-15 0.0082 10.0892 16s0252 109965
1-18-16 0.0081 7.9617 12.6460 1.5770
1-18-17 0,0061 7,7470 12.3049 2.0278
1-18-18 0.0102 8.7085 13.8322 103868
1-18-19 0.0082 5.5988 848928 1.1050
. 1B'20 0,0062 4.8590 7.7178 1.2709
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Table XX. Nitrogen Oxide Emission Concentration Data (Continued)

TEST FA NOZOA N02PW ;02DX

4-1A-1 0*0062 24.6979 39.2287 6.4354
4-1A-2 0.0084 26.0380 4103574 5.0705
4-1A"3 000039
4-lA-4 0&0102
4-1A-5 0.0080 17.7627 28.2133 305675
4-IA-6 040039 16.7775 26*648!i 608878
4-"A-7 0e0102 17.0400 27.0654 2.7131
4-IA-8 0.0061 19.9336 31#6614 5.2846
4"1A-9 0.0085 35#7050 56.7118 6-7976
4-1A-10 0.0125 73.6254 116.9425 9o5846
4-1A-11 0.0166 199.1040 316s2459 19.6346
4-I1A-12 0.0206 434.6595 690.3890 34.5501
4-1A-13 0.0064 45.5441 72.3398 11.3646
4-1A-14 0.0104 56.6476 90.2936 8.8708
4-lA-15 0.0163 90.5174 143.7728 940361
4'lA-16 0.0124 5746272 91.5319 7.5469
4"1A-17 0.0166 84.3219 133.9)22 $*2867
4mtlAf18 0.0208 112.3050 178.3803 86.8453
4-IA-19 0.0146 7946220 126o4672 8.9054
4-IA-20 0.0075 80.7604 128#2881 17l4026
3-1A-1 0.0072 20#4125 32.4221 4,5494
3-lA-2 0,0092 2.ý,3370 40,2434 4o4530
3-IA-3 0,0124 28M2169 44.4181 347105

0,0144 32.1380 !510463 3,6496
3-IA-5 0.0042 27,4441 43.5907 10,5546
3-IA-6 0,0133 41,0304 6501704 510167
"2"lA-i .0.0059 15,0099 23.8409 4#06%
2-"A-2 0,0091 180222$ 28944i1 3'.. 3*28
2-IA-3 0.0112 26.6208 6 4,2957 3#2911
2-1A-4 0.0162 2566889 40.8029 2.1882
"2-1A-5 040196 25.8120 40.9984 2016)7
2".2A-1 0,0040 8,7118 13.8373 1,5096
2-2A-2 0.0060 12.0056 19.0691 3,220)
2"2A-3 00080 11.7691 18.6937 2.3740
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Table XX. Nitrogen Oxide Emission Concentration Data (Continued)

TEST FA NO2OA NO2PW NOZDX

2-3A-1 0.0061 16,4407 26.1135 4.3372
2"SA-2 0,0082 23.1777 36.8142 4,5809
2-3A-3 0,0134 79.5245 126.3123 9*6730
2-3A-4 0,0113 66,7496 106.0213 9.5827
2-3A-5 0.0093 39.3562 62.5113 6,8767
2-3A-6 0.0081 35.8852 56.9981 7*1357
2-3A-7 0.0040 12,7187 20.2017 5,1119
2-3A-8 0,0050 1585931 24.7672 409821
2-3A-9 0.0060 17.6985 28.1113 4,7340
2-18-1 0.0039 19.4624 30.9130 7.9477
2-16-2 0,0086 22.6597 35.9914 4.2647
2-18-3 0.0158 29,5283 46.9012 3.0551

"2"1B"4 0.0196 32.6196 51.8115 2.7254
2"18-5 0.0119 23.8749 37.9215 3*2599
2-1.-6 0.0160 25.1286 39,9129 2.5612
2-1B-7 0.0200 29,3029 46,5431 2.4100
2-1ii-8 0.0160 25.2862 40,1632 2.5791
2-I109 0.0200 29*6693 47.1566 2.4364
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Table XX. Nitrogen Oxide Emission Concentration Data (Continued)

TEST FA NOZOA N02PW N02DX

5-18-1 0,0040 14.1342 22.4501 5.7046
5-1B-2 0.0081 40.4526 64.2527 8.0724
5-18-3 0.0101 26,5051 42,0992 4,2388
5-10-4 0.0061 19,1095 30.3524 5,0424
5-1A-1 0,0070 3.2611 5.1798 0.7549
5-A-2 0.0087 5,3754 8#5381 1.0009
5-1A-3 0.0100 7.1054 11.2858 1.1515
5-1A-4 0.0051 4#0101 6.3694 1,2591
5"1A-5 000060 2,9791 4.7318 0.7933
5-1A-6 0.0002 6*6169 10.5100 1,3061
5-IA-7 0.0071 3,3066 5.2553 0,7482
5-1A-6 0,0060 2#1661 3o4406 0.5762
5-IA-9 0.0101 9,0709 14,4077 1.4534
S 1A'10 0.0i21 11,4567 18.2003 1,5,31
5-lA-1i 0,0060 2.5144 3.9930 0.6771
5-A-12 0.0049 2.2121 3,5136 007211
5"2A-1 0.0081 8.6106 13.6767 1.7209
5-2A-2 0.0100 12.3839 19.6700 2.0117
5-2A-1 0.0059 6.1866 998268 1.614)
5-ZA-4 0.0079 9o2527 14.6965 1.6940
5-2A-5 0,0068 7,9790 12.6739 1.6670
5-2A-6 0.0055 6.5981 10.4801 1.9369
5-2A-7 0,0063 7.8799 12,5160 2.0023
53A-1 0.0083 10,2304 16#2494 1.9996
5-3A-2 0.0062 7,1373 11,3366 1.6576
5-3A-3 0.0102 13.0859 20.7049 2.0772
S-3A-4 0,0054 6.7670 10,7443 2.0253
5-3A-5 0.0057 7.5612 12.0096 2.1260
5-3A-6 0.0007 6.6630 13.7611 2.0743
Sw4Akwl 0.0000 8.1736 12.9126 1.6366
5"4A-2 0.0099 12.2853 19.5134 1.9921
5-4A-3 000s0 5,0059 7*9511 1,9996
5-4A-4 0.0054 -5.8340 -9.2664 1.7217
5-4A-5 0.0059 7.1916 11#42)1 1.9)22
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Table XX. Nitrogen Oxide Emission Concentration Data (Continued)

TEST FA NO20A N02PW N02DX

5-5A-1 0e0084 11.5595 18.3605 2.23075-5A-2 0.0105 -20.1938 32.0747 3.1149

5-5A-3 0.0073 10.3468 16t4343 2.2811
5"5A'4 0.0075 10*6957 16.9885 2.2920
5-5A-5 0.0076 1041523 16.1253 2*1541
5-5A-6 0.0078 10.8552 17.2418 2.2333
5-7A-1 0#0080 9.2220 14.6477 1*8727
5-7A-2 0.0118 14.1491 22.4736 1.9471
5-7A-3 0*0157 18.4487 29.3029 1.9122
5-7A-4 0.0228 16.3410 25.9552 1.1764

5-7A-5 .0:0086 393.6335 625.2257 74.0021
-5-7A-6 0.0043 241904 38*4227 V.06l&
5-7A-7 0.0086 29.4167 46*7240 5.5489
5-7A-' 0.0079 21.1111 33.5317 4.3007

S5-7A-9 0.0050 16.8127 26*7044 5.4170
"-8A-1 0,0085 11.4689 18".21.66 2.1769
5"8A-Z 0.0129 16.0479 25o4896 2.0287
5-8A-3 I.0173 20.8413 33*1032 1-9681
:5-A-. 0&0241 24.7009 37*2335 1.6874
5-8A-5 0.0075 14,0060 22.2464 2.9906
5-8A-6 O.0072 13*8953 -22.0705 3.1279
5-8A-7 0,0066 12.5641 19e9561 3404•4
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Table XX. Nitrogen Oxide Emission Concentration Data (Continued)

TEST FA NOXOA NOXPW NOXDX

1-1A-10.0039
lah~m?0.0050

IllAa) 0#0083
11A~40.0039
ll~ahS0.0122

lmlAah6 040183

1-IA-B0.0121
1-1Au'9 0.0123-
I-IA-10 0.00*00

Ihai1 0.0039 1,144915 190125,2 4*8571
I-IA-12 '0*0027

1-l-i) 0.06? .#10. 23*?444IoPlA1m4 0.10010 22.*0556 24.601Z 3.100111-s 0.*0040 17.9469 -00.5*05 3#50961-1A-16 0,&0019 14*.030) 1980 560810
-18n t 0 . 1 )3 2 9 4 3 8 .9 1 4 6 3 2 6llIAil 0e0161 43.2621 S100572 36.2251.I-LA-19' 0.0155 .42.*79)9 51.4927 2.5172fI-A-20 0%0061. 24.4402 12-047M 4*09241-81 00.002* 12.1822 16,.0061 1.69704

1-8) 0*0122 1?.4731 23.4166 109#41
0*0041 )5?4 44*1-181-5 .0s# 1027) 14.Sj513.7 91-18-60.0125

1-18-7 000159
1-68 0.0200 Z.3 31*6*40 1.68211-18-9 0.0122 1010390 10*1630 1*61151-10-.10 000185 27.1045 $0.1411 1.711711-1 0.00084 10#1615 111124$2 1*.4875182 0.00*2 1404774 20*1246 2.5,941-s-s .083 2*.SjIQ 29.5383 3.610111-* 0.0004 13.4952 19.4121 2*354*1-18-15 0*0002 110701f .17.495 2*201#61-16-14 0.0001 19.0025 24606319 *03i18-Is- 040041 16 *15. 1014) 3.43111110418 0.0102 20*49*S 26.4586 2.45661-18-19 - .00062 19.2106 21.0564 2.84501-18-20 .0* Sz* Z2.2*24# 396105
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Table XX. Nitrogen Oxide Emission Concentration Data (Continued)

TEST FANXA N(XPW N0XDX

4" 1 0.0062 42.2122 57.3731 9.4119'.-1A-2 0.0064 53.1541 69.4490 8.5147
4-IA-3 0.0039
4-IA-4 0.0102

4e~Am5 0*0080 3403315 4371 5.7)794 A6 0.0019 28*2266 38.5094 9*9~53
4:1A-7 0.0102 38.9003 49.7224' 4.96434-1A '8 0,00061 32.0809 45.0745 7*52334-1A".9 0.00065 43.1912 64.4673 7#72'2

1.0 0#0126 .65.5019 129.3Z91 10,059;8,
4-JR-11 0.0166 220*087) 337.9039 20#9641
4-14At12 0.0206 464.29 42 721,0097 36*086$
4-IA-13 0.006to 50*6020 77.4633 12.20104"'IA-14 060104 .68693#9 102*6-198 10.1015-

41- 0.016) 133.1636 18700$31 11.8124#*-1A-16 0,0124 120.59?? 156.7674 12#425?4-n1417. 0.0164 166020~4 2160,608 13.5352
4-IA184 0.0206 211.1661 28007971 13.923941Aj~ft9 060146 103.6640 234.2519 16.4952

41A~?0 0.0075 169,7502 2416190)3 .10
JJ- 0*02 33.2669 4547349 6*4180I-1A-2 0.0092 40-2947 55*7396 6.1616.31-A-) 0*, 01241 4604891 43.7'4$3 Sv.2892

3).1A-4 0*0144 51*6850 7142964 $07
3-A5 0#0042 3801409 5&4#612 13.2426I.1A*8 0.01-33 54#3955 79v016-3 6*00261,11A-I m 0.0-9 25.9$)7 15.1784 6.0307

0#0091 33.1586 4464172 40991?
2A- 0*0132 S0*4227 66*.9456' 50209.1

0.0162 46,4509 64.3837 4.0840Z'-1A-S 0.0196 S0,455o 64.5179 '1.5111
2*^2Aft 0.4040 13*5999 1S.,49#81 4*7415
2-2A-2 0.0060 t6.4140 25.7287 4*3449
Z-2A -3 040060 Z2.5743 29,6801 367055
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Table XX. Nitrogen Oxide Emission Concentration Data (Continued)

TEST FA NOXOA NOXPW NOtDX

2-3A-1 0,0061 19*3226 29,0991 448331
Z23A-2 0.0082 27*0573 40.8333 5.0840
2-3A-3 0.0134 85.5982 lfl.604-5 10.1548
2-3A-4 0.0113 74.5111 id4*0621 1003095
23AýS 000093 48.1053 7145751 7.4738
2-3A-6 0#0081 39,6631 60*9119 7*6299
2-3A-7 0,0040 1717665 25t4311 6.4351
2-3A-8 0.0050 22,1044 31.5128 6,3391
2 "A-9 0,0060 25,4672 36,1595 6,0894
2'-0-1 0.0039 23#3047 34,8936 8,9711
2-18-2 0,0046 27,669 41,0752 4.6671
2-18-3 0.010 8 36.2115 53,-248 3.5061
2-18-4 00019t 41.2.344 60.7360 341948
2-10-5 0.0119 3307867 48.1899 4,1427" 2-1a8" 0.0160 39.9264 55*243t 305450
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Table XX. Nitro&'-.,n Oxide Emission Concentration Data (Continued)

TEST FA NOXOA NOXPW NOXOX

5-"8-1 0.0040 22.4064 31.0198 7.8824
5-18-2 0.0081 589zU12 82.5466 10,3708
5-1B-3 0.010i 46.9070 63*2350 6.3669
5-1B-4 0.0061 33.6229 45*3880 7.5403
5-IA-I 0.0070 11.6133 13.8325 2.0159
5-1A-2 0.0087 20.1830 23o8783 2.7994
5-IA-3 _;0100 31.5092 36.5676 3.7313
5-IA-4 0.0051 9.4150 11.9688 2.3641
5-1A-5 0.0060 8.0921 10.0288 1.6815
5-1A-6 0.0082 ý7.9333 32.5932 4.0505
5-lA-? 0.0071 1600405 i84451 2.6263
5"AA- 0.0060 11.6922 13.3093 2.2369
5-1A-9 OO0101 40.2558 46.7145 4.7126
5-l•-10 0.0121 39.4749 47.2245 4.0038
5-IA-1i 0.0060 15.7157 18.7059 3.1715
5-lA-17 0.0049 12.9417 14.6292 3.0024
5-2A-1 0.0081 28*9921 34.7913 4.3778
5-2A-2 0.0100 38.3366 46.5562 4.7614
5-2A-3 0.0059 16.2323 20.2337 3.4682
5-2A-4 %.0079 3341777 39.4822 5*0883
5-2A-5 0.0068 25o49k7 30.8193 4.5888
5-2A-6 0.0055 1.0. 17.1712 3.1736
5-?A-7 0e0063 20.6320 2597269 4.1159
5-3A-1 0.0083 29o6827 36.4014 4.4801
5-3A-2 0.0062 17.5651 22.1395 3.6282
5-3A-3 0.0102 40.0517 48.8244 4.8795
5-3A-4 00054 19.8199 24.2709 4.5733
5m3A'5 0.0057 22.9307 27.9322 4a9494
5-3A-6 0.0067 30.9994 36#9002 5.5731
'-4A-1 0.008U 30.602o 36.2184 4,5658
5-4A-2 0o0099 40.6378 48.8858 4.9907
5-4A-3 0.0050 18.0713 21.4865 4.3228
i-4A-4 0a0054 19.8348 23.7709 4.4168
5-4A-5 0.0059 2.5e528 30.4757 5o1551
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Table XX. Nitrogen OxIde Emission Concentration Data (Continued)

TEST FA NOXOA NOXPW NOXOX

5-5A-1 0&0084 28.0125 35o4054 4.3017
0.5A-2 000105 55*2633 68.4058 6*6431

5-5A-3 00073 26.0906 32.7444 4.5449
5-5A-4 0.0075 25.9894 32.8324 4o4296
5-5A-5 0o0076 26.9313 3305079 4o4763
5-5A-6 0.0078 28.0500 35*0552 4.5407
5-7A-j 0.0080
5ý7A-2 060118
5-7A-3 0.0157
5-7A-4 0.0228
5-7A-5 0.0086
5-7A-6 0.0043
5-7A-7 0o0086
5"7A-8 0o0079
5-7A-9 0.0050
5-8A-1 0.0085 24.6580 31.8801 3.8098
5-8A-2 0.0129 41.6504 52*0131 4.1397
5-8A'-3 0.0173 51*4502 64e8132 3.8534
5-8A-m4 0.0241 65e1881 81.1772 3o4914
5-8A-5 0.0075 30.8133 39.6583 5*3455
5-8A-6 0*0072 27.5311 36.1969 5.1300
5-8A-7 0.0066 23.1871 30.9613 4.7233
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APPENDIX X11

CO 2 EMISSION CONCENTRATION DATA

Table XXI contains data on CO 2 emission concentrations obtained during
tests on combustors A and B during Phase II.
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Table XXI. CO2 Emrission Concentration Data

TEST FA CO20A CO2PW CO2OX

1-lA-I 0.0039

1-1A-3 0.0083
1-1A-4 OnO039
1-1A-5 0.u122
1-1A-6 0.0183
1-IA-7 0.0120
1"1A-8 0.0121
1-1A-9 0.0123
I-IA-10 0.0040 0.8387 1.2740 3191#05271-IA-11 0,0039 0.8505 1.2920 3281.38281-LA-12 0.0027 0.7552 1.1473 4170*72651-1A-13 0.0067 1.6076 2.4419 3667.11911-1A-14 0.0080 1,81b6 2.7595 3477.3994I-'A-15 0.0060 1.4203 2.1574 3633.26221-1A-16 0.0039 0.9716 1.4759 3783.55171-IA-17 0.0123 2.7460 4.1713 3479.92041-lA-18 0.0165 3s6052 5,4764 3411.27101i"1A19 0.0188 3.7098 5*6352 3083.2036I-lA-20 0.0081 1.7053 2*5904 3244.47601-18-1 0.0082 1.7539 2.6643 3280.17481"182 0.0038 0.8156 1o2389 3272.65231-18-3 0.0122 2*5062 3.9286 3300.6630

1-18-4 0.0041 0.8792 1.3355 3245.85301-18-5 0.0083 1.8089 2.7478 3373.75141-18-6 0.0125 2.7532 4.1822 3426.35591-18-7 0,0189 3.9272 5.9655 3264.3242
1-18-8 0.0200 4.0947 6.2200 3202*238."1-18-9 0.0122 2.5732 3.9088 3267.2260
1-18-10 0.0185 3.8408 5.8343 3248.02101-18-11 0.0084 1.8842 2.8622 3472.17521-18-12 0.0082 1.5802 2.4003 2987.31151-18-13 0.0083 1.6800 2.5519 3118096581-18-14 0.0084 1s6342 2.4824 3014.84321-18-15 0.0082 '.6064 2.4402 3040.21531-18-16 0.0081 1.6845 2.5588 3191.09761-10-17 0.0061 1.1708 1.7785 2930o93551-18-18 0.0102 2,0725 341482 3161407811-18-19 0,0082 1.0249 207721 3444.69041-18-20 0,0062 1,2190 1.8518 3049.5327
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Table XXI. CO 2 Emission Concentration Data (Continued)

TEST FA CO2OA C02PW CO2DX

4-1A-1 0.0062 1,2853 1.9524 3202.8808
4-1A-2 0.0084 1.6718 2o5395 3113.5874
4"I1A3 0.0039
4-InA-4 0.0102
4-lA-5 0.0080 1.9056 2.8947 3660.3750
4-1A-6 0.0039 0.8269 1.2562 3246.9453
4-1A-7 0.0102 2.0051 3.0459 3053.3120
4-"A-8 0.0061 1.2171 1.8489 3085.9921
4-1A-9 0.0085 1.3736 2,0866 2501.1259
4-1A-10 0.0125 2.1256 3*2288 2646.3798
4-lA-11 0.0166 2.7409 4.1635 2584.9858
4'1A-12 0.0206 3.6281 5.5112 2758.0546
4-IA-13 0.0064 0.9168 1.3926 2187.8676
4'-1A-14 0.0104 1.6152 2.4536 2410.5932
4-1A-15 0.0163 207687 4.2057 2643.3061
4-1A-16 0.0124 2.3349 3.5467 2924.3784
44-IA-17 0.0166 3.0432 4.6227 2860.1801
4-1A-18 0.0208 3.8787 5.8919 2921.6269
4 4-1A-19 0.0146 2.7553 4.1853 2947.2060
4-IA-20 0.0075 1.0788 1.6388 2223.1611
3-1A-1 0.0072 1.3791 2.0950 2939.6919
3-1A-2 0.0092 1,7147 2.6046 2882.1206
3-1A-3 0.0124 2.2645 3.4398 2854.0615
3-"A-4 0.0144 3.0708 4o6646 3335.0542
3-1A-5 0.0042 1.1082 1.6834 4077.6821
3-1A-6 0.0133 2.7521 4.1806 3218.2128
2"lA-I 0.0059 1.2774 1*9404 3326.5996
2-IA-2 0.0091 1.9606 2.9782 3347.0361
2"iA-3 0.0132 2.7899 4.2379 3297.5986
2-1A-4 0,0162 3.2031 4.8656 308663623
2-lA-5 0.0196 3.7462 5.6907 3003.3642
2-2A-1 0.0040 0.9369 1.4232 3610.0371
2"2A'2 0.0060 1,1999 1,8227 3078.2421
2-2A-3 0.0080 1,5670 2.3804 3023.0195
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STable 
XXI. CO 2 Emission Concentration Data (Continued)

TEST FA C020A C02Pw C02DX

2-3A-1 0*0061 100971 1#6665 2767,9926
2-3A-2 0*0082 1.4523 2.2061 2745,22512-3A-3 0.0134 2.5094 3.Ol18 291'.12982"3A:4 0:0113 1:9502 2.9625 2677.6850
2-3A-5 0*0093 1,5768 2.3953 2635.03362-3A-6 0.0081 1.6878 2e5638 3211.49362-3A-7 0.0040 0.6486 0.9853 2493.42232-3A- 0.60050 0.8538 1.2970 2609.08102-3A-9 0.0060 1.0738 1.6312 2747.0bQ72"1B'1 0.0039 0.7851 1.1926 3066,18502"10-2 0.0086 1.6775 2.5482 3019.52532-18-3 0.0158 3.1121 4.7274 3079.4682
2-18-4 0.0196 4.0474 6.1481 3234-07662-18-5 0.0119 2.4946 3.7893 3251,59272-IB-6 0.0160 3.3083 5.025& 3224,9082!2"1b7 0.0200 4*0507 6.1532 3186.22022-18-8 0.0160 3.2901 4,9978 3209.44582"18"9 0.0200 4.0945 6.2196 3213*5595
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Table XXI. CO 2 Emission Concentration Data (Continued)

TEST FA CO20A CU2PW CQ20X

5-1•1 0.0040 0.0772 1.3325 3386.1196

5-18"2 0.0081 1.6890 2.5656 3223.4199

5-183 0.0101 2.0244 3.0751 3096t2524

5S-"4 0,0061 1.3235 2.0105 3340.0644

5 A"1A1 0,0070 1.4013 2.1286 3102.3457

5m-lAm2 0,0087 1.7206 2.6136 3064.1704

5-1A-3 0.0100 1.8149 2,7569 2813.1655

5-1A-4 0,0051 1.0144 1.5410 3043.6129

5-lA-5 0.0060 1.1106 1.6870 2826,6079

5-IA-6 0.0082 1,7504 266590 3304.5268

5-1A'7 0.0071 1,5454 2.3475 3342.6416

S-1A-8 0.0060 103264 2*014.9 33866.6)7

5"IA-9 0.0101 2.1086 3.2030 32)1.3252
S5-IA- 0.0121 2,4455 30148 3149.5595

""-1A-11 0.0060 1,2816 1.9468 3300.7959

.5-IA12 0.0049 1.0771 1.6361 3350*0434

5-24-1 0.0081 1,6591 2#5212 3172.5581

.- 2-2 0.0100 1.9637 2.9829 3050.7211

5-ZA-3 0.0059 1.2432 1.6885 3237.0537

I 5-2Am4 0.0079 1.5837 2.4057 310064536

5-2A-5 0.0068 1.4295 2.I714 3233.1899

5-2A-6 0*0055 1.1498 1#7466 3228.1917
5-2A7 0.0063 1,3364 2,0300 32.47.7)09

5-3A-1 0.0083 1.6703 205172 3122.6787

S53A-2 0.0062 1,3003 1.9751 3Z36.9809

S-IA-3 0.0102 2.0110 3.0546 3053.0107

S5-3A-4 0•054 1.2270 1.6638 3512.1147

-503A- 0,0057 1.2862 1.9538 3462.0971

5-3A-6 0.0067 1,4696 2.2324 3371#69)3

5-4A-1 0.0060 1,6941 2.5735 3244.2631
5-4A0 2017 3.0589 3122.639)• 5°4A-2 0*0099 203

5-4A-3 0.0050 1.1679 1.7741 3569#.4721

5-4A-4 0.0054 1,1599 1.7619 3273#47)5

5-4A5. 0.0059 1.2662 1.9235 3253.7294
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Table XXI. CO2 Emission Concentration Data (Continued)

TEST FA C020A C0Zpw C02DX

5-SA-.l 0.0084 1*8106 2.7504 3341.6953
5-SA-2 0.0105 2*2001 3.3421 3245.6899

$-A3 0.0073 194964 2.2731 3155.2353
5-SA-4 0.00'S5 1.5306 2.3251 3136.9780
5-SA-5 0*0076 1.5526 2.3584 3150.6767
S-SA-6 0.0078 1.6634 2.5572 331Z.4lS0
5-7A-1 0.0080 1*5161 2.3030 2944#3823
5-7A-2 0.0118 2.2916 3.,4909 3015'*9443
5-7A-3 0.0157 3.0356 4.6111 3009.1167
5-7A-4 0402ZI8 4.3952 6*6765 302641489
5-7A.-5 0.00006 1.5520 2.3576 '2790J.4853
5-7A-6 0.0043 0.7976 1.2119 2860.3056
5-TA-7 0.0086 1.5750 203925 2841.3642
5-7A-8 0.0079 1.6405 2.4919 3196.2112
5-7A-9 0.0050 1.1442 1.7301 3525.819)

5-A1 0.0085 1.6731 2*.6453 3400*3813
5-GA-2 0.0129 2.7588 4.1'907 3335.3999
5SA-03 0.0173 3.5725 594268 3226.4687
5-GA-4 0.0241 5.0232 7.6304 38*61.261
5-SA-5 0.0075 146538 2.6160 3795.7065
5-SA-6 0.0072 1.7741 2.4950 3619.5463
5S-A-7 0.0066 1.6695 .2.3)60 3868.8594
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APPENDIX XIII

H g20 EMISSION CONCENTRATION DATA

Table XXII contains data on 1120 emission concentrations obtained during
tests on combustors A and B during Phase II.

1C.
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Table XXII. H20 Emission Concentration Data

TEST FA H2OOA H2OPW H2ODX

o-lA'I 0.0039
1-1A-2 0.0080
1I"1A3 0.0083
1-IA-4 0.0039
1-1A-5 0.0122
I-IA-6 0.0183
1-1A-7 0.0120
j-IjA-8 0#0121
1-1A-9 0.0123

I-IA-10 0*0040 297317 1#6990 4255ON507
1-iA-l1 0.0039 2.1584 1.3425 3409.50681"tIAft1 0#0027 2*5087 1*5603 $672*2158
1"IA-13 000067 2,4097 1,4967 2250,?060
I-1A-14 0.,5O08 3o4491 2#1452 270343.730
I-IA-15 0#0060 3,1491 I*WN 3294,4272
1-1Ao16 0.0039 268537 147749 454909345

4-IA-17 0.0123 .41118 205574 2133*5444
I-IA-18 0,0165 4.3680 321168 1692,2610I"JAo19 0,0180 4 09532 - 3#0607 1685#4$27
1-1-820 0.0001 3#1055 1*9315 241992065
1-18-I 0.0082 4.0210 2.59009 30790612
1-0-li2 0.0036 2o4704 125367 4009135.r5
1--183 0*0.08 4.033 3.1461 2643,32661S1"I a 14 000041 2 #'G134 1 *1504 4253,2996

1-18-5 0.0008 73,9929 2,494 3049912151. -18-6 0,101-2 1#,8267 3,0021 24t9,5017
"0".8-? 000*0 503950 353555 4436.1389

1-1B-6 0.0200 4.5691 2.9419 146320813
1-18-9 0,0122 4.0106 24944 20&4*,9,16
1-11810 0.0185 4.9316 2,5697 1430.6152
1"18211 0.0084 4,0042 2.5901 3021,22. 01-10-12 0*0082 41.4512 2,7665 $445,5009
1-19-13 O.O0083 4.3S 2*7515 S310*1928
1-18-14 0,00064 5,7665 M,990 4370,9244
1"18-15 0,0062 50?619 3,S637 4464,9150
14-1816 0.0061 4,6694 2,9042 3421,8955
1-18"17 0.0061 3*5624 2*2160 36$2-*O297
1-18"10 0,0102 3,9502 2t456V 2466*9$54

1-18-19 0.0082 3.1016 1.3458 2914.9692
I'181"20 0,0062 4,2626 2*6512 *3&Sf456



Table XXII. H120 Emission Concentration Data (Continued)

f.TEST FA H200A H20PW 1420OX

4-IA-1 0.0062 4.4342 2.7579 4524*3.935
4-IA-2 0.0084 4.7521 2.9556 3623.7627
4-1A-3 0.0039

4-IA-4 0.0102
4-1A-5 0.00600
4-lAm6 0,0039
4-1A-7 0.0010
4..1A-6 0.0061
4-IA-9 0.0065
4-IA-10 0.0125
4mlAin31 0.0166
4-IA-1Z 0.0208
4-J3Am13 0.0064
4-IA-14 0.0104
4,01A"~15 0.0163
4a.IAm16 0*0124
4-IA-11 0.0166
4IA-16- 0.0208
4-14-n19 000146
4-IA-20 0.0075
3-IA-.1 0*0072
I-1A'-Z 0*0092

3ft1A.4 0.0144
3-IA-5 0*0042

I-IA-6 0.01))
2-IA-1 0.0059
2 -IA.-2 0.00011

f, JJA-4 0.0162
i Z" -IA-5 0.0196

2-2A-1 0.0040
2,-2A-2 0,0060
2-2A-3 0.0060
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Table XXII. 1120 Emission Concentration Data (Continued)

TEST FA H2OOA H2OPw H20DX

2"3A"1 0.0061
2-3A-2 0,0082
Z.3A-3 0.0134
2-3A-4 010113
2-3A-5 0.0093
2-3A-6 0.0081
2-3A-7 00.0040
2-3A-8 0000•0
S2-3A-9 0.0060

0.0039[ .2-10-2 0,0086
0,0018
0*0196

2-15-5 0.0119
2-18-6 0.0160
2-18-7 040200
-2"168. 0*0160

8"0200

.Vi
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"Table XXII. 1120 Emission Concentration Data (Continued)

TEST FA 4200A M2OPW H20OX

5-18-1 0.0040 3,0467 1.8962 4e1,.5527
54*-Fw2- 0.0081 3*7429 2.3260 2924.6276
5.-18-3 0.0101 3),857 2*3857 .2402*1059
.- 18.4 0.0061 3.7607 .2.*390 3685.6950
5-1A-1 0o0070 3,687"8 242937 334206$57

.S-IA-1 0.0067 3.9373 Z.4469 2871.0361S-1A-3 0.0100 4,0691 ZV5413 2595*1762

.- IA-4 0600%1 3,3971 2s!130 4173.7627
S'IA-5 060060 3,496• 2,1759 3640.2617.
5.1A-6 0.00-2 -.66662 4.1474 5154*$134
St.. -A 0,0071 3.33.6 2.0766 2956,0496
5-1A-6 0.0060 33429. 2.0791 3494.6547
5-*A-9 0.0101 4.09)3 2.5459 2564.3)42

S"1A-10 0,0121 4,4066 L7420 232140398
$.-A-11 0,0060 -3*2296 2,000.1 3405,.7451
SS-A-12 0.0049 3.0642 1,9056 3911.5-190

.00.0001 40SI Z,5035 3150.23)'
t 5-2A*Z 0.0100 444614 2.7761 2639,2421

-2A)- 0.0009 3.6079 2.3604 405943)04
5.m-2A.4 0.0079 4*1190 2,5619 3301.7153
.Si.2A-5 0.0060 4600049 2,4934 3712,6046
SaZA-6 0.0055 307515 2.3113 4)12.5791

0.0061 3.6611 2,4014 3042.0307
5-3A-I 0.0043 3-7782 2.3499 2092.2156

"" 5-A-Z 0#0062 )034s? 200609 4$410.2919
11-3A-1 0.0102 4,055?7 2#S225 252,107$
$A-4 0,0054 301619 1.9790 3729.1709

05-3A-5*60Os? 302046 199932 353)1.691
5-3A-6 0.006? 3,5170 2.16T9 $304*539
5oi.4Aol 0.0000 2,4919 1*54!9 1953.0479
5-4A-2 0*0099 2*6667 1.6586 1693.7900
S-4A- O OOSO 2.4268 1.5094 3016* 0S6
5-4A-4 0.00$' 2,272 1,3652 257).0994
s0'A-s 0.0059 2.2601 1.4058 2370,1054
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Table XXII. 1120 Emission Concentration Data (Continued)

TEST FA H200A H2OPW H20DX

5-5A-1 0.0084 4,0724 2.5329 3077.5053
S-SA-2 0.0105 4*6000 2.8611 2778.5488
5-SA-3 0.0073 4.0929 2.9456 3533.4404

0.0075 4*1776 2.5944 3505.6928
S-SA-5 0.0076 4.1479 2,5799 3446.5195
5-SA-6 0.0016. 4.1884 2,iO5O 3374.3564
"5-7A-1 0,OOGQ 3.7079 2.3062 2948.5341
5-?A-2 0.0118 400813 .2.7250 2361.0219
5-7A-3 0.J151 4.8579 3#021S 1971.7475
5-TA-4 0.0228 4.0022 2.9668 1353.8017
5-TA-5 0.0086 3.4330 2.1352 2527,•354
5-7A-6 0.O041 .]303'6 1.4874 4454o5908
5-?A-7 0.0086 3,I03 2.0569 2445.1977
s-?A-8 0.0079 306294 242573 2895.3149

0,0000 2.486* 2.1698 4401.5556
$-SA-1 0,0045 3,9646 2.4656 2946.825
502 0*0110 4*)363 2*7102 216ts.0629

S-fA-3 0'0173 '.5400 2o8237 1678.0613
.-SA"-4 0,0241 4.6958 2.9206 1256,182.6
5-$A-5 0.0075 4.4250 2,7527 3710.*4199
5**A'q.e 0,0072 4.417* Z.7473 3893#1710
5,IA'? 0.0066 4.3)10 2*693) 4109.3915
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APPENDIX XIV

PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS

Table XIII contains derived performance parameters in tabular form for
tests conducted using combustors A and B. The paramneters listed are FA,
PSAR, PlIP, PSFR, and PItINT.
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• "l'abhlu XXI IL P('.rtotmmhc.. II:u-',, r.,.

TEST FA PSAR PFI p PSFR T

0-lA-I 0 0039 0.1300 0.1236

1-•lA02 - A080 0 1300 0.2527

.-IA-3 0.0083 C, 8,00 0,2606 "
* I-lA-', 0,.039 0 8600 0 * 1250 "

1-IA-5 0.0122 Js8600 0,,3828 -

-iA-A-a 0 183 J68600 0.5755 -

* 1-1A-7 J0; *20 0 .8600 U 03796
* . -1A-" 0.012-1 008600 0.,3833 3

A,-9 ,0123 0,8600 0.3875 -

* l~.-I) .0C4( 3.8630 0.1275-
-. ,0039 008600 0.1258 "

... A-2 '0*027 0.8600 0.0876 -

I- A.'- 33 p0.067 J08600 0.2133 -

- 1-14-14 :10080 008600 0.2546 "
i-600' 0o8600 0,1901 -

-156 3.)0039 0,8600 0.1246 -

-- i Ai 0.0123 008600 L.3861 1
- '-i-8 0 0165 0.8600 0.5193 "

S1-i'A-19 0.0018 O.8600 0.5926 -

1-A-20 040081 0.8600 0.2561 -

* 1-.3h•i *D.0082 O.8600 0.260b -

gil '-2 0,0038 0.8600 0.•1209 -

0oL122 J.860C 0•3834
-I -'s ,0041 .C 8600 0.1315 -

1-1H-5 0.o,0083 0.8600 0.2613 -

1-. O0C125 0.8600 O.3933 "

11-,? 0.0189 0.8600 0.5925
S-lf.�8 0.0200 0.8600 0,6305 "

* 1-1B-9 0.0122 0.8600 0.3854 "

1-Pi-L) 0 0185 0.8600 0.5822 -

1-lt0l1 0.0Q084 0.8600 0.2645 -

"* 1-1-12 0.3082 0.8600 0.2578 "
*- 1•L- b3 0.0083 0.8600 0.2625 -

Sa- 1"14, 0.084 J.8600 0 a 26 42 "

1-1B-15 0.0082 0.8600 0.2575 "
1-1•-6 0.0081 0.8600 0.2573
1-163-17 0*0061 0.8600 0.1943 -

1-11- 8 1,,0102 0.8600 0.3202 -

1-10-U 0.,0082 0.*8600 0.2582
1--2?) O),062 0.8600 0.1944 "
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Tble X 'II. Peform-mce Parameters (Continued)

TEST FA FSAR PHIP - PSFR PH1INT

4-IA-i 0,0062 001300 0*7643
" "-A2 0•00a' 0.1300 1.0248
4-JA-3 ,0Q039 0.1300 0.4822
4-IA-4 0.0102 001300 1,2554 -
4+1A-5 0,a 080 U O-13Q0 0.9934

" A -- 6 0.0C39 01300 0.4840 "
4-1A-7 000102 01300 : 12557 -
4-A=8 0.0061 0,1300 0#7511 -

4-1A-9 0.0085 0.1300 0.5082 0.9408 0.1831
4-IA-1O 0%0125 0.1300 0.4991 0.4798 U,3516
4-IA-11 0.Q166 0.1300 0.4967 0o3218 0.5212.
4-1A-12 0.0206 0.1300 0,4996 0.2447 0.6901
4-iA-13 0000,4 0.1300 0,4980 1#6580 0.1014
.- iA-J4 0,1l04 0.1300 09836 3.3018 01204
4-lA-15 0.0163 0.1300 0.4944 0.3251 0.5131
4-IA-16 0.0124 0.1300 0.9952 1*8609 0.2171
4-JA-17 090166 0.1300 10057 0.9655 0.4248
4-1A-18 0.0208 0.1300 1.0057 0.6449 0,b459
4-IA-19 0.0146 0.1300 1.2497 2*2904 0.2471
4-1A-20 0.0075 0.1300 003799 0.6963 0.1772
3-lA-i 0,U072 0.2100 0.5997
3-1A-2 0.0092 0.2100 0.7620
3-iA-3 0.0124 0.2100 1,0193
3-iA-4 0.0144 0.2100 1,1852
3-1A-5 0.0042 0,2100 0*3463
3-IA-6 0,0133 0.2100 0*7660 2s2954 0.2357
2-lA-i 0.0059 0.3100 003671 -

2-1A-2 0.0091 0.3100 0,5618 -

. 2-IA-3 0,0132 0.3100 0*8146 -
2-1A-4 0.0162 0.3100 1.0023 -
2-iA-5 0.0196 0,3100 1.2086 -

2-2A-i 0.0040 0.3100 0.2476 -

2-2A-2 0.0060 0.3100 063727
2-2A-3 0.0080 0.3100 0.4966 -
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Table XXIIl. Performance Parameters (Continued)

TEST FA PSAR PHIP PSFR PHIT

2-3A-1 00061 0.3100 0.3790 -

2-3A-2 0.0002 003100 0.5069-
2-3A-3 0.0134 0.3100 0.8272 -

2-3A-4 0.0113 0.3100 0.7000 -

2-3A-5 060093 0.3100 0.5740 -

2-3A-6 O0.081 J#3100 0.5035 -

2-3A-7 0,0040 0.3100 0.2482 -
2-3A-8 0.0050 0.3100 0.3126 -

S2-3A-9 0.0060 0*3100 0.3738 -
2-1B-1 0.0039 003100 0.2443 -
"2-1ti-2 0,0086 0.3100 0.3756 2o3927 Q,1352
2-1•-3 0.0158 0.3100 0.3763 0.6278 0.5167
2-1B-4 0*0196 0.3100 0.3751 0.4479 097213
2-IB-5 0#0119 0,3100 0.5031 2s1558 0.2259
2-1B-6 0.0160 003100 0.5072 1.0493 0.4697
2-1B-" 0.r200 0.3100 0.5079 0U7013 0.7044

2-IB-P 0.0160 0.3100 0.7562 3o2359 0.2996
2-18"9 0.0200 0#3100 007556 1.5762 0.6142
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Table XXIII. Performance Parameters (Continued)

TEST FA PSAR PHIP PSFk PHIN T

5-1"•1 00040 0O.i300 094923
5-1K-2 0.0081 0.1300 0.9999
5-1h-3 0.0101 0.1300 1.25%J1
5-1h-4 0.0061 0.1300 0*7547
5-JA-I 0.0070 0.1625 0.7264
5-1A-2 0.0087 0.1613 0.9104
5-1A-3 0.0100 0.1638 1.0337
5-lA-4 0.0051 0.1608 0.5401
5-1A-5 0.0060 0.1608 0.6367
5-1A-5 0.0082 0.1636 0.8480
5-"IA7 0.0071 0.1643 0.7368 -

5-JA-9 0.0060 0.1609 0.6347 -

5-1A-9 0.0101 0.1616 1.0566 -

5-"A-lO 0.0121 0.1617 1.2605 -

5-IA-I1 0.0060 0.1628 0.6230 -

5-IA-12 0.0049 0.1621 0.5161 -

5-2A-I 0.O081 0.1761 0.7864 -

5-2A-2 0.0100 0.1730 0.9842 -

5-2A-3 0.0059 0.1738 0.5826 -

5-2A-4 0.0079 0.1746 0.7735 -

5-2A-5 0.0068 0.1740 0.6708 -

5-2A-6 0.0055 0.1742 0.5390 -

5-2A-7 0.0063 0.1746 0.6220 -

5-3A-i 0.0083 0.1799 0.7898 -

5-3A-2 0.0062 0.1793 0.5937 -

5-3A-3 0.0102 0.1780 0.9834
5-3A-1. 0.0054 0.1798 0.5146
5-3A-5 OOO,57 0.171 0.5493
"5-3A-6 0*006 7  0.1797 0.6432
5-4A-1 0.0080 U.1740 0.7931
5-4A-2 0.0099 0.1736 0.9830
5-4A-3 0.0050 0.1737 0.U4961
5-4A-' 0.0054 0.1738 0.5371
5-4A-5 0.0059 0.1733 0.5918
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Table XXIII. Performance Parameters (Continued)

TEST FA P'SAR PHIP PSFR PHINT

5-5A-I 0.0084 0.1647 0.8628-
5-5A-2 0.0105 0.1646 1.0821
5-5A.3 0.0073 091652 0.7525

05-5A-4 00075 0.1653 0.7741
5-5A-5 0.0076 0.1651 .,7825
5-5A-6 0.0078 0.1649 0.8080
5-7A-1 0.0080 0.8531 0.2518
5-7A-2 0.0118 0.8533 0.3729
5-7A-3 0.0157 0.9545 0.4-966
5-7A-4 0.0228 0.8551 07*97 19
5-7A-5 0,0086 0.8538 0.2720
5-7A-6 0.0043 008534 0.1358
5-7A-7 0.0086ý 0.8537 0.2711 '
5-7A-8 0,0079 0.8543 0.2501
5-7A-9 0.0050 0.8545 0.1581
5-8A-1 0.0085 0,3141 0.5191
5-8A-2 0.0129 0.3134 0.7840
5-8A-3 0.0173 0.3136 1.0536
5-8A-4 0.0241 0.3148 1.4618
5-8A-5 000075 033088 0.4657
5-SA-6 0.0072 0.3092 0.4424
5-8A-7 0.0066 0.3091 0.4108
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31. tMi:,towski. W. S4 and It, ". lkcner~rr, It. V•ftvnt.vPrt Putio
Mvasureit' adl Coot rýil a 'hn ' .nd F)-v., w•.n.m t of Po Ollu.ti. Rd,

41 A0 ,II - .- f0or, .Air Force-Lio n G ; ~ ,• t~ 1111 .! a 3 A f r e r t t -al ln~ s " "

A.ro •1-puml.In I.axratnar', \rItxht Paitt-rr.on Air I .. re. ia3,s, (Ohio, 197".
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